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Team AOGS Message
Dear AOGS Member,

Father’s day is dedicated to fatherhood and is celebrated on the 3rd 
Sunday of June every year. Every Father is a superhero and an inspira�on 
for his children. Nurturing offspring is undoubtedly the toughest and the 
most adorable job of parents. Parents work hard and put their best efforts 
so that their children can have best possible educa�on, values and 
ameni�es of life.

Team AOGS 2020-21 had conducted an essay compe��on and we are 
extremely happy to share the compila�on of 38 Essays on ‘My Father ~ My 
Hero’ wri�en by our own AOGS members to celebrate Father’s Day. 
(Essays of Dr Kru� Deliwala, Dr Mukesh Bavishi and Dr Rajal Thaker were 
not part of compe��on)

We are thankful to all who have contributed and shared their feelings 
through their wri�ngs.

We are thankful to three judges, Dr Mira Desai (Prof & HOD 
Pharmacology, NMCRC, Visnagar, Former Prof & HOD Pharmacology 
BJMC, Ahmedabad)

and our own AOGS members and senior consultants Dr Mukesh Bavishi 
and Dr Parul Kotdawala for sparing their valuable �me.

To us it’s just not one day to celebrate Father’s day or Mother’s day.

Everyday should be a Father’s Day & Everyday should be a Mother’s Day.

Dr  Rajal Thaker, Dr Sunil Shah

Dr Jignesh Deliwala, Dr Nivedita Vaja

&

Team AOGS 2020-21

21/06/2020
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Dr. Mira Desai
To,

President and team members

AOGS.

Dear All, My heart felt  congratula�ons for organizing 

essay compe��on on ‘My father -My hero’

This out of box thinking deserves apprecia�on.This 

unconven�onal event for busy clinicians has given 

opportunity for crea�ve thinking and expressing their 

feelings in right perspec�ve. Congratula�ons to all 

par�cipants,  taking �me out of busy schedules requires 

a strong convic�on. Thanks to Dr. Rajal Thaker, 

President, AOGS for giving me this opportunity. It was a 

pleasure to be associated with AOGS.

My best wishes for your future endeavors.  

- Dr. Mira Desai

Dr. Mukesh Bavishi
It was a pleasure to be invited to judge the essay wri�ng 

compe��on for AOGS Members! The best thing about 

all the essays was that they were wri�en from their 

hearts. It smelled of the love for one's father. AOGS 

through such 'compe��on' allowed its members to 

relive some moment with their parents esp. father who 

o�en goes unsung. So it was nice to read your 

sen�ments about your hero - your father! I wish we 

have more of such programs which bring the AOGS alive 

and vibrant with some personal flavours. More informal 

programs and we open up and come closer than before. 

Bravo to such events!

- Dr. Mukesh Bavishi

Our Judges

My Father ~ My Hero
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Dr. Parul Kotdawala
It was a pleasant surprise when AOGS president Dr. 

Rajal called me to appraise me that she is asking 

members to pen thoughts, emo�ons & memories of 

their father. Our Indian culture has deified the ‘mother’ 

and is generally silent about ‘father’s’ influence & 

contribu�ons towards one’s upbringing. ‘Mother’ gives 

birth and nurtures an individual in the very beginning of 

the life, and ‘Father’ becomes perhaps the first role 

model, and provides protec�on, comfort and 

confidence to a young child. I compliment Dr. Rajal for 

this idea and am very enthused to see that we have 

received 35 response for compe��on from colleagues 

in such a short �me! I congratulate her and the team 

AOGS for this unique ini�a�ve. 

- Dr. Parul Kotdawala

My Father ~ My Hero
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Name: Dr. Ara� Gupte Shah
Email: ara�2811@gmail.com

“Your father is a great man”, they said. I’ve heard 

this line since I was li�le. Back then, I didn’t 

understand. What made him so great? To me, he 

was just Baba. He was a busy man, that much I 

knew. He worked non- stop, o�en le� at night and 

came back in the morning. He didn’t come for all 

our parent teacher mee�ngs, or school programs 

or birthday par�es. But that didn't seem odd. Mum 

was there, and Baba was at work. That’s where he 

was supposed to be.

My earliest memories with him are of Friday 

evenings. Even back then, those few hours were 

reserved for us. He took us to the zoo, the park, 

bought us balloons and bhel, showed us the 

elephants and took us for rides on the toy train. As I 

grew older, those trips to the park were replaced by 

long walks around town. We discussed gynecology, 

college, friends, boys and the future.

The vaca�ons we took were o�en clubbed with the 

AICOG conferences. So, during the day, my parents 

a�ended the lectures, and as my sister and I were 

too young to be le� on our own, we a�ended the 

lectures with them. Some people may think this 

was weird, but to my pre-teen mind, I saw that my 

father belonged to a group of people dedicated to a 

subject they loved, and that is what I think sowed 

the seeds of my interest in Gynecology. 

Our family went out to restaurants once in a while, 

where Baba would first call the hospital to let them 

know where he was (these were the days before 

cell phones). O�en he would get a call in the middle 

of dinner and he would have to leave. But we never 

felt as if our evening had been ruined. His 

departure was always done with grace, with a smile 

of acceptance. So I accepted it too. That taught me 

the value of quality �me. I realise now, he was 

teaching us work- life balance.

“Your father is a great man”, they said. But I have 

never heard him talk about his own greatness. 

Unlike so many others, I have never heard him 

describe his work as "fantas�c" or his lecture as 

"perfect". He believes in le�ng his work speak for 

itself. He came from very humble beginnings. My 

grandfather was a government employee, and 

their family barely had enough money to make 

ends meet from salary to salary. His success and 

fame are a result of very very hard work and 

dedica�on, and I think that is where his humility 

comes from. He knows what he has sacrificed to be 

here, so it isn't something he takes for granted. I 

remember one �me back in 10th standard when I 

wouldn't stop talking about a singing compe��on 

that I had won. I went on and on about how great it 

was and how proud I felt. He listened pa�ently for a 

few days, then gently said "Enough. The 

compe��on is in the past. Stop res�ng on your 

laurels. Take this success and look ahead". Words 

he has always lived by. He taught me to be humble, 

My Father ~ My Hero
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and not take success for granted. 

“Your father is a great man”, they said. “He became 

the president of FOGSI”. I saw how he got there. It 

wasn’t out of love for posi�on or power. He had a 

genuine desire to do something more. And he felt 

educa�on and knowledge were the way forward. 

So he took �me out of his busy schedule to teach 

post graduate residents in his old medical college. 

He gave talks and presenta�ons all over the 

country to try to spread what he learnt. He will s�ll 

travel 8 hours by road to give a 1 hour talk, because 

according to him, “you never know who might 

need to hear it”. And he is always learning. He 

always has a book in front of him. He doesn't 

consider it beneath his ego to learn from someone 

much younger or far less qualified. If you have 

something new to tell him, he is an eager student. 

And to us, he is like a human version of Google. Be it 

poli�cs, medicine, science, or just how to deal with 

your children, he has insights and advice on 

everything, I learnt the value of educa�on and 

learning from him, as well as the understanding 

that knowledge, however trivial, is never wasted. 

My love for reading comes from him. Someday, I 

intend to read all the books in his library too! 

“Your father is a great man”, they said. People o�en 

told him that he should have had at least one son. 

He always says, “I am proud of my daughters. They 

are be�er than boys.” He started the Asmita 

movement (in my mother's name) 6 years ago, to 

educate and assist families with only daughters. 

The Asmita team has conducted over 1000 health 

checkup camps, sex educa�on and menstrual 

hygiene workshops, and has installed sanitary 

napkin dispensers in over 300 schools and colleges 

all over Maharashtra. They have also installed 

breast- feeding chambers in airports to help new 

mothers travelling with their babies. All this came 

into frui�on because Baba believes that if girls in 

our country are given a li�le bit of help to 

overcome societal restric�ons, they can reach for 

the stars. He taught me, not by words but by his 

ac�ons, the true meaning of gender equality. 

“Your father is a great man”, they said. When I 

decided to marry a guy I fell in love with in college, 

people thought I was crazy to leave behind a well- 

established prac�ce and move to another city. 

Everyone had opinions to give- even people I barely 

knew. I was angry and upset. Baba told me- marry a 

good man. That's all that ma�ers. Everything else 

will fall into place. He met him once, and gave us his 

blessing. He taught me to value my own opinion 

even if it meant going against the �de, to s�ck by 

my decisions without feeling the need to defend 

them to the public.  I’m happy to say, a�er 11 years 

of marriage, that he was right! 

“Your father is a great man”, they said. He is the 

most mentally stable person I know. Even when the 

whole world is falling apart, he is the rock that 

weathers the storm. His reassuring voice and 

ra�onal thinking are o�en what help me overcome 

my anxiety and fear. He operated on both me and 

my sister when our daughters were born. My first 

daughter had an intes�nal volvulus which was 

diagnosed in utero. I remember the day I got the 

ultrasound, I called him and cried. It seemed like an 

insurmountable ba�le. He said, “Think logically- 

it’s not the brain or the heart. It’s the intes�ne. We 

can easily fix that. She will be fine.” From that day 

on, I believed it too. My daughter was born at 32 

weeks. She had numerous complica�ons, was 

operated on twice, was very cri�cal and stayed in 

the NICU for 1 month. But all throughout, my belief 

in her recovery never faltered. She is now a healthy, 

happy 9 year old. Baba taught me the power of 

confidence in my own beliefs. He also taught me to 

stay calm and remain logical in the face of chaos. It 

does not come as easily to me as it does to him, but 

I am learning every day. 

“Your father is a great man”, they said. Today, I 

finally understand what they meant.

My Father ~ My Hero
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Name: 

Email: munshiap@gmail.com

Every child in his childhood feels that his father is a 

‘Hero’. As he grows up the picture changes. But in 

our case even a�er we became father and even 

grandfather / grandmother – our ‘Hero’ is same – 

our beloved father Dr. Praful Munshi.

He was born in 1914. A self-made man lost his 

father at a tender age of four years. With extreme 

struggle and hard work, he created his own path 

from Junagadh to Ahmedabad and from 

Ahmedabad to KEM Hospital Mumbai. His 

willingness to change the des�ny achieved a 

milestone in 1942 when he completed his Post 

Gradua�on and was awarded with the degree of 

M.D. in Obstetrics and Gynaecology. He returned to 

Ahmedabad as one of the very few trained 

postgraduate gynaecologists in the state. Dr. Mrs. 

Anklesaria & Dr. Saudamini Pandya were his 

colleagues.

With the mo�o of serving the society he started his 

prac�ce at Khadia and soon in Sankadisheri in 

1945. In new Ahmedabad across the river he 

owned his very first small clinic in Pritamnagar 

society.

He was also a�ached to various hospitals at 

different �mes – Civil Hospital (1944), V.S. Hospital 

(1945-54), Gulabbai Hospital (1955) and L.G. 

Hospital (1954-1972). 

A giant leap in the field of Obstetrics and 

Gynaecology was his new venture at 50, 

Pritamnagar, Near Gujarat College, the New 

building of Munshi Hospital (1960).It was first of its 

kind in this part of Ahmedabad with all facili�es 

under one roof.

Since 1954, he was a�ached to NHL Municipal 

Medical College at L.G. Hospital as Head of the 

Department and Professor of OB-GYN.

Along with clinical prac�ce he took part in Medical 

Society Ac�vi�es. He was elected as President of 

Ahmedabad Medical Associa�on – (1963-64) and 

was founder member of Ahmedabad Obstetrics 

and Gynaecological Society (AOGS) and later on 

President of AOGS. All of you know that AOGS was 

founded before even FOGSI was formed. He was 

organizing secretary of AICOG in 1962.

He re�red from academic ac�vity at the age of 60 

years but con�nued his clinical work at his private 

clinic and help many other private prac��oners by 

providing right guidance and help, �ll very late in 

his ac�ve life.

As children, we have very fond memories of him as 

a loving father, caring husband and dedicated 

family man. In spite of very heavy OBGYN prac�ce, 

he was devo�ng �me with us.

In those days, Obstetrics prac�ce was not so easy, 

in  absence of  b lood fac i l i ty,  scarc i ty  of 

anaesthesiologist, no USG, and even neonatal care 

Our Father ~ Our 'Hero'

Dr. Atul Munshi
Dr. Sanjay Munshi
Dr. Neelima Thakor
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was in infancy. It was difficult to manage 

complicated cases with meagre facili�es.

Hats off to our teachers including our father under 

whom we were fortunate to study at his clinic and 

at Medical college to successfully help mothers and 

new-born.

Time and space do not permit us to write full 

account of our ‘Hero’, but few things which we have 

learnt from his lifestyle and repeated advice which 

are useful even today:

l Learn whatever is possible from wherever it is 

available.

l There is no subs�tute to knowledge. 

l Prac�ce opera�ve skills �ll you are fully 

sa�sfied.

l Give due respect to everyone, especially your 

teachers, your seniors and your colleagues.

l Treat your all pa�ents alike, irrespec�ve to their 

social status.

l Be sympathe�c and kind to all the pa�ents as 

they have come to you with full faith and lots of 

hope.

l Sincere hard work will automa�cally bring 

enough renumera�on.

l Never cri�cize your colleagues.

l As an Obstetrician we all know that we get ups 

and down during our prac�ce including 

morbidity and mortality, in such condi�on I 

always remember his golden words –

l “You may get credit for work, you may not have 

done, same way you may get discredit of things 

you may or may not have done, accept both, 

pause, introspect, and move on”. 

l This gives us courage in our difficult �mes.

l His simple living and high moral standards 

ini�ated all of us to take up medical prac�ce. 3 

of us are in same branch and our brother Ajay 

has taken up Surgery.

l We all feel that God is very generous to give us 

the family we have, and we are especially 

thankful to our ‘Hero’ our father and his solid 

support our lovely mother – Smt. Usha Praful 

Munshi.

My Father ~ My Hero
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Name: Dr. Azadeh Patel
Email :  azadeh.patel511@gmail.com

I have got this opportunity to write about some 

personal memories of my daddy : Dr Pravin Patel. 

Who in the fraternity doesn’t know him, some 

know him as a big name in Gynaec endoscopy, and 

most know him as a man of rela�onships. Everyone 

who knew him, owned him. A person to whom 

everyone went to find solu�on for any problem, he 

was just a phone call away. He was cute, fearless, 

innocent, charming, fair minded, generous, 

energe�c, easygoing, decisive, approachable, 

considerate, dynamic, helpful, sympathe�c, 

though�ul, warm hearted, polite, likeable, 

observant, passionate, radiant and noble. 

  A man who had a heart of gold and could do 

anything for his daughters. We were rightly 

addressed as “ Daddy’s daughters”.  He could do 

anything for both of us (me and my elder sister 

Zeal). We are extremely blessed to be his 

daughters. For him we both were his two hands, I 

like to go back to some memories which probably 

will stay with us forever.

  Me and my sister Zeal were state level chess 

champions for many years, hence we used to 

represent na�onally. As we had to travel many �me 

for days for tournaments, my mother used to 

mainly accompany us and daddy used to join us in 

between whenever he could. During one na�onal 

championship at Bikaner, I defeated a previous 

year’s na�onal chess champion. Everyone was very 

happy with my win, and for me I had won that 

championship in mind (though I ranked 8th then). 

But this man was so so happy and excited that he 

did not think for a minute and le� everything to just 

come to meet me and hug me to show he was very 

happy and proud, that he actually came to Bikaner. 

I and whole group was surprised. It took him almost 

1.5 day (as the only way to reach was train) but he 

instantly booked and managed. But he came. Only 

and only he could do such thing in his impulse. 

Though he was cri�cized but it did not ma�er to 

him as he did for his “love”. He always loved to 

celebrate our such small achievements. That made 

him extremely happy and proud. 

Similar incident was when I along with the group 

had gone for gynaec endoscopy training at 

Clermont- Ferrand (CICE), France. But the first  I 

along with Rawal sir, Shashwatbhai and one more 

gynaec were stranded at Paris and our flight to 

des�na�on was cancelled. I was enjoying in Paris 

and reached CICE at night, but he was extremely 

stressed back in Ahmedabad. He took the next 

flight and was there in a day. I was li�le 

disappointed as I wanted to be on my ownas no one 

else’s father would do something like this as I was, 

but silently so happy that no one else’s father could 

do something like this �.

He was a loving father, some memories I had of him 

during my residency days at VSGH will make your 

My Father ~ My Hero
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heart melt. All the nights I was there for work, he 

came with my dinner. He used to wait pa�ently for 

me to get free, accompanied me to doctor quarter 

and sit beside me �ll I had my dinner, with a smile 

on face ,no ma�er however bad or long day he had. 

Irrespec�ve of �me, he has waited �ll 11pm but 

made sure I ate. That was him. I resisted that he 

should not come every �me as no one else’s 

parents came and it was not accepted well, but he 

did not care. He also made my milk and sandwich 

for breakfast – even if he had to rush from his 

morning walk. But he made sure he gets to see me 

in the morning to tell me “ Bye bitya, have a good 

day” with a smile. 

One more cute incident was when he actually 

scared Jayesh - my to be Fiancé . He was always on 

his mind as a perfect partner for me, and he was 

excited like a kid when I informed him we were 

talking. Jayesh was appearing for his final exams 

hence I avoided giving him his number, as I knew 

daddy would call him daily and make Jayesh more 

nervous for his exam. It was evening before 

Jayesh’s prac�cal exam, daddy insisted me to give 

his number and promised me that he ll not call him 

that day (as such he was going to meet him day 

a�er his exams – It was decided as Jayesh wanted 

to celebrate comple�on with friends). So I gave him 

his number and started with my dinner. Just 1 

minute later I heard him talking on phone “ Hello 

Jayesh, I am Dr Pravin Patel, all the best for your 

exams. Hope you have prepared well” and talked 

for a minute and hung up. Jayesh was moved and 

nervous that could not study for next half an hour. 

And next day when I returned home from my 

evening rounds, I saw Jayesh ( who was supposed 

to be celebra�ng) at my home si�ng between my 

parent, Chiragmama and Meena mami. I was 

shocked and nervous. But that was him, he could 

just not wait an addi�onal night to meet him. Hehe. 

My cu�e pie. 

He and my mother have always been suppor�ve 

and taught us to take our decisions from a very 

young age. His day could not end without talking to 

me and Zeal. Even though we used to fight and 

have strong difference of opinion, he used to put 

down his ego and come to apologise even it was 

not his fault, and irritate us �ll we smiled. The last 

trip we had was to New Zealand and it was the best 

one. It has so many memories

We have seen him being a phobic and depressed 

a�er he was revived from a severe MI in 2001. That 

was his turning point in life where he struggled for 

months to get back to his normal and get fearless 

again. We had never seen him that way. He started 

to prac�ce morning walk, yoga and prayers every 

morning. He inspired so many to adopt that 

prac�ce. He overcame his fears then and came out 

very strong. Never did we know that he ll not return 

that day (25.01.2014) when he went for his 

morning walk. I wish he was here, living his best 

days of life, playing with his grand- children and 

enjoying fruits of his hard work. But des�ny had 

wri�en something else. He went too soon and le� 

us sha�ered. It took me nearly 2 years to accept his 

death mentally, to hear him say “ Bolo bi�ya” in his 

way when he called us. It s�ll gets tears in our eyes 

when he passes through our thought. It’s been 6 

years since he is gone physically, but the amount of 

love and respect people s�ll have for him- lives. 

There were thousands of people at his funeral and 

prayer meet. He had a special connect with 

everyone. That was his grandeur. He s�ll lives and is 

respected as “ A man of rela�onship” and “ Our 

strong and loving Daddy”. 

  Daddy’s darling – Azadeh

My Father ~ My Hero
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Name: Dr. Chaitanya Patel
Email : drchaitanyaapatel@gmail.com
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Name: Dr. Chirag Ramdas Amin
Email : meenachirag2402@gmail.com

Few people have opportunity to look back in life & 
realize that they themselves were not able to 
achieve in their life�me or to reach to the heights & 
successes which their father achieved. I am one of 
them. 

I passed my childhood at the �me when my father, 
popularly known as  Prof. R.K.Amin was a na�onal 
figure & was at the peak of his career. His greatness 
& love for country was reflected at a very young age 
when he took a lead as a ‘freedom fighter’ against 
Bri�shers & lost one precious year of schooling 
during the process. Once he reached college, 
though coming from a business oriented family 
understood the importance of educa�on in 
building new independent India. It is unthinkable 
to go to London by taking study loan & get a BSc 
degree & persist & get post-graduate MSc in 
Economics from London School  of Economics in 
that Era! In that Era, very few persons in India had 
honour of that degree, one of his batch mates 
being I.G. Patel who later on became governor of 
RBI. A�er coming back from London, he decided to 
focus of Educa�on sector & was pioneer in 
establishing Vallabh vidyanagar, a small town 
which became the first & a big educa�onal hub. At 
the age of 26, my father was the youngest principal 
of Economics College in India!! Number of well-
known persons who later on became stalwarts in 
educa�onal ins�tutes had opportunity to study 
under him. He wrote number of books on 
Economics, one of them “Theory of Value’ has 
been in its 8th Edi�on & is considered a most 
essen�al textbook for those doing MA in 
Economics. 

During year 1966, when I was born, three was a 

na�on-wide movement that intellectuals should 
enter poli�cs so a party of intellectuals called 
‘Swatantra party’ was formed & my father was 
selected to stand in Lok Sabha Elec�ons. With no 
experience of poli�cs, no money in hand,  & a 
young age to contest directly in Lok Sabha elec�ons 
was a herculean task, which he achieved & was 
elected as a member of 4th Lok Sabha at a young 
age of 42 years in the year 1967. 

In Lok Sabha he was very ac�ve & due to his 
achievements & being an eminent economist, 
became member of Public Undertaking Commi�ee 
which formed & controlled the ‘Nav Ratna’ 
government companies like ONGC, BHEL, NTPC 
etc. For development of these companies he 
worked hard bringing inputs to them from 
Johannesburg in South Africa. 

It was a unique coincidence that I was born in 1966 
& as my father was elected as Member of 
Parliament on exactly my first birthday on 24th 
February 1967. It was expected that my father 
would be so busy being a public figure that he 
would not be able to give adequate �me to family. 
But contrary to that, he always overstretched his 
work, manage �me but would always make it a 
point to find �me for us. We 3 brothers & sister 
have never been deprived of his love & guidance 
throughout our childhood & later life. 

Being in ac�ve poli�cs had its share of trouble & 
during the ‘Emergency era’ declared by Smt. Indira 
Gandhi, he, along with all the eminent leaders had 
to go to jail in confinement. One of his very popular 
books wri�en during the  ‘Emergency Era’ was 
‘Bharat ni Ghavayeli Lokshahi’ (Injured democracy 
of India). He u�lized that �me to develop a 
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movement against atroci�es of government & that 
movement along with Shri Jayprakash Narayan, 
chaudhary charansingh, shri Raj Narayan, shri Atal 
bihari Bajpai, shri Morarji desai & others developed 
such a wave that the Indira Gandhi government 
was toppled & ‘Janata Party’ came into power. My 
fat h e r  go t  e l e c te d  f ro m  s u re n d ra n a ga r 
cons�tuency in 6th Lok Sabha & was a central 
figure in na�onal poli�cs. Since independence, this 
was the first �me that congress lost surendranagar 
cons�tuency. 

During these busy years, though very busy, realized 
that I was just entering teen age, gave �me to us & 
to family for our all-round development. We have 
never felt absence of my father in those crucial 
years. It is a great privilege to have a role model like 
my father in front of us in those crucial years which 
ins�gated fire in us to achieve in life. I am thrilled 
even today to remember that I used to play with 
stalwart of Indian poli�cs like Chaudhary 
Charansingh, Raj Narayan, Shri Piloo Modi, Shri 
Chimanbhai patel, Shankersinh Vaghela, when 
they came to our house!!

During year 1972, my father became pivotal in 
convincing Pakistani prime minister Zulfikar Ali 
Bhu�o to sign the historical ‘Shimla Agreement’ 
which was necessary to reverse all ill effects of 
1971 war between two countries. It is a less known 
fact that Pakistani Prime Minister Zulfikar Ali 
Bhu�o was a room partner with shri Piloo Modi at 
Oxford University during their gradua�on. During 
‘Shimla Agreement’ talks, Bhu�o was not ge�ng 
convinced in signing up the agreement. My father 
was asked by Indira Gandhi to find a way to 
convince Bhu�o. My father found the link between 
Piloo Modi & Bhu�o & incidentally Piloo Modi & his 
wife Mrs. Vayena were family friends of my father., 
Overnight Piloo was brought into picture by my 
father, had a mee�ng with Bhu�o to convince him 
& next day agreement was signed.  Even today 
“Shimla Karar’ is quoted in any of bilateral talks 
with Pakistan. 

When Janata Party was frac�oned, my father 
became frontline poli�cian in newly formed BJP. He 
was the member of Na�onal Execu�ve commi�ee 
of BJP & all ini�al economic agenda & manifesto for 
BJP was done by my father. Unfortunately he had a 
massive heart a�ack in 1989 & had to become 
inac�ve in poli�cs. But throughout those busy 

years, he did not forget his first love, educa�on. He 
has wri�en number of books in Economics, served 
as president of All India associa�on of Economists, 
remained as a head, mentor & professor Emeritus 
of Economics at Economic ins�tute at Vallabh 
Vidyanagar, served as member of central 
commi�ee of State Bank of India, Member of 
Gujarat electricity board & many more posts.  

He had a great compassion for problems faced by 
farmers of India & wrote books like ‘Kisan bole che’ 
to give voice to farmer’s woes. He was a believer of 
‘free market economy’ since beginning of his 
carrier. He was just about to be appointed as 
‘finance minister of India’ in 1979 when Chaudhary 
Charansingh became prime minister. If that would 
have happened, India would have tested fruits of 
‘free market economy’ much earlier in 1979. India 
missed that opportunity & finally it was introduced 
by Manmohan Singh in 1992. Think if a situa�on if 
free market economy would have been introduced 
in 1979!! We would be much ahead today than 
China!

It was our great fortune to have guidance 
throughout our precious career building years 
from a person who has guided thousands of people 
in their life teaching them virtues of educa�on, 
high moral values, compassion & hard work. Value 
of educa�on was so high in his eyes that whenever 
we used to ask him what is the greatest 
achievement in his life, he would say that my 
daughter & all my sons achieving higher educa�on 
& my Grandchildren also achieving high level of 
educa�on, is my greatest achievement & 
sa�sfac�on. He used to tell that ‘people will 
remember me as a poli�cian for a short �me �ll I 
am in power, but my students remember me as a 
good teacher for life�me’. It is so true! We can 
never forget the value of what our teachers gave 
us. I am proud of the fact that innumerable 
students in Vidyanagar stayed at our house while 
studying & contribu�on of my mother is no less in 
nurturing them to good human beings. 

Looking back I feel fortunate to have a father like 
Prof. R.K. Amin, one of the visionaries, achievers & 
reformers of modern India. I can proudly say that I 
have a ‘pleasant regret’ that we could not achieve 
even 10% of what my father achieved in his life�me 
& has le� a legacy for genera�ons to come. He is 
definitely my super-hero!!
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My Father, my hero....My dear father Mr. 

DHIRENDRA. K. SHAH is a true hero of my life. 

Someone whom I love so much in this world, 

someone who is always there for me and someone 

who feels that I am always correct. He was born on 

9th March 1945, 75 years at present, has been a 

great  son,brother,  husband,  father  and 

grandfather. He has been always so pa�ent with all 

of us in the family, I have never heard his loud voice 

with any of us in the family. My uncle (kaka) who 

stayed in USA his both kidneys failed in the year 

1989. I was in 7th standard and my brother in 

second year of college. As my parents got to know 

about my uncle's kidney failure, they had no 

second thought and both of them decided that my 

father would be dona�ng his one kidney to my 

uncle. Such was his love for his brother. My parents 

travelled to USA and on 19th October 1989 he 

underwent surgery and donated his kidney to my 

uncle. My uncle got free from painful dialysis. My 

father always recalls this as the most sa�sfying 

incident of his life. He always encouraged me and 

my brother to study hard and helped us achieve our 

professional careers. He always wanted me to be a 

doctor so that I could be helpful to the society and 

take care of the needy. A�er 12th standard ,10 long 

years of study to be a gynecologist but he was 

always with me in my en�re journey with the 

pa�ence of the whole world encouraging me each 

day to achieve my goal. He would arrange my 

compass box and would always come to drop me at 

the examina�on hall.He has always been an 

excellent husband. My mother was diagnosed with 

endometrial cancer in 1995.A�er surgery for 

radia�on therapy my mother had to go to Civil 

hospital. My father would pa�ently accompany her 

and got her treatment completed. Today my 

mother is well ,so many different health issues she 

had but each �me my father's support would 

spring her back into life. He worked in State Bank of 

India where his colleagues remember him as a 

person with a very good sense of humour. He has 

always taught me to be honest and modest .He 

keeps on encouraging me to learn new things and 

keep myself updated. He is too very health 

conscious. He daily walks for an hour and daily does 

yoga with my mother for an hour. Such a spirit and 

aura he has,truly blessed I am to have him in my 

life. 'Love you dad to moon and back.' Thank you for 

being a wonderful father, you are my true hero. 

Name: Dr. Darshini Shah
Email : drdarshinishah100@mail.com
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Name: Dr. Deepak M. Naik
Email : deepak.naik7@gmail.com

“Love has its reasons which reason knows nothing 

of”. This is how my father’s love for me can be 

described. He is a man devoted to my progress. He 

has done for me all that is beyond what can be 

reasonably expected of a father. He is my biggest 

fan, my most magnificent cheerleader, a friend, a 

mentor and my hero for life. 

He has been by my side all throughout my life 

star�ng from my school days where he made 

herculean efforts to get me admi�ed to St Xavier’s 

school(one of the best schools at that �me). His 

efforts were rewarded when I shone academically 

throughout my school career reaching the zenith 

by topping the state in physics in my 12 boards 

exams. 

Throughout my teenage years he was guiding me 

as to which career I should choose. He had a dream 

of making me a doctor. He could see his dream 

coming to life when I got my admission in the best 

Medical College in Ahmedabad. He was standing 

rock solid by my side through all my ups and downs 

in my student days.

When I started prac�cing he lent me all his support 

without which I could not have reached the heights 

that I have reached in my professional career. His 

foresightedness, his for�tude, his resolve are all 

worthy of emula�on. His hard work and dedica�on 

has forever been my guiding star in giving my best 

in every situa�on. The sacrifices that he has made 

cannot be described in words. His life is a glowing 

example for all others to follow.

When I became a father myself, I realized the depth 

of my father’s love for me. As I proudly raised my 

children I could feel the pride that my father had for 

me as I watched the progress of my children and 

spent sleepless nights worrying about them. I could 

understand the pains my father had taken to raise 

me. Life has come a full circle and I find myself in my 

father shoes, but of course they're too big to fill.    

My father’s biggest gi� to me has been the ability 

to DREAM BIG and the resolve to fulfill them. I owe 

my life to my father. All the success that I have been 

bestowed upon is all because of him. I will be 

forever indebted to him for all the love, care and 

constant encouragement that he has showered 

upon me. I will strive to be the magnificent father 

to my children just the way he was to me. My 

deepest gra�tude to my father for everything that 

he has done for me and my most fervour prayers to 

Almighty for my father’s long and healthy life.

“I was a grain of sand, my father’s oyster of love and 

effort turned me into an amazing pearl.” 

Thank you father
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Name: Dr. Devindraben Shah

My father was a teacher, a complete 

teacher. Be it a Educa�on, Religion, Social, 

Professional, Interpersonal, Health, 

anything he had his opinion and he 

prac�ced what he said. S obviously it got 

imbibed in us.

(1) His First mantra - Work is Worship. That's 

why all my siblings achieve highest 

posi�ons in our careers.

(2) Gender equality - we are 5 elder sisters 

and 2 younger brothers. But they did not get 

any preferen�al treatment All had to study 

well and excel. His expecta�on was we excel 

in each subject and not in one.

(3) Now people talk about secularism. He 

had taught us all religious are same and 

teach same things. Only so called gurus 

don't understand that. He had best Muslim 

and Chris�an friends. On most of them 

were frequent visitors to our home.

(4) Ganghian to Core, He used to spin 

charkha (Ran�o) at least for an hour 

everyday.

(5) Forward looking he had no objec�ons in 

our ge�ng married to person of other 

community.

(6) In his younger days he was an athlete so 

pranayam was natural to him. He was 

reasonably fit throughout his life.

(7) He always told us try to excel in whatever 

you do You have to be number 1 and not 2.

(8) He told my brothers if you see tears in 

the eyes of your wife, you are biggest idiot, 

it does not ma�er how much successful you 

may be. The lady of the house is laxmi of the 

house, So don't do anything that bring tears 

to her eyes. You will not be happy.

His name was Shan�lal Mangaldas Shah.

He died on 16.06.1970
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Name: Dr. Falgoon Parikh
Email : falgoon.parikh@yahoo.com

Born in a poor family, second in four siblings, my 
father’s early childhood was spent in Indore (M.P.).  
At a tender age of 7 years my father was sent to 
Godhra (Gujarat) to pursue schooling in a village 
school. He was staying with his maternal aunt in a 
mud house with no electricity or any other facili�es 
what so ever. 
He was a meritorious student and was compelled 
by his then principal of school to study inter science 
in Ahmedabad, where he stayed in a hostel. He got 
admission in B.J.M.C. That was the first �me he 
wore foot wears in his life. Till that stage of life he 
used to be bare footed. During his M.B.B.S. course 
my father came in contact with co-student Kalava� 
which ul�mately culminated into a love marriage. 
He was a favorite student of the then stalwart 
Gynecologist and H.O.D. Miss Saudaminiben 
Pandya, whom he considered his own mother. She 
also treated him like her own son. A�er passing 
M.D. in Gynecology he got his first job as tutor in 
Anatomy at M.P.S.M.C. (Jamnagar) in 1956 (I was 
then just 6 months old), where the founda�on was 
laid of his knowledge of Anatomy of female 
reproduc�ve system. Subsequently he was 
transferred as Junior Lecturer in department of 
Gynecology. That was the beginning of his glorious 
carrier as a versa�le Surgeon and a very astute 
teacher. He rose to the post of H.O.D. of 
department of Gynecology where my mother Dr. K. 
S. Parikh was Head of 2nd unit (There were only 2 
units). Both of them were having alternate 
emergency duty. The beauty of the familial bond 
and understanding of my father was such that 
whenever my mother was on emergency duty my 
father used to cook food for all of us.
From Jamnagar he was transferred to Surat and 
ul�mately to B.J.M.C. as H.O.D. where he worked 
�ll his re�rement. He was famous in all over Gujarat 

and also in India for his exper�se in Gynec. Surgery. 
He also published many papers and also invented a 
canulla – for mid trimester abor�on. I have seen 
him doing experimental I.U.I. in 1985 with metallic 
canulla for infer�lity when nobody even knew 
about I.U.I. He was Organizing Secratory of FOGSI 
n a� o n a l  co nfe re n c e  w h i c h  wa s  h e l d  i n 
A h e m d a b a d .  R o u g h l y  m o r e  t h e n  1 5 0 0 
Gynecologist studied under him during his en�re 
carrier. He was known for his strictness and 
enforcement of discipline. On a lighter note maybe 
that was the reason I did not opt for transfer to 
B.J.M.C. and pursued my studies at Jamnagar. 
I was a witness to his supreme sacrifice where he 
took premature re�rement in peak of his carrier to 
facilitate my mother to become H.O.D. as my 
mother would never have enjoyed the posi�on of 
H.O.D. as she was just one year junior in service to 
him.
As he himself was a self made man he wanted me 
to progress independently. The day I earned my 
first s�pend of Rs. 265/- , he told me to be 
financially independent. I owe a lot as because of 
this impetus today I am a self made man. During my 
first 15 years of Private Prac�ce he was my main 
mo�va�onal force and stood behind me to 
encourage me to accept any complicated case 
where he assured me to guide. He also a�ended all 
my major surgeries as long as he was ac�ve and 
taught me the intricacy of various surgeries. The 
greatness of him was that, in spite of him being 
always present he never revealed his iden�ty and 
that is how in my ini�al prac�ce I got reputa�on, 
the fruits of which I s�ll enjoy. Today what I have 
achieved as a prac�cing Gynecologist is en�rely 
because  of  h i s  con�nuous  support  and 
encouragement. He is no doubt and beyond any 
ques�on  “MY HERO”.
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Name: Dr. Hina Mashkaria
Email : drmehul@yahoo.com
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40 મો િદવસ

ે ે“ નિહ પાપા , �લીઝ, આ વકશનમાં  િહમાલય તરફ ફરવા નથી 
ે ે ેં ેજવ. મન ખીણ ની બહ બીક લાગ છ. મન પવ�તીય ર�તા પર ુ ુ

ેઉ�ટીઓ થાય છ”
ે ેે ે ં“ચરી....આ વખત જો ત કાંઈપણ બોલી છ તો વાત છ તારી. ુ
ે ે ે ંપ�પા, આ વષ� તો િહમાલયનો ખોળો જ ખદવો  છ” મઘ ચરીન મોં ૂ ુ

ે ે ેદબાવી તની બાજમાં લપાઈન બસી ગયો. �યાં આકાશ પણ આવી ુ
ે ેગયો. “ યસ પ�પા, મારી અન મઘની ઈ�છા િહમાલય તરફ 

ે ે ે ે ેજવાની જ છ. અન એ ચરી ...આ વખત તો તા�ં કાંઈ જ ચાલશ 

નિહ.
ે ં ં “ ચરી, “ �...�..હ તો પાપાની પરી છ. પ�પા મા�ં જ ુુ
ેસાંભળશ.”
ે ે ેે ે ે ે ેમઘ “પ�પા છ�લા બ વષ�થી ચરી કહ છ તમ જ તમ કરો છો.  આ 

ે ે ેવખત અમારી ઈ�છા પરી કરો ન ! અન રહી વાત ઉ�ટીની ... તો ૂ
ે ે ે ં ંઆપણ તની દવા લઈન જ જઈશ. િહમાલયન સૌ�દય� ખબ ુ ુ ુ

ે ેઅલોિકક છ. ખબ મ� આવશ. ૂ
ે ે ંચરી :” પ�પા તમ તો કઇક બોલો!

ેે ે ે ેગગનભાઈ: બટા! મા�ં ચાલ ન તો મારી પરી કહ તમ જ ક�ં, 
ં ે ે ે ે ે ેપણ આ બન ભાઈઓન થશ ક '' પ�પાન તો ચરી જ 

ે ેલાડકી.....અમારી તો કાંઈ િકમત જ નથી”તથી આ વખત 
ે ં ે ંઆકાશ-મઘની ઇ�છા પરી કરીશ.આપણ િહમાલય તરફ જઈશ.ૂ ુ ુ

ે ેચરી : બસન પાપા !
ં ે ં ે ેઅદરથી મ�મી : અરે ચરી, ! ત તો ભગવાન પાસથી માંગીન ુ

ેેલીધલી અમારી લાડકી ગિડયા છ. �યારેક તો ખીણનો ડર ુ
ેે ે ે ેકાઢવો પડશ ન ! જોજ તન ખબ મ� આવશ.ૂ

ં ં         િદવસો,સમય,�થળ બધ ન�ી થઇ ગય. બધા ખબ ુ ૂુ
ૈ ંઉ�સાહમાં તયારી કરવા લા�યા. “ સા�ાત ધરતી પરન �વગ�'' ુ
ં ં ેમાણવા જવાન હત. બધા પોતપોતાની બગમાં બધી વ�તઓ ુ ુ ુ

ે ેપોતાની જ�િરયાત અન ઈ�છા મજબ ભરતા રહયા.મા� ચરી ુ
ે ૈ ે ે ં... ત તયારી તો કરતી હતી પણ તન અદરથી કોઈ ડર સતાવતો 

ેે ે ે ે ંહતો. પછી �ત જ મન મનાવતી હતી ક પ�પા છ ન તો મન શ ુ
ેંથવાન છ? ુ

ે      બરાબર 40 માં િદવસ �વાસ શ� થયો. મનાલીના ર�તા 
ે ે ેપર જયારે તમની ગાડી ર�તામાં ઢોળાવ �માણ આમથી તમ 

ંઢળતી તો બધા આનદની િચિચયારી કરી ખબ મ� માણતા,પણ ુ
ેચરી..........

ે ં ં ે ે ેઆકાશ – અરે ચરી! આમ આખો બધ કરીન કમ બઠી છો. આ 
ે ં ે ેિહમાલય તો જો કટલો સદર લાગ છ. ુ

ેે ેચરી-“ના પણ આ બાજ તો જો ખીણ કટલી �ડી છ?ુ
ે ેે ે ે ંમઘ-“અરે ગાંડી, ત બાજ શા માટ જોવ છ? આવી સદર જ�યાએ ુ ુ

ે ંનીચ નિહ ઉપર જ જોવાન હોય.ુ
ે ે    બધા તન ડરમાંથી બહાર કાઢવા વારંવાર સરસ સરસ 

ે ે ે ેવ�તઓ બહાર બતાવતા હતા. વ�ચ વ�ચ ત કદરતના બનમન ુ ુ ુ
ે ેસૌ�દય�ન માણતી પણ હતી. પણ તરત તનાથી બી� બાજની ુ

ં ે ેખીણ તરફ જોવાઈ જત ન તના મોં પરની બધી લાલી ઉડી જતી ુ
હતી.

ે ં          દવાઓએ રંગ રા�યો , ઉ�ટીઓ તો ના થઇ પણ ત કશ ુ
ખાતી જ નહોતી.

ેે     હસી – ખશીથી મનાલી પહોંચી ગયા. �ણય ભાઈ-બહનોએ ુ
ખબ ફોટા પડા�યા,ખબ મ� કરી , ખબ ર�યા. મ�મી પ�પા પણ ૂ ૂ ૂ

ે ે ે�ણયન ખશ જોઇન ધ�યતા અનભવતા હતા. ૂ ુ
ે ે ં ે ે“ લ ચરી ! ત તો આવવાની ના પાડતી હતી પણ તન કટલી મ� ુ

આવી?''
ેે ે ં“ હા મ�મી !.... પણ હ� પાછા પણ ત જ ર�તથી જવાન છ?ુ

ે“ અરે બટા! હ� તારો ડર ના ગયો.
ેે ે ેમ�મી: મ�મી -પ�પા પર તન િવ�ાસ છ ન ! તન કાંઈ નિહ થવા 

દઈએ.
ે“ હા મ�મી....પણ પાછા જવા માટ કોઈ બીજો ર�તો નથી?

ે ેઅરે ચરી ! પાછી ત જ વાત !
િદવસો પરા થયા. પાછા જવા બધા ગાડીમાં ગોઠવાઈ ગયા. ૂ
ે ે ં ં ે ે ંચરીન પ�પાના ખોળામાં સઈ જવ હત. તન ર�તામાં કાંઈ જોવ ૂ ુ ુ ુ

ં ે ે ે ે ેનહોત. એટલ ત અન પ�પા વ�ચની સીટ પર બઠા. 2 કલાકની ુ
મસાફરી પછી �ાઈવરે ર�તા પરના ઢાબા પર ના�તો કરવા કાર ુ
સાઇડમાં ઉભી રાખી

ંેચા-ના�તાની ઈ�છા બતાવી તો બધાએ હા પાડી. બધાન થોડ ુ
ે ં ંનીચ ઉતરી વાતાવરણ માણવ હત. ુ ુ

ે ે ગાડી ડાબીબાજ સરસ રીત સલામતી થી પાક� કરી. બધા નીચ ુ
ઉતયા�. 
પ�પા, ચાલો! 

ેે ેઅરે પણ બટા! ચરી મારા ખોળામાં સતી છ.ૂ
ેે ે ે ં“ તન સવા દો. ત આમ પણ મસાફરીમાં �યાં કશ ખાય છ. ૂ ુ ુ

ે ેઆપણ સામ જ જઈએ છીએ.
ે ે ં ં ે ે ે            જકટન ઓશીક બનાવી તઓ ધીરે થી ખસીન નીચ ુ ુ
ે ે ં ે ેઉતયા�. િવચારે છ ક જો ગાડી નો દરવાજો બધ કરીશ અન ત 

ે ે ે ેઉઠી જશ તો ડરી જશ ક બધા �યાં ગયા? તથી દરવાજો ખ�લો ુ
ે ેજ રાખી તઓ બહાર નીક�યા ફરીવાર ગગનભાઈએ ચક કરી 

ેં ે ેલીધ ક ચરી આરામથી સતી છ.ુ ૂ
            બધા ગરમ-ગરમ ચા-ના�તો કરતા હતા.
 “ઢમ...ધડામ .....ચરર...એકદમ જોરથી મોટો અવાજ આ�યો 

ેઅન �યાં તો ઓ...જઓ...જ�દી...અરે બાપ.......રે !ુ
ેનીચથી �ડો �ડો અવાજ “પ�પા...પ�પા , બચાવો ....બચાવો..

ે ે ે ેઅરે નિહ..ચરી......મારી ચરી...બધા એક �ાસ ર�તાની પલી 
ેેતરફ દોડયા ર�તાની ધારથી નીચ જએ છ તો લગભગ ૨૦૦ ્ ુ

ે ેમીટર નીચ ચરી એક ઝાડની ડાળી પકડી ...
ે ે“પ�પા , બચાવો મન, તમ �યાં છો?” ની ચીસો પડતી હતી.

ેબાપ....રે પાછળથી આવતી ગાડીએ કાબ ગમાવતા ઉભલી ગાડી ુ ુ
ે ે ેસાથ અથડાઈ ગઈ હતી. જોરદાર ટ�રન કારણ ગાડીના 
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ં ે ે ેખ�લા દરવા�માંથી િન�ાધીન ચરી સરરરર દઈન સરકીન ુ
ખીણમાં...એક ઝાડ ની ડાળી પર બ�ે હાથ થી લટકતી હતી 

ેે ે ે ે“ પ�પા, મન ખીણનો ખબ ડર લાગ છ. તમ જ�દી આવો. મન ૂ
ેતડી લો.

ેપ�પા ના તો હોશ જ ઉડી ગયા. મઘ-આકાશ-મ�મી બધા રાડારાડ 

– ચીસાચીસ કરવા લા�યા.
ે“જ�દી કોઈ કાંઇક કરો , મારી ચરી..''

ેબધી દકાનવાળા , ર�તા પરના વાહનોવાળા બધા ભગા થઇ ુ
ેગયા. બચાવવા માટના કોઈ સાધનો નિહ, સહારો નિહ. જ�યા 

ે ે ંખબ ભયાનક હતી. નીચ ઉતરાય તમ પણ નહોત. દોરડા તો ુ ુ
ે ે ંમ�યા પણ �યાં સધી પહોચ તમ ન હત.ુ ુ

આ �યાં િફ�મ હતી આ તો વા�તિવકતા હતી.
ે ેે ે ે“પ�પા , મન ડાળી ખબ વાગ છ મારા હાથ છોલાય છ તમ �યાં ૂ

છો?
ેે ે ં         �યાં તો એકદમ ધાર પર ઉભલા ટોળાન શાંત રહવાન ુ
ં ેે ે ે ેકહી પ�પા �વ�થ થઈન બો�યા,”બટી ચરી , તન ઝીલવા હ નીચ ુ

ં ે ે ેંઆવી ગયો છ. બન હાથ શાંિતથી છોડી દ. પ�પા તન િબલકલ ુ ુ
ે ંપાડવા નિહ દ.ત સીધી મારા હાથમાં જ આવી જઈશ”ુ
ે ેે ે ે ે“ મન િવ�ાસ છ ક મારા પ�પા મન પકડી જ લશ.”

ે ેે ં ં ેત હસતી-હસતી ખશીથી સતોષથી બન હાથ છોડી દ છ. ુ
ં ં ંે“પ�પા મન પકડજો, હ છોડ છ”ુુ ુ

ે ં ં“આવ બટા, હ અહીં જ છ.ુુ
ેં ે ેબસ..આટલ બોલી પ�પા બભાન થઇ ગયા. હોશ આવ છ �યારે ુ

ંહદયના ટકડાન અિ�ત�વ ખીણમાં ઓગળી ગયાનો આઘાત ુ ુ
ેે ં ેતમની આખોન સકાવા નથી દતો.ુ
ે ે     ખબ તપાસ કરી પણ ચરીના શરીરન આ િહમાલયની ખીણો ૂ

ે ે ેગળી ગઈ. ચરીના શરીરન િહમાલયની ગોદમાં જ મકીન નીકળી ૂ
ં ં ેજવ પડય. જતી વખત �પાળો લાગતો આ િહમાલય વળતા ુ ્ ુ
ે ં ેવખત આખા કટબન કાળો અસર લાગવા લા�યો.બરફની ુ ુ ુ

ે ે ેચાદર ઓઢલી િગિરમાળા કફનમાં લપટાયલી લાગવા લાગી. 
ેંકડકડતી ઠડી આપતો િહમાલય દાવાનળની જમ દઝાડવા 

લા�યો.
ેે ે ં ં ે ે ં ેહવ બધાન સમ�ત હત,”મન ખીણનો ડર લાગ છ” આવ ચરી ુ ુ ુ

ેવારંવાર કમ બોલતી હતી. ઘરમાં બધા સમસામ-ઉદાસ થઇ ગયા. ુ
     થોડા િદવસો પછી... 

ે ે ં ે ેે ે ે ે ે ે ેમઘ..પ�પા છ�લ છ�લ તમ ચરી પાસ ખોટ કમ બો�યા ક તન ુ
ં ે ંઝીલવા હ નીચ જ ઉભો છ.ુુ
ે ે ં ે ં ંપ�પા,”બટા, તન મ�ય િનિ�ત થઇ ગયલ ��ય �યારે મારી ુ ૃ ુ ુ ુ

ે ંંઅદરનો “િપતા” પોકારી ઉઠયો ક સતાનોના �વનમાં દરેક 
ે ં ે ંઘડીએ ....પછી ત અિતમ ઘડી પણ કમ ન હોય... આનદ-શાંિત-

ે ેે ે ેસમાધાન-આપવાની ફરજ માતા-િપતાની જ છ. તણ છ�લ હાથ 
ે ે ે ે ે ે ે ેછોડયા હશ, �યારે ત કટલી ખશ હશ ક પ�પા મન ઝીલી લશ ્ ુ

ં ં(આખમાં આસ સારી ગયા.) ુ
ે ે ે ે ે ે ં      આપણ તન ઝીલી તો ના શકયા પણ આપણ તન અિતમ 

ે ે ે ંખશી તો આપી શ�યા. નિહ તો કટલા ઉદિવ�ન મન તનો અત ્ુ
આવત ! 

ે ેેઉ�ચ હતથી બોલાયલ અસ�ય , સ�ય કરતા વધ શા��ોકત છ.ુ ુ
ે ે ે       અન બટા! િદલમાંથી એક અવાજ એ પણ આવતો હતો ક 

ેે ે ે ે ેઉપરવાળો “બાપ” તો તન ઝીલવા ઉભો જ છ ન! તણ તો મારી 
ે ેપરીન ઝીલી જ લીધી હશ. 

ં ે       ઘર �મશાનવત થઇ ગય. બધાન િહમાલય ફરવા જવાના ુ
િનણ�ય પર ખબ અફસોસ થતો હતો.ૂ

ે ેઆજ બરાબર 40 મો િદવસ થયો સવારે 10:00 વાગ 
ંગગનભાઈ ના મોબાઈલ પર અ��યા નબર પરથી રીંગ વાગી.

ં ેં ં ં ે ંઓફીસ જવાન મોડ થત હત તથી િવચાય�ં અ��યો નબર છ ુ ુ ુ ુ ુ
ે ંં ે ં ંજવા દ. . .ઓફીસ જવાન મોડ થશ.  પણ અદરથી થય ુ ુ ુ

ના...ના... ઉપાડી લ�.
હે�લો!
ે ે ૈ ૈહ�લો! આપ ગગનભાઈ બોલ રહ હ ? મ આમી� ઓિફસર 

ંિવ�ાંતસીંગ બોલ રહ હ,.. ુ
ે ે“ નમ�ત , બોલીય! 

“એક િમનીટ , �કો લો બાત કરો. 
ેપ�પા....પાપા તમ �યાં છો? 

ે ે“ ચ...રી...,ચ...રી..., ઓહ માય ગોડ !
ેં ે ે ે ેત મારી ચરી બોલ છ? અન ગગનભાઈ એકદમ બહોશ થઇ ુ

ે ેગયા. મ�મી દોડીન આવી. ફોન હાથમાં લઇ લીધો કોણ ચરી ! 

મારી બ�ચી ! 
ેં ે ેમ�મી ત �યાં છ? મન અહીંથી જ�દી લઇ � મારે તમારી પાસ ુ

ેંઆવવ છ. ુ
ે ે ે ે“બટા, અમ તન લવા આવીએ જ છીએ. જ�દી બાજવાળા ુ
ં ેઅકલન ફોન આપ. 

ૈે ેHELLO ! મમ �યાં આપ ચરી કી મ�મી હ !
ૈ ૈ ૈ ૈે ેહા સર! મરી ચરી  કસી હ? કહાં હ? સલામત હ? 

ે ૈે ે ેયસ મમ, આપકી બટી કો 40 િમનીટ પહલ હી હોશ આયા હ. 
ૈ ેઉસકો બહોત ચોટ આઈ હ લિકન વો હમારી મીલીટરી હોિ�પટલ 

ૈ ંેમ� સલામત હ. મ� એ�ેસ ભજતા હ આપ લોગ આ �ઓ. ુ
 “જય િહ�દ''

ે ં        �મશાનવત થયલા ઘરમાં આનદની કીકીયારીઓ થવા 
ેલાગી. બધા ખશીથી પગલ થઇ ગયા. બધી �યવ�થા કરી જ ચાર ુ

ે ે ે ે ે ે ેજણા ચરી ન િહમાલય મકીન આ�યા હતા, ત ચારેય તન લવા ૂ
ે ં ં ેનીકળી પડયા. ર�તામાં કોઈન શ બોલવ ત જ ખબર નહોતી ્ ુ ુ

પડતી.
ે ે ે        મીલીટરી હોિ�પટલમાં પહોચલા પ�પા જયારે ચરીન જએ ુ

ેે ં ંે ેછ �યારે તમની આખોમાંથી તના જ�મ પર જ ખશીના આસ સરી ુ ુ
ે ે ે ંપડયા હતા ત જ રીત આ તના બી� જ�મ પર પણ આસ સારી ુ

પડયા. ્
ેમારી...ચરી...મારી �ાણ .

ે ેે ેઆખો પિરવાર તન વળગી પડ છ. 
ે ેેબાજમાં ઉભલા આમી� ઓિફસર કન�લ િવ�ાંતસીંગ કહ ક “ આપ ુ

ે ે ેય �યારીસી બટી ક �વન કો પ�વી પર કા એક ચમ�કાર કહ ૃ
ૈ ેે ે ે ેશકત હ. હમ લોગ ય ખાઈ ક બીચ એક આિમ� કા ગ�ત હલીપડ  ુ

ેે ે ે ે ેબનાન ક િલય જગહ કા િનરી�ણ કરન કા કામ કર રહ થ. 
ૈ ૈે ે ે ેએક િદન પડ પર સ જસ ફલ નીચ િગરતા હ િબલકલ ઇસી ુ
ે ે ેેતરહ ય ગિડયા હમારે ટ�ટ ક કપડ પર ગીરી.    ુ

ે ે ં       �યાં જ મઘ બોલી ઉઠયો, પાપા તમ સાચ જ બો�યા ુ
ેે ે ે ેહતા,”ચરી તન ઝીલવા પ�પા નીચ જ ઉભા છ પણ ત મારા પ�પા 

ે ેનિહ, આ જગતના પ�પા . આ જગતના િપતાએ અમારી ચરીન 

ઝીલી લીધી.   
(સ�ય ઘટના પર આધાિરત)
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“sLkLke òuz Mk¾e Lknª szu hu ÷ku÷”

ykðk MkwtËh íkÚkk ¼kððkne þçËku {kuxu¼køku {kíkk {kxu s 
÷¾kÞu÷k {¤u Au. ykÃkýu ðkhtðkh Mkkt¼¤eÞu Au, Ãkhtíkw Ëhuf 
çkk¤f {kxu ¾kMk íkku Ãkwºke {kxu íkuLkk rÃkíkk yuf {sçkqík Míkt¼ suðk 
nkuÞ Au. íku nt{uþkt Ëhuf ÔÞÂõíkLke Mkh¾k{ýe rÃkíkk MkkÚku fhu Au.

{khk ÃkÃÃkk rðþuLke {khe ÞkËku çkk¤ÃkýÚke þY fÁt Aw, 
çkk÷{trËh{kt hkus {qfðk ykðu. Aqxíke ð¾íku çknkh s W¼k 
nkuÞ. «kE{he Mfq÷{kt ÃkÃÃkk çkuøk ÷ELku Ëh ÃktËh rËðMku {khk 
rþûkf-rþrûkfkLku {¤ðk ykðíkk. Ÿ[k íkÚkk ~Þk{ nkuE Ëhuf 
íku{Lku íku{Lkk yuxexâwzÚke zkuõxh s Mk{síkk. ½ýeðkh nwt Ãký 
yu çkku÷ðk Ëuíke, økðoÚke nfefíku íkuyku rMkrð÷ yuLSLkeÞh Au. 
½uh Ãkkt[ Äkuhý MkwÄe ÃkÃÃkk hkus ÷uMkLk fhkðu, ÷zu Ãký ¾hk íkuÚke 
{B{eLke ðÄw LkSf hnuíke. su{ su{ {kuxe ÚkE íku{ {Lku yu{Lke 
ðÄw {kÞk ÷køke. yufðkh {Lku ¾qçk s íkkð ykðu÷ku, nwt Ëðk 
øk¤ðkLke [kuh. ÷øk¼øk yuf f÷kfLke {kÚkkfqx ÃkAe ÃkÃÃkk 
E{kuþLk÷ ÚkE økÞk, {Lku fÌkwt fu çkuxk, íkwt {khe yufLke yuf Aku. 
ftE Úkþu íkku...? {kÁt yk çkÄw fkuLkk {kxu Au...? ò fk÷ Úke nwt 
fk{u Lkne òô, òýu {Lku çkÄwt çknw s Mk{òÞwt nkuÞ íku{ {U Ëðk 
øk¤e íÞkhÃkAe õÞkhuÞ ykLkkfkLke fhe LkÚke Ëhuf Ãkheûkk{kt 
{khu ÃkÃÃkk s òuEyu. ÷køkýeLkku ykÄkhMíkt¼ {kÁt Ëhuf rhÍÕx 
òuRLku yu{Lku þuh ÷kune [zu. ËMk{k Äkuhý{kt y{ËkðkË{kt 7{ku 
huLf ykÔÞku. {khkÚke ðÄkhu økŠðc íkku yu Vhu.. Ãkkxeo hk¾e... 
VkuLk Ãkh ËhufLku sýkÔÞwt yu LÞqÍÃkuÃkhLkk fxªøk yks MkwÄe 
yu{Lke ríkòuhe{kt Au. yksuÞ íkuyku ÃkkuíkkLke yku¤¾ký 
zku.sÕÃkkçkuLkLkkt ÃkÃÃkk íkhefu ykÃku Au.

{khkt ÷øLk ÃkAe yu{Lku nt{uþkt ®[íkk fu {khk Ãkrík {kYt çkhkçkh 
æÞkLk hk¾þu fu Lknª. ð¾ík síkkt yk ðkíkLke ¾kíkhe Úkíkkt, {khk 
nMkçkLz Lku y{e»kfw{kh fneLku rËðMk{kt fux÷eÞ ðkh çkku÷kðu, 
çkÄwt s þuh fhu Lku ¾wÕ÷k rË÷u yuLku yÃkLkkÔÞku. fk¤òLkkt 
xqfzktLku Mkk[ðLkkh yu{LkkÚkeÞu [zeÞkíkku Au íkuLkku økðo Au 
yu{Lku... MkkÚku s y{Lku Mð¼kðLke yk rðrþü ¾qçke Ãký 
Qòøkh ÚkkÞ Au yu{kt {khk ÃkwºkLku íku{Lke ¾qçks {kÞk Au. Ëhuf 

ðkík íkuLku LkkLkkLku fnuðk òuEyu, Ãký nwt òuô Awt fu su ðkíku íkuyku 
{Lku xkufíkk fu xÃkkhíkk, yu s ðkík íkuLke MknLk fhe ÷u Au. ô{h 
ðÄíkk økwMMkku ½xu Lku MknLkþe÷íkk ðÄíke síke nþu. nðu íku{Lkwt 
VkuõMk yrøkú{íkk çkË÷kE Au. Ëkurnºk Mkk{u nt{uþkt íku{Lku nwt s 
ðktf{kt ÷køkw, ¾qçk MkwtËh ÃkrhðíkoLk Au.

rhxkÞzo ÚkÞk ÃkAe ÃkÃÃkkyu {khe nkuÂMÃkx÷Lkwt yufkWLxMk Mkk[ÔÞwt 
Au. Íeýe Íeýe rðøkíkku [uf fhðkLkwt Lku {khe VkRLkkLMkeÞ÷ 
Mxuçke÷exeLkwt ¾qçk s Mkkhe heíku æÞkLk hk¾u, fkuRfðkh yu{Lkk 
yLku y{khk fkuLMkuÃxMk {kt Vfo ykðu, [[ko ÚkkÞ, Ãký yu íkku 
õÞkhuÞ ÃkkAeÃkkLke Lk fhu. ¾kuxwt Lk ÷økkzu..

yksu 81 ð»koLke ô{hu Ãký ¾qçk s MðMÚk {khe MkkÚku s hnu Au. 
¾qçk s ¼køÞþk¤e {kLkwt Awt. nwt y{Lku MkkuLku. {khe MkkuMkkÞxeLkwt 
çkÄwt s fk{ Mkt¼k¤u Au {Lku Mku¢uxhe çkLkkðe Lku... ô{h Úkíkkt 
{trËh{kt çkuMkeLku, økkzuoLk{kt çkuMkeLku Mk{Þ ÃkMkkh fhðku íku{Lku 
sYhe LkÚke ÷køkíkku, nh nt{uþ ÃkkuíkkLke ykðzíkLkku çkeòLku ÷k¼ 
ykÃkðk yu íkíÃkh s hnu Au. nwt {kLkwt Awt fu òu íku{Lkku ÔÞðMkkÞ 
fhíkkt nkuík íkku Ãký ykx÷e MkwÿZíkkÚke s fhíkkt nkuík.

rËfhe íkhefu òu nwt yu{Lkwt SðLk ðýoðeþ íkku fËe Lknª Úkt¼e 
þfwt. ykÃkýkt yuykuSyuMkLkkt zku.hks÷çkuLk Lku nwt ¾qçk s 
ÄLÞðkË ykÃkwt Awt fu yuMkkuþeyuþLkLkkt MkÇÞkuLku ykðe yuõMkxÙk 
ykuzeoLkhe yuõxeðexe {kt çkku¤eLku htøkeLk çkLkkðu Au. ÷køkýeLkkt 
íkkhLku ÍýÍýkðeLku yuðwt çknkh ÷kðu Au fu su yk ËkuzkËkuzíke 
®sËøke{kt {kÛÞwt Lk nkuÞ, fnuðkÞwt Lk nkuÞ.

{khe su{ Ëhuf {kxu rÃkíkk yu nehku Au, hku÷ {kuzu÷ Au, [rzÞkíkk 
Au, MkkiÚke, ykðk MkwtËh MktçktÄku {kxu ykÃkýe MktMf]ríkLkku ykÃkýk 
ðkhMkkLkku yk¼kh {kLkðku s ½xu. AuÕ÷u EïhLkku yk¼kh 
{kLkðkLkwt Lk [qfe þfkÞ, {khk ÃkÃÃkkLke rËfhe çkLkkLkðk çkË÷.

Long Live Father, Long Live My Hero, Long Live Pappa

- yk¼kh Mkn

 rÃkíkkLke ðkíkku fhíkkt fËe Lk rðh{e þfu íkuðe Ëefhe

{khk ÃkÃÃkk – {khk nehku
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My Father ~ My Hero
In any part of the world, in any culture, Father is 
always “Hero” for the son or daughter.
According to me, there are 3 stages of emo�onal and 
psychological rela�onship between father and 
son/daughter.
Stage I: Childhood.
Stage II: Adolescence to middle age.
Stage III: Late age when son’s children become 
mature.
Stage I: Childhood
Since birth, child sees and perceives father as the 
main “Fulcrum” for world around him or her. He sees 
and understands that father is the head of family. 
Father is also bread earner and regulator for the 
family.
All these facts create understanding that Father is 
main and most important person in his life. He also 
gets uncondional a�en�on, love and protec�on from 
his father. He completely trusts his father. He believes 
that in any situa�on or circumstances, he is safe in his 
father’s hands. When father plays with him by 
throwing him in air and catching again, he laughs and 
enjoy without fear, trus�ng his father completely. 
More over anything, everything wanted by him is 
provided by father or with consent of father. Son sees 
and appreciates father’s commitment, efforts, 
dedica�on and sacrifice for everyone in the family.
So, child starts “Idolising” his father from his early 
childhood. Son mimics his father and want to become 
just like him. This Aura” further deepens if father is 
prominent, respected and successful person in the 
society.
So, now son starts looking at his father as “Best father 
“in the world. Even if his father may not be rich, 
prominent person in society or highly educated.
Exactly same happened to me. My father was best 

father in the world for me. He became my “Hero”.
We were middle class family with all its advantages 
and disadvantages.my father had wide range of 
interest and hobbies. He used to read Gujara� 
literature. He used to read Gujara� novels by legend 
authors like Kaniyalal Munshi, Dhumketu and 
Gunvant Acharya. Best and most important gi� by my 
father to me is the fact that he used to tell those 
“stories” he read, at bed �me to us. Great stories of 
Gujara� literature. Mostly stories with historical 
background. For example, “Sakkarbar series by 
Gunvant Acharya.
“Rajadhiraj”, Solanki dynasty series by Kaniyalal 
Munshi.
“Chalukya dynasty series by Dhumketu.
My Father ~ My Hero
This inspired me to read Gujara� literature. I started 
using “M.J. Library and Vidhya pith library, at age of 
12. I started reding Gujara� transla�on of great work 
of Marathi authors like V.C. Khandekar, Bengali 
authors like Tagore and Sharadchndra chatopadhyay. 
In college I used to read all kinds of English fic�on 
novels. I believe my hobby of reading made my 
horizon of thinking widest possible. This become 
possible only due to my hero my father.
My father used to take us to see many English 
Hollywood movies in theatre, like Central, Advance 
and Nataraj, at age of 14/16 years age. Mostly second 
world war movies and science fic�on movies. Best 
movies like “the Pa�on”, “Guns of Neveron”, “Where 
Eagles dare”, The man on the moon.” and “Sound of 
music”. All these gave me added exposure to boost 
and build my confidence and character. Being 
“Akhadian” himself, my father encouraged me to 
pursue all types of sports, and extracurricular 
ac�vi�es like Shoo�ng, mountaineering and Tracking. 
I have at least 80 cer�ficates and trophies for sports 
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and extracurricular ac�vi�es. Because of my Hero my 
father, School days became my best days of my life.
II stage: Adolescence and middle age.
At this stage of life, son starts having exposure to 
outside world. He now understands and observe his 
father, his Hero more in detail and cri�cally with an 
“Open” eye. Son starts evalua�ng and comparing his 
father cri�cally with others. This start with the stage 
of life when he goes outside city or country for higher 
educa�on. A stage come when, son starts earning 
and become independent and self-dependent. More 
chances of difference of opinion starts with marriage 
of son. Because of new entry of Life partner in life, 
priority in life changes. So suddenly, “Hero” does not 
remain the ideal person of his life for son. Father 
remains respectable, loveable and very important, 
but not “The Hero”. Father remains one of the best 
and most dependable “Friend”. My father gave all 
possible help to me for sta�ng my hospital. He gave 
financial, moral and phycological support to me, 
which was needed in beginning of my carrier.
Life passes fast and grand children becomes priority 
for both son and father. Difference of opinion and 
confronta�on about upbringing of grand child may 
become point of discussion and confronta�on 
between son and father.
Father does not remain “Hero” for some �me.
III stage: Late age when grandson also become 
mature.
Now son is above 45/50 years and grandchildren also 
mature. Son starts facing truth of difficul�es with 
rela�onship with his own children. Son now start 
understanding the real reasons and wisdom of some 
statements, ac�ons, reac�ons, insistence and advise 
given by his father to him in past which he disliked at 
that point of �me. Now son realises real value of his 
father again. Gradually enlightment happens and old 
father now become “Hero” permanently.
I have also gone through all these 3 stages in my life. 
Now I have realised that my father is a be�er father 
for me, than myself for my children.
My Father ~ My Hero
Whatever I have achieved in my life, I could not have 
achieved without my father and his blessings.
My Hero
Ashok Indraprasad Desai, born in 1924, aged 96 at 
present.
A living legend and Freedom Fighter
Son of Dr. Indraprasad Desai a doctor.
Grandson of Dr.Hariprasad Desai Ex-President/Mayor 
of Ahmadabad of pre Independent era.
A pure Gandhian who wear only Khadi
A man of principle and honesty.

My father my Hero as Freedom Fighter:
My father was borned in 1924. In 1942 historical 
“Quit India” movement by Gandhiji came in his life. 
He joined the movement. He le� his college 
educa�on and become Freedom fighter. He sacrificed 
his educa�on and his bright carrier. They knew that it 
was a historical moment for country. My real uncle 
borned in 1942 was named “Viplav”. One of his 
cousins was named “Kran�”. He became full �me 
freedom fighter. Distribu�on of an�-government 
literature. Removing plates of railway, slogans, 
Dharanas, following all calls from Congress was his 
daily rou�ne. He was jailed for two �mes for 6 
months.
My father My Hero as Social reformer:
A�er independence he joined L.I.C. of India as 
Development officer. When he was promoted to 
assistant manager, he was transferred to Nadiad. One 
of his D.O and friend died at young age. His wife 
received Insurance money. She had pressure from 
her family to spend en�re amount for “Jamanvar” of 
whole village. My father advised not to do so and 
insisted that money should be u�lised for her and her 
children to safeguard their future. He explained her 
that, you will become totally dependent on in-law’s 
family for whole life. This incidence gave me deep 
impression of my father as social reformer.
Same social reformer characteris�c of my father 
made rule in my family not to take even single rupee 
from my in laws family in my marriage. My marriage 
was very simple. We only close family members were 
present in Marriage ceremony. Only 5 persons took 
dinner at venue. Recep�on func�on was arranged by 
my father same day same �me at my home with 
limited guests at our expense. No burden to in laws.” 
He is pure Gandhian in real sense.
My Father My Hero as Na�onalist:
He was very poli�cally ac�ve ci�zen of India with 
great civic sense.
My Father ~ My Hero
I have witnessed his determina�on to remove Indira 
Gandhi regime a�er Emergency. He was transferred 
to Gondia in Maharashtra as Brach manager during 
emergency �me. He came from Gondia to 
Ahmadabad for cas�ng his vote with determina�on 
to oppose emergency.
I have witnessed his courage, honesty and integrity in 
life.
I can write so many things and incidences which 
proves my father as one of the best na�onalist 
ci�zens of this great country.
“My father was, is and will be my Hero for ever.”
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પરમ પ�ય �વગ��થ િ�ય િપતા�ી,ૂ

ંે ે ેમારા િ�ય િમ�, �નહી, �ગર �ન દો�ત, ખ�ં ન પાપા?  હમશા 

ે ેમાટ મારા હીરો અન દો�ત!

ંખબ ગરીબ,ખાનદાની ઘરમાંથી આપ આવતા, સઘષ�કાળમાં ુ
ેે ે ેઘણી ઠોકરો ખાધલી અન જમ આકાર વગરના આરસપહાણ  ન 

ેે ં ે ેટીંચી ટીંચી ન સદર મિત� બનાવ છ માનવ, એમ આપન પણ ુ ૂ
ં ેભગવાન સદર મ�ની માનવ આકિત મારા િપતા�ીના �વ�પ  ુ ૃ
ે ે ે ંબનાવી  અન �ભએ મન ભટ આપી!  આપની સદરતા આપના ુ ુ

ે ે ં�યિ�ત�વમાં એવી નીખરી આવતી ક સામની �યિ�ત અ�ઈ 

ે�ય! ખરે જ પ�પા તમ તમારી આગવી �િતભાથી સવ� સગાં�હલા, 

ેે ં ેિમ�ો ન આ� દતા, અન ખબ ઉ�ચ સ�તાના પદ પર આપ ુ
ં ે ે ેિબરાજનારા હમશા ધાિમ�ક, સામાિજક  નત�વ કરીન આપના ૃ

ેે�યિ�ત�વન વધ ચમકાવી દતા.ુ

ે ેએકદમ સરસ કપડાં પહરવા, ઘિડયાળ, વીંટી, ચ�માં અન 

ં ંઆકષ�ક બટ પણ ! અદભત હત આપન �યિ�ત�વ!!ુ ૂ ુ ુ

ં ે ેે ે ં ેપ�પા તમ હમશા કહતા ક સદર ન હોય પણ આકષ�ક અન ુ
ે ેઆ�મિવ�ાસથી ભરેલો ચહરો અશ�ય કામન પણ શ�ય બનાવી 

ે ેદ છ.  

ે ે'�ંદગી એક પડકાર છ, િન�ફળતા સફળતા એ િનસરણી છ, 

�યારેય િનરાશા મનમાં ઉદભવી જ ન જોઈએ, પડકારનો સામનો 

ે ે ે ંકરો આપોઆપ સફળતા મળશ', આ સ�  આપ અમન શીખ�ય ૂ ુ
ે ંઅન એના સહારે જ �વન ના ચઢાવ-ઉતાર, સઘષ�, કઠીન 

ે ેપિર�થિતનો સામનો કરીન અમ આજ સફળતા ના િકનારે 

પહોં�યાં છીએ.

ે ે ં ે ેઆપ એક ઉમદા લખક, વ�તા તરીક પકાયલા હતા આપ ૨૦  

ે ે ેેજટલી ટ�સ પરની બ�સ લખીન, લાય�સ �લબના �મખ તરીક ુ ુ
ેે ેરહીન આ�વન સમાજની સવા કરી છ.

ે ં ે ં ં ેમારી દરેક વષ�ગાંઠ સદર ફલોનો બક, સદર મ�ન કાડ�, અન ુ ુ ુ ુૂ
ે ે ેખદના હાથ લખલો શભ�છા પ� તો અચક હોય જ! આજ પણ ુ ુ ૂ

ં ે ંં ે ં ંતમારા સદર પ�ોન વાંચ છ તો મારી સમ� જ તમન અનભવ છ.  ુ ુ ુ ુ ુ ુ

અરે! મારા લ�ન ધામધમ થી કયા� પછી �હાલી દીકરીની િવદાય ૂ
ે ે ે ં ેવળાએ તમ કટલા ચોધાર આસએ રડયા હતા ત ��ય આજ ુ

ેેલ�નના ૩૫ વષ� પછી પણ મન યાદ છ. ઓહ! મારા િ�ય પ�પા 

ે ંતમન ખબ યાદ ક�ં છ.    ુ ુ

ે ે ેે ે ં ેઆપન યાદ છ પ�પા આપણ બન સવારે ૫ વાગ ચાલતા ક�પના 

ે ેહનમાન જતા હતા અન અલકમલકની વાતો કરી ન, �ભ �ાથ�ના ુ ુ
ે ેકરીન પાછા આવતા. �ભ પરની ��ધા અન સકારા�મક ુ

ેે ેઅિભગમ આપ મન શીખ�યો છ. 

ં ે અત,

ે ેઆશીવા�દમાં તમ, શભાિશષમાં તમ,ુ

ે ે�ાથ�નામાં તમ, નમ�કારમાં તમ,

ેતમ તો છો મારા પથદશ�ક િપતા�ી,

ેતમ તો છો મારા અિ�ત�વમાં િપતા�ી,

ૈંકોટી  કોટી વદન સદવ અમારા,

જગ જગ �વો હદયમાં અમારા.ુ ુ ૃ

આપની �હાલી દીકરી,

�હાલનો દિરયો,

જય�ીના કોટી કોટી �ણામ
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When I was young I asked my father "How can I 

become successful”

He said "Aim for a goal and give your best”

Then I asked "How can I give my best”

He said "Discipline your-self”

Looking at my father's hard work and his stand today 

in his life his words echoes to me. All his advices make 

me stronger and help me achieve the things in a much 

be�er way. I can narrate a few instances here.

I can dis�nctly remember how with the first ray of sun 

he was out of his bed to start the day and to give his 

best to the world to make it a li�le be�er place to stay 

for everyone. For my father ge�ng late was never an 

op�on, imperfect work was never an op�on, se�ling 

for less was never an op�on, ignorance was never an 

op�on. I suppose due to these values he was able to 

become the first cardiologist of his town in the year of 

1958. He had been working in London for many years, 

he served there but he was not sa�sfied and hence he 

planned to return back to the country. He had 

mul�ple opportuni�es to work in the mega ci�es in 

those �mes. He had refused the job opportunity from 

Delhi- Maulana Azad Medical College and he planned 

to se�le in him home town Nadiad. He had a dream of 

making his village as one of the leading place for 

business and to serve his own people. This was his 

first step towards his belief and his first gi� he gave to 

me - “Give back to your community”.

In his medical/professional field while prac�cing he 

felt the need of closed method anaesthesia. He 

established Vitramkia Pharmaceu�cals and got the 

revolu�onary wave of using E-Spray and ether. He 

gave me second gi� of Courage.

Courage to live and work for your own dreams.

Courage to work for the community.

Courage to make your life count.

The third gi� he gave me was “Work - Hard”. It takes a 

lot of efforts to bring a change for the be�erment of 

the society. He was never afraid to work hard and 

neither was he ready to give up on his dreams. His 

hard work got wings and recogni�on when he won 

the “Best business man of Asia” award in the year 

1980.

                           this was his fourth gi� to me. To bring 

any kind of change in the system is not easy and 

especially to revolu�onize the system is very hard. He 

was always ready to work in any condi�on and to do 

any kind of work in his business as he said that no 

work is small. He had an eye for perfec�on and this 

helped him to fulfil his dreams. He made me 

independent and gave me the strength to do even the 

smallest of work by myself. He planned to establish 

his business in his town as he could provide 

employment to many people and ul�mately work for 
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their development as well. Further he wanted that all 

the children should get educa�on so he sponsored 

many students who were not able to pay the fees.

As a father he had never promised us to give stars to 

us, but he always made us self-reliable and trained us 

to tackle the real problems of life. Our house was 

always busy with many children as he wanted us to 

feel the sweetness of staying with cousins. He was 

not wrong as just imagine if the rainbow had only one 

colour then it would not have been so beau�ful. My 

father not only kept the doors open for all my 

rela�ves and all cousins but also took care of all. I 

remember my childhood as a house filled with food 

and a house full of cousins. He showed us his love 

through his deeds rather than by words. This was his 

fi�h gi� to me “Family” He has always made us live 

with a belief “Take your family with you”

He gave me the gi� of Travel – the passion I have for 

traveling and the peace that I a�ain through journey 

to a new place was the sixth gi� of my father to me. 

He not only gave us a luxurious life but he also taught 

us to be adventurous in life and adventurous while 

travelling. He was fond of travelling and he made us 

feel the thrill of unplanned trips. Travelling was not 

just about 5-star hotels for him, travelling was a way 

to teach us many things, to spend �me with us, to 

make us realize the fun of ea�ng at “Dhabas”. My 

father never used to teach us through words he 

always used to teach us by doing. So travelling was 

one of the ways where he used to teach us many 

things like how to decide the place to stay, do’s and 

don’ts on a trip. Whenever we travelled he made sure 

that he got some business from that place and he 

used to say .                                                               

I understand now that it was not his business mind in 

ac�on; it was a father in ac�on to teach his students 

“The art of life

” He always used to tell us “                                      

 ” He never told us to cut down our necessi�es but 

always taught us that work so hard that we do not 

have to cut down our expenses. He is equally eager to 

learn and to explore new horizons even today. I have 

never heard him say “I am �red”. This zeal of my 

father at the age of 90 years ma gives me the energy 

to work endlessly. I never understood the power of 

ac�ons un�l I realized that my father gave us so much 

love without even saying a word. This was my seventh 

gi� from my father – “Power”

My father made us realize that during the life�me we 

are not just responsible towards our family but we 

are also responsible towards our people, our town, 

our society and our na�on.

God was kind enough to give me the love of two 

fathers – talking about my father in law he was the 

most beau�ful blessing I have received. My father 

taught me how to live life and my father in law taught 

me what is life. My father in law gave me the eight gi� 

- “Life is all about love” The happiness you feel when 

someone smiles because of you is Life. He taught me 

the sweeter part of life. He gi�ed me my ninth gi� – 

“Time”. He told me -�me is ours. We are the one to 

decide what we can make out of our �me. He taught 

me to manage my work life and my family life 

gracefully.

My father in law was a very spiritual person and 

always had a lateral thinking towards life. The most 

important thing he gi�ed me was “Spirituality”. This 

was my tenth gi� which leads me to the path of 

gra�tude, consciousness and a step closer to the 

Supreme Being. He says “Remember GOD.” No 

ma�er whom you believe in, no ma�er which religion 

you believe in, take �me to thank GOD. It’s only hope 

and faith that keeps us going in troubles.

A mother takes care of the children but a father builds 

the nest where a mother can be with the children.
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A hero…. Can fly, fight hard , throw a web and what 

not comes in our mind with just a word “HERO”. But 

when it comes to real life and I close my eyes to 

think a hero I have known , I can only think of my 

daddy. For short introduc�on of his life, struggle , 

determina�on …. Was born 7 days before par��on 

of our na�on on 8th August 1947 , grew up 

watching and helping my grand father Baba Shri 

Nehchaldas Jagwani  curing sufferings of 

community as Vaidya in Sindh state (Pakistan now) , 

at the age of 14 years le� home alone with aim of 

studying medicine(inspired by his father) in 

Ahmedabad, studied from 8th standard �ll 12th , 

did 1st year BSC and then  got MBBS done from BJ 

medical collage, was eligible for all branches of post 

gradua�on but started prac�cing family physician  

as he also had younger brothers in joint family who 

migrated later to India and needed to earn for them 

too. Dedicated his life only to serve community 

since 1973, later in 1978 his passion for studies 

didn’t stop and he got post gradua�on in pediatrics 

,his dedica�on to work was extreme as he had O2 

cylinders on his scooter with portable ECG machine 

managing cardiac pa�ents at their home as there 

were no ICU setups at that �me(We can’t even 

imagine), he also had a Maternity setup for few 

years and managed very well, got a house in good 

locality for family but had to travel a long distance 

on scooter all season early morning to late night. 

We all (me and my sisters) studied in best schools 

and colleges with everyone as postgraduates, 

seems simple but only daddy know how he 

managed, bringing up kids and his younger 

brothers and sisters, marriages of all of them, 

expanding space at home building up savings and 

again spending them for us, but nothing for his 

leisure, since my childhood he has worked every 

single day of a year no holidays even on fes�vals no 

ma�er how much �ered from the work he returns 

at home, he doesn’t have a complain, he is 

inspira�on to me for his punctuality, dedica�on to 

profession, love for family, savings and financial 

management, simplicity in lifestyle, serving to 

community, mythological and poli�cal knowledge 

and dona�ons for poor people.

       Many of my school and college friend who have 

seen my daddy working sincerely at this age they 

have changed their working pa�ern and a�tude 

completely, he is inspira�on to many. The name is “ 

Dr Mo�ram N Jagwani” a legendary name , s�ll 

giving his services to the area of sahijpur naroda 

since 1973 and maninagar since 1995, every 

person and doctors in his locality respect him a lot. 

      My hero managed hard to fulfill my dream to be 
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a doctor by managing my admission in a private 

college, at comple�on of my MBBS he encouraged 

me to do a post gradua�on. By the �me I 

completed my studies at Mumbai and returned 

home my Hero had managed a premises for my 

future hospital as well as a new Home, again a 

perfect financial and manpower management by 

him.

      Supported my ini�al prac�ce by introducing me 

to the community and doctors around, my hero 

shared a many thing in my prac�ce from day one, 

was able to have a grand opening of my hospital by 

invi�ng any poli�cal figure, but he told me no one 

but my grand father (Baba) is a perfect person to 

inaugurate it and in a simple manner, such 

thoughts of simplicity always encourage me in my 

life.

      On star�ng my prac�ce and knowing the 

financial depth of my hero it was hard to believe 

how calmly he managed all these years without 

le�ng us know his loans borrowed for our studies, 

marriages, new home and my new hospital. My 

hero has taught me to be strong, calm and 

undisturbed in prac�ce due to overheads, and as I 

followed him I knew a be�er way of life is in serving 

people, giving our best and the results were seen 

soon. 

   Within couple of years, a�er stabilizing 

overheads my hero took a new goal, making my 

mummy travel around, which she missed all these 

years, now I was learning from him how to be a 

good husband, he took out leisure �me for her and 

fulfill her wish list of places to visit. One of my 

Hero’s best moment in life was yet to come…… my 

son was born, the hero was grandfather now, I 

looked at him and looked upon to sky wishing to be 

a father like him for my son, now he managed �me 

for grandson too….. my Hero is a excellent 

grandfather too.

     The same year my Hero lost his parents (my 

grandfather and grandmother) he was broken from 

inside but stood strong amongst family and now all 

responsibili�es of being eldest was on his 

shoulders, socially he has managed it so well with 

his busy prac�ce schedules, this way he taught me 

how to manage responsibility of rela�ves and 

society.

     I always think what was my daddy’s achievement 

at my age and I know he was far ahead of me, every 

�me I make a mistake he guides me politely, 

forgives it and moves ahead. He has been a strong 

support in our rela�ves, friends and society as a 

senior physician, rushing for any type of help even 

in the middle of night, during this pandemic of 

covid 19 and the situa�on in our city, he didn’t go to 

clinic just because we family members wanted him 

to be home considering his age of 73 years, but 

si�ng home since star�ng of lockdown he has 

con�nuously  guided, helped and treated all his 

pa�ents, our rela�ves and our society members 

telephonically with his knowledge and contacts in 

hospitals and doctors around. It was pleasure 

teaching my hero how to use smart phone a few 

years back and in this epidemic he had u�lized and 

mastered in studying and helping us preven�ng 

spread of disease by all latest approved tools by 

providing it to us.

   Yes he is a hero who fly and reach to help me 

when I need, 

   Yes he is a hero who spins a web around my 

problems to make me free,

   Yes he is a hero who fights with �me and his 

leisure to make my achievements possible,

   Yes he is a hero who taught me to be a good 

student, a good doctor, a good husband, a good 

father and a good human being.
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{U ßÞkhu yk rð»kÞ : 'My Father My Hero' rLkçktÄ 

{kxu òuÞku íÞkhu {Lku Úkkuzwt ykùÞo ÚkÞwt fu Ëhuf ÔÞÂõík {kxu 

ÃkkuíkkLkk VkÄh fu rÃkíkk YÃku hku÷ {kìz÷ nkuÞ s. Aíkkt ÚkÞwt 

÷kðLku {khe yu yr¼ÔÞÂõík þçËku{kt ðýoðwt.

y{u [kh çknuLkku – {khk VkÄh yuf rçkÕzh – rLkhtsLk¼kE 

òLke – LkkLkk níkk íÞkhu ¼køÞu s ÃkÃÃkk MkkÚku ðÄkhu Mk{Þ 

rðíkkððkLkku [kLMk {¤u÷ fkhý fu íkuyku rËðMk-hkík ÄtÄk 

{kxu {nuLkík fhíkk, çknw rþ¾k{ý Lk ykÃkíkk Ãkhtíkw íku{Lkk 

ðíkoLku s y{Lku ½ýwt çkÄwt rþ¾ÔÞwt {khkt ËkËkËkËeLke su heíku 

íkuyku Mkuðk fhíkk {kLk ykÃkíkk fu y{khu ½hu fkuEÃký 

{nu{kLk ykðu íkku íku{Lku sBÞk ðøkh õÞkhuÞ sðk Ëuíkk Lkrn, 

rMkrð÷ nkuÂMÃkx÷{kt fkuEÃký Ëk¾÷ ÚkkÞ íkku Mkðkh-MkktsLkwt 

xeVeLk {khk ½huÚke s nkuÞ íku ÃkhkuÃkfkhLkk økwýku {khk 

ÃkÃÃkkyu y{Lku LkkLkÃkýÚke s ykÃku÷k. 

nt{uþk Mkk[w çkku÷ðwt yLku SðLkLke fkuEÃký {w~fu÷eLkku zÞko 

ðøkh ®n{íkÚke Mkk{Lkku fhðku íkus MktMfkh íku{ýu y{Lku 

LkkLkÃkýÚke ykÃku÷ Au.

SðLk{kt ÃkiMkk fhíkk ðÄkhu {n¥ð Au {kýMkLkkt MktçktÄkuLkku íku 

íku{Lkku SðLk{tºk. SðLk Sððk

{kxu yÚkkuoÃkksoLk sYhe Au Ãký íku ¾qçk «{krýfíkkÚke fhðwt íku 

íku{ýu {Lku rþ¾ÔÞwt Au.

y{Lku yksu õÞkhu Ãký fkuEÃký {w~fu÷e ykðu íkku Ãknu÷ku 

VkuLk òu fkuELku fheyu íkku íku ÃkÃÃkk s nkuÞ. Võík nwt s Lkrn 

yksu þkrnçkkøk{kt {khk VkÄhLkwt ½ýwt s {kuxwt r{ºkðíkwo¤ Au 

fkuELku Ãký yzÄe hkºku {w~fu÷e nkuÞ, fkuE {ktËw-MkkËw nkuÞ 

íkku 80 ð»kuo Ãký Ãknu÷kt økkze{kt ÃknkU[e òÞ yLku {Lku fnu 

Ãký ¾hk MkkÚku nkuÂMÃkx÷Lke zeÃkkuÍexLkkt ÃkiMkk ÷ELku sðkLkwt 

fËk[ íku{Lkkt Mkøkk ÃkkMku íku Mk{Þu ÔÞðMÚkk Lk nkuÞ !

ykðe WËkíkT ¼kðLkk Mkk{u nt{uþk {kÁt {kÚkwt Íwfe òÞ Au. 

{khk rÃkíkk yuf Mk{Þu y{ËkðkËLkkt {kuxk rçkÕzh økýkíkk 

Ãkhtíkw ¾qçk rLkhkr¼{kLke yLku ½h{kt ¾qçk MkkËøkeÚke hnuðkLkwt 

yks MktMfkhLkwt ¼kíkw íku{ýu y{Lku ðkhMkk{kt ykÃku÷wt Au.

AuÕ÷kt 15 ð»koÚke {khk VkÄh Võík [uhexe ðfo fhu Au. 

rMkrð÷ nkuÂMÃkx÷Lke Mkk{u ÷kÞLMkLkwt rð©ktríkøk]n çkLkkððk 

{kxu íku{ýu ¾qçk {nuLkík fhe. WÆuþ Võík yux÷kus fu 

økheçk ËËeoLkk Mkøkkðnk÷kLku hkík hnuðk {kxu yuf ykþhku 

{¤u. ¼økðkLku su {kLkð yðíkkh ykÃÞku Au íku fkuEfLkkt 

fk{{kt ykðu íkuðe Ÿ[e ¼kðLkk ÷kÞMkLMk f÷çkLkwt fk{ nkuÞ 

fu ÃkAe fkuE ÄkŠ{f fk{ nkuÞ fu fkuE Mkk{kSf fk{ nkuÞ 

MkËkÞ íkiÞkh ¾zkÃkøku yLku yu Ãký 80 ð»koLke ô{hu yu {khk 

{kxu yuf ¼økðkLk Mk{kLk Au.

çknkhÚke fXý Ãkhtíkw ytËhÚke ¾qçk s ÷køkýeþe÷ yuðk 

{khk VkÄh {khk {kxu yuf ÃkkXþk¤k Au. ßÞkhu SðLk{kt þwt 

fhðwt, fu{ fhðwt yuðe økz{Úk÷ ÚkkÞ íkku rð[kÁt fu ÃkÃÃkk 

nkuÞ íkku ykðk Mk{Þu þwt fhu yLku sðkçk {¤e s òÞ.

{Lku nt{uþk fnu – Mkkhk ÃkwMíkfku ðkt[ku, íkuLkkt rðþu rð[khku 

yLku íkuLku y{÷{kt {qfku Simple living and High 

thinking : Lku SðLk{tºk çkLkkðku.

Mkk[u s {khk ÃkÃÃkk yu {khk SðLk{kt ¾qçk s «uhýkËkÞe Au 

He is real Hero for me.

yu {wfe ô[uhk {kLkðeLku {kxu {kÁt {Míkf nt{uþk ykËhÚke 

Lk{e òÞ Au.
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“Jayakumar” was his name, so aptly named by his 
parents.Whatever he did became a ‘victorious’ 
deed from childhood days onwards I called him 
Appa.. Being the first child a�er a prolonged 
dura�on of infer�lity, my grandparents naturally 
doted on him. Appa was the eldest of the eight 
siblings, six brothers and two sisters. Appa was 
good at his studies even as a child. Many of his 
teachers liked him for his intellectual abili�es and 
soon he became a favourite student to many a 
teacher. One teacher told him that one day, he is 
going to be a really great person of this country. 
How true that statement was! There was no 
electricity in those days so Appa would sit under 
the street lamps and study. My grandfather, a 
re�red Headmaster of a School was blind from the 
tender age of fi�een years. Appa would also rise 
early at 4am and study. Many a �mes, my 
Grandmother would tell him fondly to go back to 
sleep, and ask him why he had to trouble himself so 
much with studies, while all his siblings were 
asleep! So, his sincere, hardworking, intelligent & 
wise characteris�cs were seen from childhood 
days. He always stood first in the class. He used to 
modestly narrate to us his achievements. . He 
never played sports as a child but advised us to play 
games & par�cipate in sports.
At College, again he was a shining star, always 
ge�ng maximum scores. Once during his second 
year of BA, he felt that he should take a drop as he 
had not prepared well. He took a drop & then 
appeared next �me to be on the top. He took 
Philosophy as his major subject. He was a voracious 
reader &would read varied books on all topics. 
When I was in the Medical College, I used to feel he 

knew much more than my teachers too. Always 
wondered how a person can know history, logic, 
mathema�cs, Sanskrit, Geography, Science, 
Pharmacy, Alleopathy, you name the subject, he 
knew about it in depth. We understood as children 
that this vast knowledge was because of his 
fondness of reading. He used to read �ll 2 pm in the 
night.
Appa  used to tell us that how much fun he used to 
have with his friends at College, they used to chat, 
& chat & chat & move on the streets of Belgaum 
City, & suddenly realize that its morning!!!In almost 
all conversa�ons, he used to be the leader; he 
always spoke very correctly & to the point. He knew 
Sanskrit, a li�le bit of La�n, Kannada, Hindi, and 
Marathi& English.
Appa was a Lecturer in Philosophy at Lingaraj 
College, Belgaum. Then he applied for the post of 
Lecturer at Dharwad University in the subject of 
Philosophy, as he did not get the le�er of approval, 
he thought of appearing for IAS examina�on.Appa 
did not prepare for the exam, he simply walked into 
the examina�ons. He stood first in the country for 
the IAS exam& so he was given the choice to serve 
any state of India. He was very proud of Karnataka 
state, his home state and extremely happy to 
choose his own home state. He was a very strict 
officer. His honesty and high moral a�tude during 
his en�re tenure as an IAS officer is well known 
throughout Karnataka.
I remember one incident when my father was the 
member atKarnataka Public Service Commission, 
one Minister requested his son for ge�ng the post. 
Appa flatly refused & told the Minister that if your 
son is capable & passes the interview, I will 
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definitely give him the post but I will not snatch the 
opportunity of a poor candidate making it into the 
civil service.  Corrupt people tried to bribe him 
throughout his career and he resisted staunchly. 
But as a result, he was transferred o�en to rural 
places by irate ministers displeased with his moral 
integrity.Appa was a very strong personality and he 
always stood strong with his honesty and 
principles. There are s�ll many people at 
Karnataka, the poor & needy who remember him 
for his integrity, that some of them have kept 
Appa’s photo next only to God and worship him. 
Appa was not only a very well read man but had 
high respect for women, Infact he was a feminist. 
We were aghast about how a man could think so 
much about welfare of women! He always advised 
his four daughters to be bold, get the best of 
educa�on and be independent in our lives! 
Regarding religion and on the debate whether God 
exists, he used to very modestly say, I do not know! 
For all purposes he was an atheist. Appa was very 
prac�cal, and did not believe in going to temples 
etc, instead he said we should do good work. He 
would challenge people who were supers��ous 
and once slept in a graveyard as the small town he 
lived in believed there as a ghost haun�ng it. He 
wanted to disprove to the townspeople that it was 
not so.
As a child, I remember him taking all of us (children) 
to Rotary Children’s Library on Sunday mornings to 
cul�vate the habit of reading general materials. We 
were encouraged to read all books. Books were 
worshipped at our home because of the training 
given by Appa. We had a huge library at home, 
thanks to my father who was extremely fond of not 
only reading books but also collec�ng books on 
various subjects ranging from Agriculture, 
Economics,  Science, Medicine, History & 
Geography etc. The showcase in the cupboard 
which my mother intended to display fancy items, 
Appa had stored books. He used to tease my 
mother saying what fancy items can look be�er in 
the show case than books?
Appa was very fond of walking. He used to take us 
for long long walks. On the way he used to 
indirectly educate us by interac�ng with us 
con�nuously during the walk. He also had the habit 
of using quotes while speaking with us. We all 
siblings have learnt the art of speaking, wri�ng and 
using appropriate proverbs. I have followed my 

Appa in many ways to enrich the knowledge of my 
kids and grandkids. As a staunch Indian patriot he 
did not believe in buying foreign goods and 
although we wanted to eat ‘Cadbury’s ‘chocolate 
he would frown when we begged him to buy it for 
us. 
Very interes�ngly Appa used to prepare a chart of 
all his five children’s future careers for five years. 
He used to neatly draw columns, write each one’s 
name, year, what we were doing presently and 
what we may do every following year for five 
years.Appa used to say that not only our country, 
India has five year plans, my children also do! 
Appa’s planning for us was me�culous. Almost all 
of us have chosen careers that he mapped for us
Appa was a very humble & simple man unlike many 
bureaucrats! He used to always believe in “Simple 
Living & high Thinking”. A�er his re�rement, he 
had no car, he bought an Ac�va & used to ride to 
work on that. Many people used to talk behind him 
that such a great man, re�red IAS officer going on 
Ac�va? When we used to report to my father, he 
would laugh &say, so what’s wrong riding the 
Ac�va? He used to o�en quote “What fools these 
mortals be?”
Appa always believed in high moral values. He used 
to o�en tell us that I am not giving any dowry to any 
of my daughter (we were four sisters).He used to 
say proudly, I am giving educa�on to them. That’s 
my dowry to my most capable daughters! They will 
be jewels in any family that they enter and shine a 
light there.
Appa was me�culous in whatever he did. He had 
prepared his will about three decades before his 
death. He had informed us regarding all the details, 
where he has kept etc. The sheer precision of his 
mind was remarked upon by a famous lawyer in 
Bnagalore who was astonished to see my father’s 
legal thinking. He had also wri�en in the will that he 
wanted his body to be donated to a Medical 
College for educa�ng the Medical Students. He had 
done all the required documenta�on at the Ramaih 
Medical College. Appa had told us that a�er his 
death he did not want any message to be printed in 
newspaper. He requested us not to do any other 
religious celebra�ons, but the body to be shi�ed as 
dona�on to the Medical College.
Appa was a man with high self esteem, very strong 
in moral values; he lived his life like how a real man 
should live. So, he was indeed Father Dear Father 
and My Appa- My Father- My Hero.
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My father was a gem of a person. He was 

loved by everyone because of his virtues 

like helping everybody any�me, always 

joyous and kindhearted. He had a simple 

living and was a social worker for Dasha 

Gurjar Gna�. As he couldnot complete his 

studies, not only he inspired me for my 

studies of  MBBS, but also during schooling 

he  insp i red  me for  danc ing .  I  d id 

Bharatnatyam Arangetral and stood first 

among my batch and at that �me I could see 

in his eyes the feeling of pride he felt for me. 

He had a bad �me due to scarcity of money 

because of loss in business. Eventhough 

a�er such hard �mes he fulfilled my wishes 

by selling all his savings. He was a very social 

person and liked to have a gathering among 

his friends and all those friends were also 

too much fond of him. He was doing free 

charity work for Gna�’s temple from 

construc�ng to running it and looking a�er 

the temple’s work and maintenance. Being 

jealous of his good work towards the 

community, some cunning and dissa�sfied 

people had put a blame on him for money 

scandle. That came as a shock to him and he 

did not disclose it to anybody keeping his 

feelings to himself. In a few days, he had a 

acute severe myocardial infarc�on and 

couldnot come out of it and passed away at 

the age of 72. I felt so helpless at that �me 

eventhough I was a doctor. I really miss him. 

He was a man of simple living. He always 

used to help others and never expected 

anything from anybody. He was my idol and 

a friend, philosopher and guide to me.
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My father my hero, What a wonderful 

subject!!, I feel privileged to write about it . 

Since years I wanted to say thank you to my 

father and what a great opportunity I got!!. 

There are so many words in our language 

Pa, Pappa , Father, Dad ,Bapu. I usually 

called my father as Pappa. He is truly my real 

life hero, since my child hood days. When I 

was child, I used to see him working hard 

and s�ll he got �me to play with us. In 

childhood my father impression in my mind 

as “JIN” .Whatever we want to get, we just 

to say and within few days, our wish 

fulfilled. I didn’t know how he was 

managing but now as I grown up I do 

understand. Now, I would like to say 

something about him as a person and his 

profession. My father is re�red jus�ce. He 

has all quality one should have in ideal 

judge. That is …Very honest, disciplined, 

fearless, kind hearted, punctual. I borrow 

all this quality from him. During his tenure 

he had given some brave judgments. If I 

have not became a Doctor then definitely I 

would have persuade Judiciary .As his wish I 

became gynecologist. Other good quali�es 

of him as a person is, gender equality. We 

used to stay in society where there is 

difference in boys and girls. As a child when I 

used to go na�ve place then I felt that 

inequality. But I have to say in my home, I 

never felt that difference. We were four 

sisters and my father gave all freedom to us 

whether to pursue our carrier or life partner 

or anything else. So I am glad to have dad 

like him. His other quali�es I like to highlight 

are, under his guidance so many good 

lawyer and judges trained If I say about his 

hobby ,then he is fond of reading and so his 

vocabulary and general knowledge is 

abundant. Just recently when he visited a 

book fair with his grand daughter he bought 

an English dic�onary and that too so 

inspira�onal as at the age of 75 he willing 

and enthusias�c to learn and grow himself. 

In literature so many books and poems has 

been wri�en about mother but very li�le 

about father. According to me father role is 

very vital in development of child‘s growth. 

His work is endless and o�en �mes 

thankless. I salute God for wonderful 

crea�on both father and mother. I felt 

blessed to have father like him. In gujara� 

one poem “ janani ni jod sakhi nahi jade re 

lol ”, but for me janani is parents. Thank you 

is not enough word to having both in my life. 

From his loving daughter Mal�.
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“Some people don't believe in heroes but they 

haven't met my dad.” 

Dr Rajnikant Banker, popularly known as Rajjubhai, 

was born in 1931, the 5th son amongst 8 children in 

a lower middle class family in Ahmedabad. As a 

child he spent carefree, untrammelled days 

growing up amongst a large family and many 

cousins and friends, without any supervision or 

guidance. He was brilliant as a student and passed 

his matricula�on with flying colours. He then 

decided to go in for medicine, unlike now a days 

taking the decision on a whim and without parental 

guidance – the first medical doctor in this large 

family. It is in BJMC that he met my mother Dr. 

Shyama Thakore and they decided to join as 

partners, both in life as well as in medical prac�ce. 

They started their first clinic in 1961 in a guest 

house in a place which was on the outskirts of 

Ahmedabad in those �mes; while he con�nued his 

Senior Registrarship at the newly opened VSGH. 

With just the 2 of them and 2 staff members [ 

whose grandchildren s�ll work with me ] they set 

up the place and waited with hope for pa�ents to 

file in…new consulta�ons for Rs.10, deliveries for 

Rs. 60 !! His immense skill, ability, dedica�on and 

humility made this clinic very popular with his 

pa�ents.

They then moved to the iconic Dr. Bankers’ Hospital 

in Bha�a, Paldi in 1975. When it was the norm to 

have �ny rooms and ugly bathrooms, this one had 

special rooms with skylight, one large OT and a 

separate Labour room, doctors’ lounge, dedicated 

autoclave room, indoor and outdoor garden and 

green courtyards – even an inhouse laundry and 

incinerator for biomedical waste. Many colleagues 

told them that such a spacious place was a waste of 

resources, but they stuck to their vision !!! They 

soon had pa�ents from all strata of the society, 

from rabaris to industrialists. Soon Bankers’ 

hospital was a known name all over Gujarat and 

Bha�a cross roads started being known as Banker 

hospital road. He was so unassuming, I have to 

narrate an incident. One day for some reason, he 

had to take a rickshaw to the hospital and he 

started giving direc�ons… on reaching the hospital, 

the rickshaw driver scoffed – You could have saved 

so much trouble by telling me in the first place that 

you want to go to Dr. Banker’s Hospital ! 

But what made this hospital stand apart was the 

quality of medical services. He was farsighted and 

obsessed with keeping up to date. He had to be not 

one, not two, but 3 steps ahead of his �mes. 

Anything introduced anywhere in the world, he 

had to learn it, get it and offer to all his pa�ents. 

Some of the firsts that he introduced are : double 

puncture laparoscopy [ when he ‘smuggled’ the 

first set of laparoscope in his bag, the customs 

officer thought they were tubes ], inhouse 

sonography in an obstetric set up [ he sent me for a 

3month training in Obst USG during my second 

year residency in 1984 ], microsurgery to name a 

few. He was the first to introduce exchange 

transfusion for Rh incompa�ble new-born babies 

way back in the 80s. Even during his last illness, he 
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had made elaborate plans for a month’s training in 

advanced laparoscopic surgery for endometriosis.

However, his real self was unravelled when he was 

opera�ng in the OT. A surgeon par excellence - such 

detailed knowledge of anatomy, tremendous 

�ssue respect, an uncanny art of iden�fying and 

dissec�ng �ssue planes – he was an ar�st, simply a 

delight to watch. His surgical repertoire was vast 

and varied; from opera�ve vaginal delivery [ 

whether a Kielland’s rota�onal forceps or applying 

the cranioclast and cephalotribe ] to Wertheim’s, 

Shauta’s or exentera�ons for gynec malignancies 

to extra peritoneal internal iliac liga�on. The 

procedure that ul�mately defined him was Tubal 

Microsurgery. He must have easily performed the 

highest procedures in the world and trained 

hundreds of colleagues. But my favourites were 

Non descent Vaginal Hysterectomy and Vesico 

Vaginal fistula repair. Simply mesmerising, it was 

like poetry in mo�on. So many �mes, at the end of 

the surgery, I would find myself with not a single 

swab used … truly and completely blood less ! To 

add to this, was his composure in the face of an 

adversity. Any untoward incident or a complica�on 

in the OT, and there would be pin drop silence, 

complete economy of movement, all a�en�on 

focused on the problem at hand.

To add to this surgical skill, was his passion for 

teaching. He would finish his day’s work, have 

dinner and then head back to VS for lecturing PG 

students. Students from all over would come and 

the lectures would just con�nue �ll midnight. He 

would subscribe to all the latest journals and be up 

to date with all recent developments.   

However, over and above all these, the two 

quali�es by which I would like to remember him are 

: For him, every pa�ent was the same – whether 

rich / poor, famous / ordinary, having simple 

vagini�s /or the most complex endometriosis. He 

believed each one of them were en�tled to the 

same a�en�on and quality of care. In those days, 

when catgut was the only suture available, he used 

to bring boxes of Vicryl whenever he travelled 

abroad. This was used for whoever needed it – a 

general ward pa�ent in VS or a deluxe room pa�ent 

in his private hospital. For him, the financial status 

of a pa�ent was one thing but the quality of care 

was always decided by what the pa�ent needed 

and what was the best for the pa�ent – the two 

never crossed.

The second was his humility that every prac��oner 

was a colleague and not a compe�tor and should 

always be accorded respect. There was nothing like 

junior or senior for him. He was always ready to 

help a colleague in need. He shared excellent 

rela�onship with his colleagues at VSGH – there 

was no poli�cs, no compe��on, no one-up-

manship ! I have never in my life heard him speak ill 

of any doctor ! Only a person with tremendous self 

confidence and courage of convic�on can have 

these quali�es.

The one thing I wished that he could have done 

more was publish ! He had such a wealth of data 

and experience that could have been of so much 

use to genera�ons to come.. it would have given 

him so much more long las�ng credit than what he 

achieved.

On the family front, he was the quintessen�al  

family man. He was a man of few words. A simple 

smile or a nod of the head or a twinkle in his eyes or 

a stare would convey what a thousand words could 

not. He had very simple expecta�ons from life and 

small things like a good meal or a nice movie gave 

him the greatest of happiness. A do�ng father, he 

has never said ‘No’ to my sister Margi or me for 

anything that we had ever asked for. 

The many lessons that I remember my dad for are : 

his constant emphasis in our family while I was 

growing up to"Use your R&I." [i.e. use your 

resourcefulness and ini�a�ve]. He taught us that 

“we were not vic�ms of the circumstances 

surrounding us, but rather masters of our own 

des�ny “. Hos mo�o was ‘Do for every pa�ent what 

you would do for your loved ones’. ‘Money should 

be seen as the by product, good medicine is what 

you should be pursuing’.

My father gave me the greatest gi� anyone could 

give to another person - he believed in me. He gave 

me all the encouragement and freedom to grow in 

to the person that I am today. For this, I will be 

indebted to him forever.
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“Pa- pa” “Pa-pa”. Hearing these words brings mixed 

emo�ons in every girl’s mind. Smiles and tears, 

sadness and fear – a whirlpool of bygone moments. 

Those moments which you want to snatch from the 

past but can’t have them. They are etched in your 

memory- the face- young, laughing, playful, 

friendly, but never a hint of sadness in front of his 

dear princess. Behind that playful façade, there are 

thousands of ques�ons and his mind racing to 

answer them – What job shall I take  that I have 

enough money for my family to fulfill their needs 

and enough �me to fulfill their dreams? Will I be 

able to give school fees on �me? Will I be able to 

send her to a professional college? Will I be able to 

find a good life partner for my child? Will she be 

happy in her in laws’ house? Will I ? Will I ? Will I ? 

and the journey con�nues �ll you now see the old 

and wrinkled, but s�ll laughing face and never a 

hint of sadness.
The first step that I had taken had brought out a 

scream of accomplishment calling out to all the 

members of the family- “Baby took her first step” 

for which he was responsible holding my hand 

�ghtly and never le�ng me fall and Lord only 

knows he never in my life let me fall. Now when we 

discuss with our pa�ents, it’s just a milestone 

which a baby has to a�ain in his/her 1st year. A 

father’s pride can never be compared when his 

baby takes the first step or speaks the first word 

and if the first word is ‘Papa’—“Cha�s  inch ka 

seena aur choda ho jata hain”( I am not talking 

about our P.M)
Once the first step is taken then walking, running, 

skipping, cycling, you name it and father takes 

credit for all. “yeh to meri rajkumari hain. Maine 

sikhaya hain.” He also used to feed me and also 

clean the mess which I created like an ar�st when 

my mother was busy. In my first year of school, he 

made it a point to drop me to school himself and 

my mother used to pick me up.
Standing in front of him on his Bajaj scooter (now 

obsolete) I used to revise all the lessons so that I 

would get �me in the evening to play with him. Life 

was going smoothly, then came my sibling. I saw my 

territory being encroached by her. But my father 

sensed my fear and made me understand that now 

I was an elder sister and had responsibili�es to 

fulfill which I happily agreed to sensing that now I 

could order my sister around for which I had to wait 

for few years to do that. But seeing my father caring 

for us both, I could only imagine to become like my 

father – responsible, reliable, strong and ever 

loving.
My father started becoming more busy to sa�sfy 

the growing needs of the family. But he took out 

�me religiously to help us in our studies. On his 

weekly off days, he used to take us out for dinner. 

We would  have idli/ samosas/ bhel (no pizza or 

pasta in our �me). He would never order for 

himself but come back home and have his dinner. 

We used to get this treat only and only if our work 

was complete. Chemistry, Physics, Biology, 

Mathema�cs – you name it and he was a pro. We 

never took tui�ons except for 12th std. as our Guru 

was my father himself. Even my friends used to get 

their difficul�es solved from him. I was proud of my 

father. All our rela�ves relied on him for any kind of 

help. Even in the middle of the night, they would 
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call him if there emerged any emergency.
A�er throwing tantrums, I learnt to ride a two 

wheeler on his Bajaj scooter. On my first ride, I rode 

the scooter straight into a man walking on the road. 

I got so scared that I started crying. But he was 

pa�ent and didn’t scold me and went to the man, 

who by the grace of God, was not hurt and had a 

good sense to step aside seeing a girl ride a scooter. 

I learnt my lesson then – father knows best. But this 

was only for few days and I was back to doing what I 

did best – throwing tantrums. Then “papa ko kuch 

samaj nahi ata hain, purane jamane ki batein karte 

hain.” Teenage speaking . Got a kine�c a�er much 

bickering.”Everybody’s got a two wheeler, I feel so 

embarrassed to go on a bicycle”. No sign of 

impa�ence. Just a simple, “OK, learn about all the 

traffic rules, pass the license test and I will buy a 

kine�c for you.” He was strict that I broke no rules – 

neither at home nor anywhere else. I had the 

freedom to do anything and go anywhere but by 

the rule book. Just because of his blind trust on me, 

I never ever dreamt of deceiving Him.
When I got selected in medical college, his joys 

knew no bounds, as I was the first in our family to 

qualify for medical. During my prepara�on, I 

remember he used to fan me with paper when 

there was no electricity (every second day there 

was load shedding in our area). In medical college 

came the real test. We were used to ge�ng 99% or 

100%. In medical we used to barely make it to the 

passing marks; in fact I had flunked in two class 

tests. I was horrified, petrified, agonized and above 

all frustrated. How was I going to face my parents? I 

had become pessimis�c that I was not doctor 

material. But even a�er learning about my failure, 

my father was cool about it. He made me sit and 

understand that I had to work hard and asked me to 

take my seniors’ advise to how to cope with the 

pressure and they explained that it takes �me to 

get the hang of things and by the �me you 

understand the subject, first year is already over. 

A�er many ups and downs, highs and lows, 

laughter and tears, I cleared my gradua�on. 

Marriage proposals started pouring in. But my 

father was firm and ordered not to disturb me �ll I 

complete my PG. Complete? I had not even started. 

In the first round there was no seat, meanwhile I 

did housemanship and again tried for PG 

admission. This �me I got a seat but was not much 

excited as it was not of my choice. 
Anyway, days passed by in a haze with con�nuous 

or alternate night du�es, no sense of �me and PG 

was over. Again rela�ves started trying to convince 

my father about my marriage and now even he 

relented. Once I was watching a movie and I 

commented about the good looks of a new hero. 

He immediately told me –“ ab tera hero tera 

husband hi hain”. In a grave tone I answered – 

“mere hero to aap hi rahoge PAPA hamesha”.
Never in his life, he made us feel that he was weak 

or unhappy or having any problems. He was always 

a pillar of strength for our whole family and even 

the extended one. I was crying at the �me of my 

farewell a�er marriage, but I remember he took 

great effort not to show his tears but stoically stood 

his ground and embraced me, blessing me to stay 

happy. He tried to inculcate pa�ence in me of 

which I had not even an ounce.”You have to nurture 

any rela�on for it to grow strong. Be true in your 

feelings and you will get what you deserve. 

Servitude and pa�ence are the virtues of a doctor.” 

He has not once let me down and I must have let 

h i m  d o w n  m a n y  � m e s  b e c a u s e  o f  m y 

stubbornness. He was willing to pardon me and I 

used to take undue advantage of him. He would 

encourage me to take my own decisions and tackle 

all problems myself. He would always be there to 

support me.
As they say – as you sow, so you reap – now I am 

facing the same problems – teenage trantrums, 

stubborn and demanding children with ‘don’t tell 

me what to do’ a�tude, and mummy ko to kuch 

samaj nahin ata.
I am back to Papa knows best. I am trying to reign in 

my children and trying to keep myself in my father’s 

shoes and think what my father would say or do, if 

faced with this problem. Now I can understand how 

he raised his kids with no one to discuss or to 

support him. Whenever I face any untoward 

situa�on, I just close my eyes – there he is my HERO 

my FATHER with his unwavering smile, old but wise, 

frail but reliable and my inspira�on. I am proud of 

him and want to mould my children as he has 

moulded me.
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It was a chilly evening of November. I was all clad in 

heavy and warm clothes but s�ll I couldn’t help but 

shiver. It was perhaps the coldest evening the town 

had ever experienced or maybe it was just what I 

felt. I held the ashes of my hero in my hands , 

standing at the gate of our mill. The guard opened 

the door with a salam. He along with all the 

supervisors gathered to pay their last respects to 

their master. I was filled with a mix of emo�ons. My 

brothers and I had brought him to his Karmbhumi, 

his workplace, the place he had built from scratch. 

As I stood their I was filled with nostalgia. I couldn’t 

help but remember that once a worker had now 

become the owner of the mill.
As we stood there my thoughts were interrupted 

by a chaiwala, whom I hadn’t seen coming. He 

approached me and requested,” Didi, can you 

please come with me to my stall. I want to show you 

something.” My brothers and I followed him to his 

stall and to our surprise his stall had a temple with 

my hero’s picture in it. It was small framed 

newspaper cu�ng. A divine smell was emana�ng 

from the incense s�ck in the temple, making me 

realize that my dad, my hero wasn’t just my hero 

but a hero for many people. My eyes were filled 

with tears blurring my vision. The sadness was 

gushing through my viens reaching each and every 

cell of my body. My papa, my idol had le� me alone.
Chapter 2
It was a hot scorching summer of 1937. An 

audacious 13 year old boy started his journey to 

the nearest town. He had no choice le� with him – 

it was either to die out of hunger or to leave the 

village. In the town he had some distant rela�ves 

with whom he could live with. He started living at 

their shop as a worker. He used to clean, serve tea 

and do the accounts for the shop. He also started 

studying in a school and cleared 10th. But this 

young li�le boy was not one of the people who 

could be stopped. He took his job not as work but 

as a learning experience. He eventually got married 

and finally in 1973 he bore a girl- his so called 

“Lakshmi”. He even made a he�y amount the same 

day in a grain deal. A�er that it was no stopping 

him. Apparently I was a lucky charm for him. It was 

a turning point in his life. He had started climbing 

up the stairs of success from that day onwards.
Chapter 3
I was always felt papa and I dreamt parallel. I was 8 

when I started dreaming of becoming a doctor 

while dreamt of his building his own factory. It is 

amazing how �me flies by. Also some�mes I feel it’s 

a li�le ironic that all of us worry about the future in 

the present and in the future we try to relive the 

past. Papa started with bicycle moved up to a 

second hand bullet and finally his own air 

condi�oned car. It was when I completed my MBBS 

he had finally made his won dream come true – he 

had made his own factory.
There many stories about papa but one I feel worth 

sharing. Despite owning an AC car he used to go to 

his office in a rickshaw. Apparently the rickshaw 

driver considered him as a lucky token
and always wanted him as his first customer of the 

day. So our driver had to drive the car to the office 

everyday while papa followed him in the rickshaw.
Chapter 4
Unlike the techno savvy era of today where 
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everything is just at our finger�ps life back then 

was very different. Especially it was much more 

simpler in towns like mine. People used to find 

happiness in such li�le things of life.
As far as I recall it was 1980, when we got our 

domes�c help Vikram. I remember feeling my 

heart pour over with pride when papa handed 

Vikram his first grocery list. I felt rich. Vikram didn’t 

work for us for long. Vikram is today living in Saudi 

arabia and is working there as a chef. It is really 

amazing how des�ny works. I remember him 

calling me once a year to catch me up with his life. 

Every�me he called he never forgot to express his 

respect to papa and always regarded him as his 

God.
Chapter 4
As papa mom and I explored life and its ways we 

were joined by two more travellers- my dear li�le 

brothers. I never felt insecure about sharing papa 

with my brothers because he never let me feel so. I 

was s�ll his princess and he was my hero.
I feel that is very apt to say that the person who 

understands the value of money the most is the 

person who doesn’t have it. Papa had built his 

empire from scratch. He had put in years hardwork 

and al l  h is  efforts  in  i t .  He was a great 

philanthropist. Even in the days when the business 

was suffering he didn’t stop dona�ng. A major 

por�on of what he had earned he gave it back to 

the society. I remember him distribu�ng thousands 

of sewing machines to widows, feeding the 

poor,dona�ng in schools and building temples. Till 

date all the birthdays in our family are celebrated in 

orphanages. The habit of helping others is just only 

one of the a�ributes he has passed on to us.
Chapter 5
Papa was never worried about me un�l it was �me 

for my marriage. He used to believe that since I was 

going to become a doctor he had to marry me off to 

a doctor only, since he believed that business 

families didn’t prefer a doctor girl. Even behind his 

li�le insecuri�es I could see his immense love for 

me. He wanted his daughter to live under all the 

riches and luxuries.
Chapter 6
Despite being such a busy business man of a high 

stature my papa never failed to be a part of my li�le 

endeavors. I remember taking him to the 

neighbours garden to steal some stems of the 

ne�le plant. In those I used to grow rows of ne�le 

in old oil �ns.
I remember during the �mes when I was sick he 

never le� my bedside. It was too painful for him to 

see him in pain. He was always there.
Chapter 7
From 1973 to 2010 papa had climbed to heights of 

success. Once a worker himself, he was then 

employing more than 100 people. He was the 

epitome of success, kindness and faith. Although 

he had reached the sky his legs were firmly rooted 

to the ground.
It was November 2010 when the front page of the 

local daily reported that he was no more. Hearing 

the news of the demise the whole market was shut 

down that day. I remember thousands of people 

from all walks of life- from rickshawallas to the 

richest businessmen , had arrived to our house to 

pay their respects. There were nearly a thousand 

people gathered outside the graveyard to a�end 

his last rites. When I look back I am dumbfounded 

at the same �me proud that my father had such an 

impact on peoples lives. In a true sense he was a 

hero not only mine but for everyone. Till dates my 

heart swells with pride to say that I am his 

daughter. His name s�ll renders respect in every 

nook and corner of the town.
I am now the mother of two children rather two 

young adults. Its been a decade since papa le� me 

behind. Whenever I think of him I just feel a lot 

younger, I feel like a child again. It feels like just 

yesterday he was with me, stealing those ne�le 

stems. I cant thank him enough for what he has 

given me. I hope God has some provision of rebirth. 

It would really be a boon to have him as my father 

again.
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Father’s Day isn’t just about our dad, a lame gi� or 
one last-minute wish. It’s all about  men, who 
respect commitments, starts a family and then put 
their hearts and souls into raising their children. 
Most fathers aren’t famous, although considering 
what we put them through; they should be the 
most respected individuals on earth. 
When I think about my dad, the one person who 
comes to my mind is Bhisma Pitamah from 
Mahabharata, a father figure, a man of few words, 
a man of solidarity, truth, and ‘Pra�gya’, a man who 
served his family and his  pa�ents with love, 
affec�on and total dedica�on. A man, who is a rock-
solid support to his genera�on, took care of his 
siblings and family with no ulterior mo�ve. 
So let me introduce you to my version of modern 
Bhisma Pitamah,a simple man si�ng in his humble 
clinic with many degrees & qualifica�ons on board  
mostly surrounded  by people  Lovingly calling him 
Papaji , who has helped thousands of people 
without expec�ng anything, a well-respected man 
in the field of medicine, Dr R K Agarwal. 
As we grow older, it’s difficult to find a medical 
professional who is humble, down to earth, so�-
spoken and kind-hearted. So this is one more 
reason why this story needs to be told. In our field, 
we deal with many life-saving challenges every day, 
and in helping people, emo�ons take a back seat.
My Father, an inspira�on for many people, the 
endless awards and the pres�gious post of the 
president of the Indian Academy of Pediatrics has 
not changed his level of empathy, kindness and 
simplicity. It was the first �me in the history of IAP, 
where most respected post was chosen by highest 
number of votes and from a humble city like 
Udaipur.

We all grow up and achieve what we want in our life 
and some�mes we take rela�onships for granted. 
One such our rela�onship is with our Dad. This 
might be an emo�onal post for me, a roller coaster 
ride for you, but thanks for giving me an 
opportunity to express my feelings towards my 
father and I am very sure you will iden�fy with the 
love, affec�on, gra�tude and emo�ons reflected.
 I am not a writer but I am sure for wri�ng about our 
own father you need not to be a writer.  So here is 
the most extraordinary story of the ordinary man, 
who made his mark with his love, dedica�on and 
hard work.
Let me take you to moments of my life which makes 
me respect my father more so.Small kids extremely 
happy for their turn, why ? Because he offers them 
a ‘5 Rs’ Biscuit packet � and some�mes a namkeen 
packet if they are ge�ng their vaccina�on done.
His OPD chamber daily listens to the lines like "arre 
beta chodo next �me de dena'"Koi nahi baccha thik 
ho jaye,fees ka kya hai "
Selfless service pays in terms of "DUA" and you 
achieve greater heights which can not be even 
touched by others. Most of the pa�ents visi�ng 
him are not sound to pay fees but His smile never 
fades and his pa�ents having blind faith in him 
believes that even if they don’t pay him this man 
will never deny them his services and their kids are 
in safe hands
My kids used to love to visit his clinic and I can’t 
explain the extreme joy and happiness on their 
face, when their Nana offers them biscuit and 
other snacks. Kids can feel the pure, uninhibited 
love and definitely you can’t get that even a�er 
spending unlimited money.  
He had an unusual childhood lacking all the 
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securi�es that a child usually gets or takes for 
granted in his family. My Grandfather had paraly�c 
a�ack when he was very small. The harshness of 
life had engulfed one elder brother and sister of my 
father. His childhood Days were spent going back 
and forth into the experiences of some�mes 
happiness and extreme hopelessness. He 
supported his family financially while studying. He 
was extremely brilliant so he took care of educa�on 
of his all siblings. 
My father’s childhood was spent with 4 brothers 
and 3 sisters with a humble background which 
made him realize the importance of financial 
independence and  learning. He discovered the 
pleasure of gaining knowledge early in his life and 
worked hard towards his goal receiving many 
scholarships given to the students who excel in 
their studies. 
The simple meal of Aloo and puri was considered 
by my father and his cousins a feast. How excited 
they had been to see halwa on their plate and how 
elated they were while having the meal! In todays 
�me of abundant treats and amusements , it is 
unthinkable that how he spent his childhood.
He was a teacher’s student who proudly completed 
his M.B.B.S.with a gold medal . A�er marriage, 
their world was sweet but life was challenging with 
me and my brother to take care of, there were 
financial constraints because both my parents 
were pursuing their Post gradua�on and taking 
care of one big paternal family. In my childhood I 
never saw my father lose his temper or declined to 
help anyone. 
His simple rule for life was, if you have 1 Ro�, just 
share and have, your stomach might be empty but 
your heart will be full of love. I respect his 
incredible capability to control his feelings; I have 
never seen my father fly off the deal when irritated 
by an ignorant individual adversity, or in �me of any 
danger or emergency. He lives his life calm, cool 
and gathered. 
Our childhood is full of beau�ful memories, which 
may not involve expensive toys but kids get their 
leanings and inspira�on from their parents. I saw 
my father taking care of even small things. I 
remember him making use of even small piece of 
paper, making envelope from waste paper and 
using them for his clinic work just to save more 
trees, collec�ng and keeping reusable plas�c carry 
bags, saving electricity so that our mother earth 
does not have excess loads of toxins. A small 
gesture, li�le acts of care shows sensi�vity of this 

humble man. He imbibed the same values in his 
kids. You absorb what you see and we three are 
blessed to learn from the best man of this 
world.We learned to enjoy our life in most natural 
and simple way. 
Once I asked my Dad about one of the most 
beau�ful moment of his life. He told me about 
when they use to take me 3 kms on cycle, just to 
have one sip of coca cola, which I really enjoyed at 
the age of 1 year. He told me , that was happiness, 
that moment of joy when my both parents watched 
me licking some drops of Coca cola with sheer 
admira�on was treat to their eyes.  
We were in a very small city; where he was 
immensely respected owing to his dedica�on, hard 
work and zeal to help people. He had all the 
characters of a great doctor and leader, his clinical 
knowledge was unbeatable, his management skills 
were at par with best managers of the field and 
most importantly he was extremely helping, caring 
and people’s man. 
So he is blessed with many awards ,research papers 
and accolades, which is the dream of most of the 
people from medical fraternity. He enjoyed the 
highest administra�ve posi�ons in government 
service, then he served as President of Indian 
Academy of pediatrics, a Pioneer in field of IYCF,  
Human Milk Bank establishment. 
Recently he was awarded Dr. V. Parameshvara 
Award for Life�me Achievement in Medicine and 
Commitment to the Art of medicine “* under” 
OUTSTANDING & DISTINGUISHED SERVICES 
AWARD” for the year 2017-18
When you work selflessly towards upli�ment of 
society, recogni�on comes automa�cally.
A man can never be defined by the awards he won, 
his true self can be appreciated by nature of his kids 
and how he is with them. 
So my father’s story can’t be complete without his 
emo�onal aspect. My ever smiling, composed and 
calm father lost his cool in my marriage. It was hard 
for him to see his princess going away from comfort 
of his home. I have never seen him crying in my 
whole life but that day his tears knew no bound. 
They were flowing endlessly. I can never forget that 
day in my life.
All three of us, Now doing well professionally know 
the value of morality, dedica�on and hard work. 
The poise and respect with which my parents have 
lead their life is inspira�on in itself. If you feel that 
my Fathers story have touched the right cord try to 
spend some �me with YOUR MAN this father’s day.
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ે�યારેક બશકોટ ક ઝ�ભાની ખરબચડી બાંયો, કોઈ રેશમી ુ
ે ેપાલવથી પણ મલાયમ હોય છ...સા�ચ જ!! ુ

ેે ે ં ેિપતા ભલ માતાની જમ એની કખ સતાનન જ�મ નથી આપતા પણ ુ
ેંિપતા થકી જ સતાનનો જ�મ સાથ�ક થાય છ.

ે ેેદવકીની પીડા સૌ �ણ છ, પણ અડધી રા�ે નદીના ઘોડાપર પાર ૂ
ે ેકરનાર વાસદવની પીડા કોણ �ણી?ુ

ે ે કૌશ�યાના ગણગાન ગવાય છ, પણ મજબરીના પહાડ નીચ ુ ૂ
ે ે ે ેદટાયલા અન પ�િવયોગમાં તરફડીન મ�ય પામલા દશરથની ુ ૃ ુ

ેપીડા અક�પનીય છ.

ે ેે ેએજ રીત સરદાર પટલના િપતા ઝવરભાઈ હોય ક મહા�મા 
ં ે ેગાંધીના િપતા કરમચદ ક મા િવનાની દીકરીન નીડર યો�ા 

ેંબનાવનાર લ�મીબાઈના િપતા દામોદર પત હોય !! િપતા મોટાભાગ 
ેે ં ંપડદાની પાછળ રહીન સતાનન ઘડતર કરે છ.ુ

ેે ં“જનનીની જોડ સખી નહીં જડ રે લોલ” જટલ જ ુ

ે ે“જનકની જોડ સખી નહીં જડ રે લોલ” સાથ�ક છ!

Everyone sees his/ her father as a hero and there 
are no surprises about that. But how and why he 
sees him as a hero can be different. My father was 
doubtlessly my hero in all ages - my childhood to 
my teenage, my school days to my medical college 
�mes, my professional career to his last days – he 
has not given me an occasion to see him any less. 

The best thing about my father was that he 
appeared very ordinary and that evinced his extra-
ordinariness. 

He was a spiritual person without sermons – his life 
was full of lessons for everyone to see and 
experience. He was jovial, enthusias�c and caring. I 
have seen him smiling in adversity and always 
heard him saying “Don't worry, thai jashe!” 

His forthrightness and clarity of thoughts were 
always inspiring for me. He served the Government 
as a Class 1 Officer and throughout his career he 
appeared polite and understanding. He is s�ll 
admired and remembered by his subordinates in 
all ci�es he served. The love for him was amply 
evident by the number of people who turned out at 
his Besna – people came from all over the state and 
expressed their grief – as if they lost their elder 
brother. 

ે ેે ેસૌ �થમ આકાર આપ છ િપતા, રોજ એ આભાસ આપ છ િપતા!

ં ે ેઆગળી અળગી કરી ટીખળ કરે, પીઠ પાછળ પાંખ આપ છ િપતા!

ે ેે ે ે ેમાં િતિમરનો ડર ભગાવ છ અન તજનો પગથાર આપ છ િપતા.

ેે ેે ે�હાલ કરતાં આવડ નહી એટલ દો�ત જવો સાથ આપ છ િપતા!!

ે ેે ં ેન ઉજવ છ રોજ ફાધસ� ડ અહીં, રોજ આશીવા�દ આપ છ િપતા.ુ ુ

ે1930થી 2003 માં �ણ એક યગ સમા�ત થઇ ગયો હોય એમ ુ
ેલાગ. That is when he was born and when he passed 

ે ેaway. મ� એમના સાિન�યમાં 45 વષ� પસાર કયા� છ અન મારા 
ે ે ે ેમાટ એ સૌથી યાદગાર વષો� છ. એમન ઉઠતા બસતાં હસતા રમતા 

ં ંે ે ંઅન કામ કરતા જોઈન હ મોટો થયો છ. �થમ વાર ચાલવાન પણ મ� ુ ુુ
ે ે ેમારા મ�મી પાસથી શ� કરીન મારા પ�પા સધી પહોંચીન પ�ં કય�ં ુ ૂ ુ

ેે ે ે ે ં ેહશ. અમ 4 ભાઈ બહનો અન સૌન પ�પા સરખ જ સાચવ. એમની ુ
ે ે ે ં ંફયરનસ ગજબની હતી - અમન �યારેય એવ લાગવા દીધ નથી ુ ુ
ે ે ે ે ંક �કલના ક અ�ય પરફોમ��સના આધારે કોઈન વધારે ક ઓછ ૂ ુ

ં ે ે ે ં ે ેઆપવ ક વધારે ક ઓછો �નહ વરસાવવો - મારા બન પરે�ટસ ુ ્
ે ંવરસાદની જમ સૌ ઉપર સરખ જ �હાલ વરસાવતા! નાના બાળ ુ

ે ે ે ે ે ંતરીક મારી નાની બહનન �ચક અન હ ��-સહ એમની તરફ ુ
ે ે ે ેે ં ેજો� તો એ મન કહતા ક મકશ ત હવ મોટો થઇ ગયો છ. િમડલ ુ ુ

ેે ે ે ે�કલમાં હતો �યારે મળામાં ગયા હોઈએ તો સૌથી નાનાન તડ અન ૂ
ે ે ં ે ેઘરે આવીન ઈશ િ��ત, ઘટાના નાના લગડાતા બ�ચાન કમ ુ

ે ે ે�ચક ત સમ�વતા! આમ નાનપણથી મન �યારેય અ�યાયની 
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ભાવના જ�મી જ નહીં. 

ે ં ં ં ં ે ેતમન આ એક મહ�વન પાસ હત ક દરેક વ�ત �ેમથી સમ�વ - ુ ુ ુ ુ ુ
ે ેે ે ે ે ે ેસામ જોઈન સમ�વ અન માથા પર હાથ ફરવીન હત વરસાવ 

ેે ે ેઅન યો�ય સમય પીઠ થાબડીન ઉ�સાહ વધારે. આજ નાના નાના 
ે ં ે ંકામ માટ પણ જો હ મારા �ટાફન િબરદાવ �યારે પ�પા અચક યાદ ુ ૂુ

આવી �ય! 

He was a joy to watch and he was happiness in 
ac�on! 

He used to say “Never complain, never explain”  

ે ે ેબન �યાં સધી ફિરયાદ ન કરો અન બન �યાં સધી ચોખવટ ન ુ ુ
ે ે ં ેકરવી પડ તવ કામ કરો. એમની આ સલાહ અમ સૌએ �વનમાં ુ

ેે ેેઉતારી છ અન એ અણમોલ  રતનની જમ કામ આવી છ! એમની 
ે ેસલાહ આપવાની રીત પણ અનોખી હતી - તમન �યારેય લાગ નહીં 

ે ે ેએવી રીત વાતની સહજ રજઆત હોય અન તમ �પશી� જ �ય! ુ
ેએમની સલાહ, સચન કરતાં પણ હળવી લાગ. ૂ

He was a master of communica�on – a so� 
communicator at that! 

ે ં ે ે ે ે ેપ�થર માં ઉગલી કપળ બતાવ અન કહ: "મકશ, આ જો - અન ૂ ુ
ે ે ેં ેકહ ક પ�થર માં કપળ કઈ રીત ઉગી શક?" ૂ

ેે ે ં ં ં ંપછી સમ�વ ક કપળનો �વન મ� છ: મદ મદ, મદ મદ, મધ મધ! ૂ ૃ ુ ૃ ુ ુ ુ

ે ે ં ે ંઅન અમ એમના વશજોએ આ િસ�ાંતન પોતાનો �વન મ� 

બનાવી દીધો! 

He was the uncrowned King and his empire was not 
limited to his family – the fragrance of his lifestyle 
had known no boundaries! Such was my Father, My 
Hero! 

ે ેહવ મારા �વનની સૌથી સફળ અન સૌથી ક�ણ ઘટના - મારા 
ે ે ૈ ેપ�પાએ ન�ી કય�ં ક મકશ સિનક �કલમાં ભણવા જશ. મા� 9 ુ ુ ૂ

ે ેવષ�ની કમળી વય કોઈ બાળકન એના ઘરથી દર આમી� �કલમાં ુ ૂ ૂ
ં ેમોકલત હશ ભલા? I have always said: I was SENT to this ુ

Army School.  The story actually is that I loved my 
Mom so much that I used to follow her everywhere 
she went and even wait outside the toilet she 
would go to. I recently heard that actors like Salman 
Khan also did that. (ha ha ha…) I have always 
experienced that my umbilical cord from my Mom 
was never cut… I will forever remain so connected 
to my Mom indeed!  My father decided that I 
should be sent to a Public School away from home 
where I can learn the reali�es of life and get 
polished through the harsh discipline of a military 
school. This was the worst and the best decision 
taken by my father. My Mom had asked only one 
ques�on: “Are you sure he will make it?” My father 
was firm perhaps because he could see the future, 

he could visualize a young man with OLQ (Officer 
Like Quali�es) decked in him a�er passing out from 
a Military School.  I joined this Sainik School 
Balachadi, ranked among the best schools of India 
a�er passing its entrance test etc. My father came 
along, stayed with me there for a day and then 
while leaving 

ે ે ેasked me this ques�on: “તન ગમશ ન?” 

I said: “Yes” ( I am sure I didn't mean it) 

But those harsh discipline and no-nonsense 
rou�ne were unbearable at first. I started topping 
my class in academics, debates, quiz, drama�cs 
and so on and slowly I made my ground. All this 
made me a tough character in body and mind and it 
opened new avenues for me – I was groomed to 
become a charming young boy ready to serve the 
Armed Forces of my country. My father had always 
followed my progress and used to validate me from 
�me to �me. I am who I am because of my 
schooling and because of that decision taken by my 
Hero, my Father!  

I was agog to join the Army, topped the UPSC and 
SSB interview but alas, was rejected for my 
eyesight (myopia). I returned from Bangalore 
cres�allen as if the world was over for me. It was 
here again that my father said: Don't worry – you 
can excel in Medicine – you have topped Gujarat in 
the All India Higher Secondary Board – take 
admission in BJ Medical College (a�er Pre Medical 
year in Gujarat College). With my father's 
encouragement and support I came to Ahmedabad 
at the age of sixteen and made a niche here over a 
period of �me – all because a gentleman who stood 
like a rock behind me – My Father, My hero! 

ેં ે ે ંપણ આપણ મગજ કવી રીત કામ કરત હોય છ એ જવો - આટલા ુ ુ ુ
ંે ેબધા અિચવમ�ટસ પછી પણ, મન મોકલવામાં આ�યો હતો એ હ ્ ુ

ેં ેભ�યો નહોતો. બધ બરાબર, પણ મ�મીથી, ભાઈ-બહનોથી અન ુ ુ
ેઘરથી દર કમ મોક�યો? એ સવાલ ઘર કરી ગયો હતો. Years ૂ

later, I did a life altering program called the 
Landmark Forum and during that program there 
was a realiza�on – it was the second day of the 
program – I shared my school story and wept 
before the audience like a small child and declared 
that my father did what was best for me. The day 
ended at around 11.30pm. I told my wife Vidula 
who par�cipated with me – I told her: I wish to go to 
see my father… She was surprised. We went to 
their house, woke them up – they were surprised 
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and asked “Is everything alright?”

 I am all tears as I write this – I hugged my father like 
never before and told him that “You are the best 
father of the world and you did what a best father 
can have ever done for his child”  Our rela�onship 
leaped to the sky and beyond. I was hugging my 
hero - my father who had made such a big 
difference in my life – who perhaps took the risk of 
being hated ini�ally but he was sure that it will be a 
happy ending; it will be a tremendous jump for me. 
That's what my father is about! Looking back, all my 
proficiency and acumen of language, observa�on, 
confidence, grooming is all because of the 
schooling and that bold decision my hero took for 
me. 

My father has always been most accessible – that's 
what I like about him the most. He has always 
walked on ground. He could be approached any 
�me. I do not remember any �me he had scolded 
me or got angry on me at all. He always showed 
that he believed in me and empowered me to make 
big scale decisions – all successes he appreciated 
and all failures he appreciated too – like he was a 
firm believer that these are indeed the stepping 
stones for the be�er �mes to come ( it may sound 
cliché but experien�ally so true for me) 

I have seen his love for my Mom. He loved her so 
much and my Mom would tease him as if in 
disbelief. Once my Mom bought a pair chappals on 
her own. She was eagerly wai�ng to show them to 
my Dad as he came from office. 

ે ે ે“આ જવો - મ� ચ�પલ ખરીદયા છ -  કહો  જોઈએ કટલાના હશ?” ્ુ

ેે ં ેપ�પાએ જોઈન કીધ: “મ�ત છ. 1200 ના હશ” ુ

ે ંમ�મી તો ખશ! કહ: “ના ના, સાચ કહો - િસિરયસલી.”ુ ુ

ેપ�પા થોડા થોડા ઓછા કરતા ગયા પણ કહ “600થી ઓછા તો ન 

જ હોય.” 

ેેફાઈનલી, મ�મી victorious smile સાથ કહ “300 �િપયામાં 

લીધા!” 

ં ે ે ેમારા �યાલથી પ�પા બધ સમજતા પણ મ�મીન મ�તી કરાવ અન ુ
ેમ�મીન 'વથ� ઈટ' લગાડતા.

These small miniscule yet real life incidents 
crystallized in my mind the hero my father was. He 
used to say: Different strokes for different folks! 
And he was so right!

ે ેે ં ં ેમ� એમન એટલા ન�કથી ઓ�ઝવ� કયા� છ ક ઘણ બધ તો મન ુ ુ

ે ે ે ેઆજ પણ તા��ય છ! પહલા તાલકા િવકાસ અિધકારી તરીક ુ
ે ંિડિ���ટમાં જતા �યારે નાના બાળક તરીક કોઈવાર હ એમની ુ

ેસાથ �પમાં ગોઠવાઈ જતો. �ા�ય િવ�તારમાં કોઈ હિરજનની 
ે ે ે ેઝપડીમાં જઈન નીચ બસીન િપ�તળની રકાબીમાં ઓલમો�ટ ુ

ેેકાળી ચા, પરા�ેમભાવ સાથ પીતા જોયા છ. એ સહજ િમ� હતા ૂ
ે ે ે ે ેકારણ ક તમન કોઈની પાસથી કોઈ અપ�ા જ નહોતી - બસ 
ં ે ં ે ં ેિન�નદ તમનો �વભાવ! આ બધ મ� નાનપણમાં જ જોયલ ન ુ ુ

ે ંશીખલ! The seeds of my social service and giving ુ

back to society what you received from them, were 
perhaps sown then and there. 

ે ે ે ે ં ે ેઅમ વકશનમાં મામાન �યાં મબઈ જતા �યારે મન પોતાની સાથ ુ

અલગારી રખડપ�ીમાં લઇ જતા - એ ફોટ�ની ફટપાથપરથી ુ
પ�તકો ખરીદવાના. He introduced Dale Carnegi to me. ુ

He introduced Osho to me – My father took me to 
his Talk on Chowpa� in those days! Unforge�able. 

My father would not teach anything per se, you 
learn by observing him, by imbibing who he was 
being all his life. He was a larger than life man in a 
smaller than life frame. He chose not be on a 
pedestal and talk from an ivory tower, instead he 
would talk in simple language, through simple 
inspiring stories and make his point for a life �me! 

ે ે ંનાનપણમાં એમણ  મન અસ�ય પ�તકોનો પિરચય કરા�યો - ુ
ે ે ે ેમઘાણીની 'સૌરા�ની રસધાર' ભટ આપી. ગિણતન અન મારે બહ ુ

ં ે ે ેબનત નહીં એટલ એમણ એના�ી હોરાના મ�ના પ�તકો 'આ ત ુ ુ
ે ે ે ે ેગિણત ક મ�?', 'કવીક છ તમારી ગિણત ચાતરી?' વગરે ભટ ુ
ે ેં ંે ે ેઆ�યા જ વાંચીન હ ગિણતનો એ�સપટ� થયો જન લઈન હ ઈ�છા ુ ુ
ં ંમજબન િફ�ડ પસદ કરી શ�યો. This was his lateral logic. ુ ુ

Now I cannot imagine that I was bad at Maths. 

He would always say: Work hard and work smart. 
Work not just with your head or just with your 
heart. Work with the both of them together. This 
has been a message I have passed on to my beloved 
daughter too. 

He would say: Don't take yourself seriously, take 
your work seriously. 

For li�lest hold-ups he taught us pa�ence. He 
would say: Pa�ence is not about wai�ng, it is about 
what you do while wai�ng! What a great message! 

These li�le things make my Father, my hero!

ે ે ે ે ેપનમનો મળો ભરાય અન અમ પ�પાની રાહ જોતા ક પ�પા અન ૂ
ે ે ે ેમ�મી અમન મળામાં લઇ �ય અન એય ન મોજ કરીએ! ચકડોળમાં 

ેે ે ેબસવાથી માંડીન ચણી બોર ખરીદવાની �ણો હ� ય યાદ છ. 
ેે ે ં ેએમણ અપાવલ કલાઇડો�કોપ (કિલડો�કોપ) છક હમણાં સધી ુ ુ

ં ં ેસાચવી રા�ય'ત! �વનના જદા જદા રંગો અન િડઝાઇ�સ ુ ુ ુ ુ
ં ે ે ંઆપોઆપ બદલાય એવ અમન સમય જતા સમ�યલ!  ુ ુ
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My hero has inspired me more than all the 
mo�va�on speakers of the world ever can. Simply 
because I have lived with you Papa, I have enjoyed 
you and I have loved you!!

ેે ે ેતમારી સાથ િવતાવલી એ તમામ �ણો મન યાદ છ. ભાવનગર 
ેે ે ે ંરહતા �યારે રોજ સાંજ ટકરી પરના ત�ત�ર મિદરના દશ�ન 

ે ે ે ેકરવા આપણ સાથ જતા અન તમ નાની નાની વાતા�ઓ કહી 
ે ેં ં ંહસાવતા હસાવતા ઘણ બધ શીખ�ય છ એ કમ ભલાય! ુ ુ ુ ુ

ે ંે ં ે ે ે ં ેમારી દીકરી મન ત કહીન બોલાવ છ એમ હ તમન ત કહીન ુ ુુ
ે�યારેય બોલાવી ન શ�યો એ કદાચ સમયનો તકાજો હશ એમ 

ે ં ંમાનીન મન મનાવ છ!  ુ ુ

ે ે ે ેેમારી સાથ એક દો�તની જમ ટીવીપર મારી ફવરેટ ગ�સ જોવા તમ 
ે ે ેબસી જતા - પછી એ ફટબોલ વ�ડ�-કપની મધરાત આવતી મચીઝ ૂ

ે ે ેહોય ક પછી 1975માં રેિડયો પર સાંભળલી એ��ટડ�મમાં આપણ 
ે��યા હતા ત હોકીનો વ�ડ� કપ હોય, you have been like a 

buddy – that's why you are my hero!

ે ે ં ે ં ે ે ે ં ં ં‘બન તટલ �ત કરવ અન બન તટલ જત કરવ' એ તમારો ુ ુ ુ ુ ુ
ં ે�વન મ�, તમારા હદયની િવશાળતા અન ઉદારતા બતાવતો ૃ

ર�યો! 

ેે ં ેે ેતમન એ�સીડ�ટ થયો �યારે હ આઠક વષ�નો હોઈશ - અન જ ુ
ેે ે ેરીત તમ એ ઘટનાન હ�ડલ કરી હતી - ઓ માય ગોડ, it was so 

inspiring!

ે ે ે ે ે"તારી વાત સાચી લાગ છ" એમ કહીન આ�ય�મ�ટ હારીન પણ ુ
ે ં ે ેસામ વાળાન િદલ તમ �તી લતા.ુ

ેનાની નાની વાતોમાં પણ બધાનો આભાર અચક માનવો અન ૂ
ેે ે ે ે ેલોકોની આવડતન બહાર લાવી તન વલીડટ કરતા મ� તમન જોયા 

છે! 

Your straigh�orwardness was amazing. You could 
tell it to people without hur�ng them and that was 
more amazing! 

You taught me to deal with pa�ents with passion 
and compassion and it has become my second 
nature. 

You had a unique quality of correc�ng yourself 
even in the middle of a conversa�on. 

ે ેમિડકલ કોલજના િદવસોમાં 

ે ેએકવાર પ�પા કહ: "તમ ડો�ટર લોકો િનદ�ય હોવ છો." 

ે ં ેએટલ મ� ક�ય ક "િનદ�ય નહીં પ�પા, �વ�થ!"ુ

ેતો પ�પા કહ: "આઈ િથ�ક ય આર રાઈટ!"ુ

ે ેનાનો હતો �યારે મન febrile seizures આ�યા અન મારી મોમ 
ેે ે ેમાથામાં બરફ ઘસ અન પ�પા હાથ પકડી રાખ. ખબ �ેમથી કહ: ુ

ે ે ં ં ં ે"બટા , હમણાં સા�ં થઇ જશ, િચતા ન કરીશ, હ છ ન" and lo ુુ

and behold, history repeats itself – similar 
ેincidence happens in 2003. પ�પા પથારીમાં છ - 

ે ે ંે ેિસિરયસલી બીમાર છ અન મ� એમનો હાથ પકડયો છ પણ હ એમન ્ ુ
ે ે ંએમ નથી કહી શકતો ક "પ�પા, તમ સા� થઇ જશો, િચતા ન 

ં ં ેકરશો, હ છ ન!" This is the travesty and tragedy in the ુુ
life of a medical professional.

ં ે ે ેમિદરમાં જઈએ અન ભીડ હોય તો પ�પા ખભ �ચકી લતા �યારે 
ે ે ે ે�યાં  ખબર હતી ક આ ખભ �ચકી લનાર જ ઈ�ર છ!  

પણ 

ેે ેપ�પા, તમ ઈ�ર નથી. કારણ ક, ઈ�ર �યારેય દખાતા નથી. 

ંે ે ેપ�પા, તમ ઈ�ર નથી કારણ ક ઈ�ર હમશા મારી દરેક ઇ�છાઓ 

પરી નથી કરતા. ુ

ે ે ેઈ�ર �યારેય મારી બાજમાં બસી ન, મન સમ�વતા નથી. ુ

ં ંે ે ંમારા ખ�ભા ઉપર હાથ રાખી ન, 'હ તારી સાથ છ' એવ ઈ�ર તો ુ ુુ
કયારેય બોલતા નથી. 

ે ે ેતો પછી, તમ ઈ�ર કવી રીત ?

ે ંઈ�ર ન રોજ મારી િચતા નથી થતી. ઈ�ર તો મારી વાત ન પણ 
ેસાંભળ 

ં ેે ે ે ેપણ તમ તો હમશા મારી વાત સાંભળો છો. તો તમ ઈ�ર કવી રીત ?

ં ં ં ંહ બોલાવ, તો ઈ�ર 'મિદર' માં સાવ નવરા હોવા છતાં પણ મિદર ુુ
ે ેછોડી ન મારી પાસ આવતા નથી. 

ે ં ં ં ે ેતમ તો 'ઓફીસ' ન આટલ કામ પડત મકી ન પણ મારી પાસ આવી ુ ુ ુ ૂ

�વ છો. 

ે ે ેતો તમ ઈ�ર કવી રીત ?

ે ે ેપ�પા, તમ ઈ�ર નથી. કારણ ક ઈ�ર તો સખ અનુ

ં ે ે ે બન આપ. તમ તો ફ�ત સખ જ આપો છો…ુ

ેે ે ેઆમ સૌના ચાહીતા અન સૌના લાડીલા અન મારા જવા અનકના 
ે ેહીરો એવા મારા પ�પાએ 2003માં િવદાય લીધી. અન તમન 

ે ે ે�ણીન આ�ય� થશ પણ અમ એનો ઉ�સવ જ મના�યો હતો - સૌ 
ં ં�ાથ�ના સભામાં આ�યા - લોકોન કીિડયા�ં ઉભરાય - એ બધાએ ુ ુ

ે ેહદયની લાગણી �ય�ત કરી �યારબાદ અમ સૌ ના�યા અન કોઈ ૃ
ે ે ે ે ંઉ�સવ હોય તમ તમના �વનન યાદ કરીન આનદ �ય�ત કયો�. 

ે ે ં ે ેઆજ પણ અમ સૌ કટબીજનો બસીએ �યારે એમના �યિ�ત�વન, ુ ુ
ેે ં ેએમના અિ�ત�વન યાદ કરીએ - આસ આવ તો સહજ રડી લઈએ ુ

ે ે ેઅન એ વ�ચ એમના કરેલા કાયો� ન પણ ખબ ભાવપવ�ક યાદ ુ ૂ

કરી લઈએ છીએ! 

લવ ય પ�પા! ુ
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Name: Dr. Munjal Pandya
Email : munjal17@gmail.com

I am a son, a son of The Hero, who has inspired me 

to be what I am today... The Hero who has always 

been standing by the side of family in form of a solid 

infallible pillar... The one who has shielded the 

family all the �mes; the one who, along with my 

mother has made me and my brother, who we are 

today! And this is his story, from my eyes...

Do I remember when I saw him for the first �me? 

No, I don't remember, but I know that I've known 

him from the very beginning corner of my memory 

tunnel. I had feeling of his beard and moustache on 

my li�le hands, and my memory always gets a 

booster when I see those photos of  'li�le me' lying 

over him. 

Every father does a lot of things for his children. 

They say, everyone appreciates mother, and rarely 

the world celebrates the contribu�on of father, but 

I feel, it is not true. Farther does not need such a 

celebra�on as a part of gra�tude, (mother doesn't 

as well), he simply gets sa�sfied with the outcome 

of the process he has contributed to. I remember 

the gladness on his face when I and my brother 

used to sing his favourite songs, one of them was 

'Ram Lakhan' �tle track. He used to feel proud 

when we made drawings of our favourite cartoons, 

i.e., 'He-Man' on the blackboard. Every Sunday, we 

got a new bat and ball and yes, it was the day, when 

he could observe our progress of the week in 

sports. During summer vaca�ons, every evening, 

we eagerly waited for his arrival from the office. 

However �red he was, his bag always carried our 

favourite comic books, and yes, we used to sleep 

only a�er finishing the book! 

As a child, I used to feel 'How fortunate he is! He 

just goes to office, comes back, has dinner with us 

and sleeps! No homework, no studies, no 

examina�on!' Such a childlike thinking was there, 

because I never saw him buried under bricks of 

social/ professional/ personal challenges! Only 

a�er growing to a certain age, I realised that, that 

par�cular stage of childhood was the golden one! 

Whatever we told him to play with us, we never got 

a 'No' in reply! I haven't seen him lazy throughout 

my life! During our college days, I and my brother 

started bowling faster, and when 3 of us played 

cricket, he used to face the heat of our bowling 

without any trace of pain on face, even a�er being 

hit! While doing wicket keeping, if the ball 

overpassed him, he would run quickly to get it 

back, reflec�ng his ever youthful stamina!

Given a choice, we never chose him to teach us 

academics! Mother was always a be�er choice, for 

us! So, we used to compete for ge�ng her to teach, 

as the remaining one was allo�ed to him! We got 

reprimanded many a �mes for not focusing on, or 

for making same mistakes whenever our fate 

decided him as our teacher. (I feel I'm the same 
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way, as he was!) When we started going to school 

on bicycle, he used to accompany us �ll the school 

for almost a month! I and my brother did well in 

academics throughout our school days, and the 

pride was reflected on his face in form of his 

glowing face and a li�le smile and a trip to Kankaria. 

Never ever I saw him or my mother boas�ng of our 

achievements, and I've learnt this big lesson from 

them. Whenever we achieved something in school, 

music or drawing compe��ons, they always told us 

to be grateful to teachers and to God.

Every joint family has li�le turbulences, but we 

were never exposed to its existence; as we had this 

wall in form of our father, standing tall, aver�ng 

every wave that might hit us! My father and 

mother, both dedicated their lives to us. They used 

to restrict themselves socially in our important 

academic years, used to run for our academic 

materials! Educa�on was the priority, but we were 

never deprived of channels, nor our sports, nor 

anything of the rou�ne schedule. When I heard of 

the stories of people reading 16 hours, 18 hours, I 

was surprised and was glad to feel the faith they 

had in us! 

While I was doing my residency, he started his M. 

Tech. a�er passing entrance examina�on of CEPT, a 

pres�gious ins�tute! It was his dream, which he 

couldn’t complete due to social commitments. So, 

we both were in the boats of Master’s degrees, his 

stress wouldn’t be different from mine, as he was 

studying along with his work! My PG exam was 

coinciding with his final exams, and I was restless a 

bit, but he was all at ease, and finished his M. Tech. 

with flying colours! 

Once he told us of his college days; he used to open 

random pages of his books while on the way to his 

examina�on, and the confidence he had carried, 

helped him a lot. Once asked by an examiner, ‘From 

which topic I should ask you’, he replied, ‘From any 

topic you want, sir’, and needless to say, he did 

amazing in viva. My a�empt to mimic the same in 

my University Pharmacology viva crashed badly 

nose down! 

We always dreamt of having biceps like him! But I 

never worked for it! My grandfather used to do 

push ups in his 90s, and con�nuing the tradi�on, 

our terrace used to have all those challenging 

equipment for physical strengthening! Father 

always told me, 'Your impression is how well and 

firm your handshake is!' He is one sturdy guy who 

even a�er re�rement, wakes up early morning and 

does his rou�ne exercise. Many a �mes, it was 

�ring when he used to wake us up on vaca�on days, 

for running around Kankaria lake early morning! 

Our library was, (and upgraded version is) full of 

great books, but I developed reading habit only 

a�er my 12th standard.

I saw him ge�ng emo�onal on some of the 

occasions. He is the person who's like a coconut, 

always giving in to emo�onal challenges. I have 

heard many a �mes the story of my “baabri”, where 

while my hair were ge�ng cut, and I was crying, 

simultaneously, he was also crying! While he was 

away from home for work purpose, he used to call 

back home, and used to describe what he was 

going to get for us! On one occasion, he talked of 2 

pianos, one for me and one for my brother, when 

he arrived, we got those li�le cute toy pianos, and 

they were the first instruments, on which we learnt 

our first tunes! We s�ll have those, preserved at 

home!  He always believes in giving away things if 

some rela�ve asks for it, and yes, he lost a lot, too! 

But then, he felt, if somebody needed it, it was ok 

to be on losing side. He always put his heart before 

anything. 

The Hero, I wrote about, is someone who always 

inspires me to carry on, to keep walking, to accept 

whatever we've, but to keep progressing and at the 

same �me, helping those whomever we can!

I am, and will always be grateful to God!
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Let's begin with a shloka from Mahabharata :

My father is my heaven, My father is my Dharma,

He is the ul�mate penance of my life.

If he is happy all dei�es are pleased.

A father is neither an anchor to hold us back nor a 

sail to take us there but a guiding light whose love 

shows us the way. A father is someone who wants 

to catch you before you fall but instead picks you 

up, brushes you off and lets you try again. A father 

is a son's first hero and a daughter's first love. A 

father is someone who listens, suggests and 

defends and knows your mind without you saying 

it. A father does not tell you he loves you. He shows 

you. A father faces several adversi�es in life but 

never lets his family feel their effects. He hides his 

problems and sacrifices his desires for his family 

members and does everything he can to always 

keep them happy. We can understand a father 

be�er by the following shloka from the Chanakya 

Nee� :

One who gives birth, one who brings closer [to the 

Lord, to spirituality - by means of ini�a�ng through 

the sacred thread ceremony], he who gives 

knowledge, he who gives food, he who protects 

from fear - These 5 are deemed as fathers.

Some people don't believe in heroes but they 

haven't met my father.

"The greatest gi� I ever had,

Came from God, I call him dad.”

My father portrays the perfect blend of tough and 

sens i�ve.  He i s  ca lm,  k ind-hearted  and 

compassionate. At the same �me he is disciplined, 

punctual, hardworking and dedicated to his work, 

yet has a striking balance in life between work and 

family. He is always there for us when we need him. 

In addi�on to being an inspira�onal father, he is 

also a caring and suppor�ve husband and an 

obedient son. His wit and sense of percep�on 

amuse many. He displays profound intelligence and 

exemplary pa�ence. He is an honest, generous, 

humble and polite man. He is a man of integrity, 

absolute ethics and is highly principled. He has a 

strong,impressive character and a magne�c 

personality.

My father taught me how to live by le�ng me 

watch him do it. My father has always been an 

unbiased cri�c, an excep�onal guide, a faith 

ins�ller and a confidence booster, who has 

ul�mately framed me to what I am.

My father teaches me the ethics of life. I love to live 
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by his morals. He teaches me to follow my 

conscience, speak the truth, perform the right 

deeds and then always be fearless and brave no 

ma�er what. He teaches me that the key 

ingredients to success in life are hardworking, 

posi�ve thinking and self confidence. He teaches 

me to always put my best effort forward and when 

that's not enough, keep trying. He always solved all 

my doubts and uncertain�es be it in studies or in 

real life. He educates me not to be dispirited by 

failures nor be big-headed by success. He teaches 

me to always trust my gut and ins�nct and listen to 

my inner voice. My father has given me the 

greatest gi� ever - he believes in me and that is the 

reason my belief in myself and my abili�es grew 

stronger and I became more ambi�ous. He teaches 

me to own my intelligence and not let others 

undermine it. He teaches me to unveil my strengths 

and always take pride in my accomplishments, but 

at the same �me, never forget humility.

I s�ll remember when I was li�le, how I saw and 

learnt about this world si�ng on top of his 

shoulders. I used to feel like being on top of the 

world - like a princess. This is like how every father 

makes his child feel.

Whenever stumbling stones in my life make me fall, 

he points out my mistakes and encourages me to 

rise and try again. Whenever I find myself on the 

cross roads of the challenges that life has to offer, 

he shows me the right path I must choose and 

follow. In the ups and downs of my life, he teaches 

me to remain calm and be brave enough to take 

correct decisions. My father has also

taught me to care and share.  I ,  being a 

gynecologist, am fortunate enough to have had the 

opportunity to serve and give back to the society.

He teaches me to respect every being but above all, 

respect myself and understand my true worth. He 

encouraged me to be independent at the same 

�me, I also learnt from him that needing help and 

asking for it is not a weakness but demonstrates 

strength. He tells me that loving myself and caring 

for my happiness is not being selfish, it's necessary. 

Also he asks me to perform noble deeds and speak 

kind words and always help those in need. That is 

the way to find real and las�ng happiness and 

sa�sfac�on; not go searching for happiness 

elsewhere, but find it within me.

He teaches me that all rela�onships demand effort 

before they flourish and not everyone will always 

agree with me. He explains that the rela�onship 

and the person is always more important than 

winning an argument. He asks me to try and adjust 

and mould myself to the demands of any condi�on 

and stay conceited in any situa�on. He assures me 

that their love and support will always be there for 

me- no ma�er what.

Sadly, in the present scenario many youngsters fail 

to repay their debts towards their elderly parents 

and consider them as their enemies, failing to 

perform their responsibili�es towards them, failing 

to serve them when they need them the most. By 

the �me a man realizes that maybe his father was 

right, he usually has a son who thinks he's wrong. 

Isn't it true? Think for yourself.

The overall inference is that "father" is indeed the 

noblest �tle a man can be given.

In conclusion, I would like to cite the following 

shloka from Ramayana :

A man can see his father as the cause of his 

existence, so why wouldn't he want to behave

[towards his father] as if his father were the visible 

God.

Dear father, to the world you are just one person, 

but to me you are the world…
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ં ે ે ેિવષય વાંચતા જ આખો સામ એક ભોળો હસમખો ચહરો આવીન ુ

ે ે ેઊભો ર�યો �ણ કહી ર�યો હોય ક ચાલ �યારે આપણ ફરીથી 

ેે ે ે ેએ �ણો ન �વીએ જ સમય ની સાથ ધીમ ધીમ યાદો માં પિરવિત�ત 

ેથઈ રહી છ.

ે ેદરેક �યિ�ત માટ એના િપતા એના હીરો,,,,,,, ના ના પહલા 

ે ેે ેહીરો હોય છ;�વન માં એના પછી ઘણા પા�ો આવ છ અન 

ે ેેઆપણા �વનમાં હીરો નો રોલ િનભાવ છ,, પણ એ પહલાં હીરો 

ે ેની તોલ �યારેય ના આવ,❤!!!

�વનયા�ા

ે ેસૌરા�ના હળવદ જવા એક નાના ગામથી ઉદયપર જવા ુ

ે ેરાજ�થાનના એક મોટા શહરમાં પોતાની મહનત,વડીલોના 

ેઆિશવા�દથી 10 ધોરણ ભણલા ક�ટમ માં નોકરી કરતા �ા�મણ 

ં ે ે ે ે ંિપતા ના બી� સતાન એટલ ક મારા પ�પા એટલ ક મકદરાય ુ ુ

ેભપતરાય દવ, 11 જલાઈ 1939 રોજ જ��યા હતા.નાનપણથી ૂ ુ

ં ે ેં ેજ સયકત કટબ માં રહલા,�ણ બહનોના ભાઈ એટલ લાડકા તો ુ ુ ુ

ે ેખરા જ.પણ મારા દાદા એમની નોકરીન લીધ જ�મ કા�મીરમાં ુ

ે ેરહતા હોવાથી નાનથી જ ઘરના નાના મોટા કામમાં મદદ�પ 

ં ે ે ં ં ેથવાની ભાવના હમશા રહી.પોત પોતાન ભણવાન તો કરી જ લતા ુ ુ

ે ેે ેપણ સાથ બધી બહનો ન પણ ભણવા માટ �ો�સાહન આપી ઉ�ચ 

ંિશ�ણ અપા�ય.ુ

ે ં ં�કલના સમયથી જ રમતો ��ય ખબ જ લગાવ. તદર�તી  ન ુ ૂ ુ ુ

ેખબ જ મહ�વ હત,શારીિરક �યાયામ નો શોખ જ જદી જદી ુ ુ ુ ુ

ં ંરમતો ના �પમાં પરો થતો ર�યો . સાયકિલગ, િ�વિમગ, ૂ

ેફટબોલ, હોકી જવી રમતો નો શોખ ઉદયપર ના �ચા નીચા ુુ

ઢોળાવવાળા ર�તાઓ ઉપર િવકસતો ર�યો.િમ�ો ની ટોળકી પણ 

ેએવી જ,શહર ના જદા જદા �થળોએ ફરવાનો પણ એટલો જ ુ ુ

ે ં ંશોખ. એ જમાના ના �િસ� એ�ટર દવાનદ ના �શસક,,, 

ે ેે ેતમના જવા કપડાં અન હર �ટાઇલ પણ કરતા.

ેમોરબીની ��યાત લખધીર� એિ�જિનયિરંગ કૉલજમાંથી 

ેે ેંિસિવલ એિ�જિનયર થઈ પહલી નોકરી મબઇ જવા મોટા શહરમાં ુ

ેમળી પરંત ઘરના વડીલોની ઈ�છા ન માન આપી 2 મિહનામાં ુ

પરત આવી ગજરાતમાં સરકારી નોકરી શ� કરી. જદી જદી ુ ુ ુ

ે ે ં ે ંજ�યાએ થતી બદલી વ�ચ મારી મ�મી સાથન તમન લ�ન�વન ુ ુ

ે ે ે ંે ે ેમારા માટ એક આદશ� છ. તમની વ�ચનો �ેમ, આદર અન હમશા 

ેએકબી�ન મદદ�પ થવાની ભાવના ઉદાહરણીય હતી. મ� 

ે ેએમન �યારેય લડતા જોયા નહોતા.મારી મ�મી ન ઘણી શારીિરક 

ેબીમારીઓ હતી �યારે એન ઘરના પણ દરેક કામમાં મદદ કરતા 

ે ેંજ મ� બહ ઓછા પ�ષોમાં (એ જમાનાના)જોય છ.ુ ુુ

ે ંશ�આતની વારંવાર થતી બદલીઓ અન બધા પોિ�ટગ 

સૌરા�માં થયા હોવા પછી અચાનક એક વાર પ�પાની બદલી 

છેક દિ�ણ ગજરાતના એક સાવ નાના ગામ મોટાિમયા માંગરોળ ુ

ેગામ થઈ �યારે એક નવો જ અનભવ થયો. એ ગામ માં બસ ુ

ેે ે ંિદવસમાં એક વાર જ આવતી અન રે�વ �ટશન તો હત જ નહીં. ુ

ે�યાં નોકરી સરકારના ઇરીગશન િવભાગમાં હોવાથી 

ેે ંઆજબાજના ગામડાઓ માં સવ� અન િસચાઇની કામગીરી માટ ુ ુ

ેચાલતા અથવા સાયકલ પર િદવસના કટલાય િકલોમીટર 

ં ંફરવાન થત,,પણ પ�પાએ �યારેય ફિરયાદ નોહતી કરી. ુ ુ

ેએમના થાકલા પગ ઉપર કાસા ના વાટકા થી ઘી ઘસવાની પણ 

એક મ� હતી.

ંએજ નાના ગામ માં અમારી આજબાજ મિ�લમ, કભાર, પછાત ુ ુ ુ ુ

ં ે ે ે ે ેેવગ� ના કટબો પણ રહતા. તમના જદા ધમ� ક �ાિતન લીધ ક ુ ુ ુ

ે ે ે ે�તપાતના ભદભાવ રાખીન કોઈ ન �યાં આવવા જવા પર ક 
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ે ે ેસાથ બસી ખાવાપીવા પર અમન �યારેય પણ ટોકયા નહીં.�યાં 

ેં ે ં ં ે ેબધાયલા સબધો હ� પણ અમારી સાથ છ.માણસમા� સાથ 

ે ં ે ેસમાન વહવાર કરવાન અમ એમની પાસથી જ શી�યા છીએ. ુ

ે ં ેમારી મ�મી બધાન ભણાવતી, ભરતગથણ,રસોઈકલા વગરે ૂ

ં ેે ે ેશીખવતી. તઓ હમશા બધાન આગળ વધવા માટ �ો�સાિહત 

ેકરતા.એક �ાથિમક શાળા ના િશ�ક યગલન �યારે  પ�પાએ ુ
ેેઆગળ ભણવા માટ સમ��યા જ પછીથી એક ખબ સારા વકીલ ૂ

ે ેબ�યા. �યાં બધા જ નાનામોટા તહવારો સાથ ઉજવાતા.પોતાના 

ે ે ે�ાન અન અનભવનો બધાન ફાયદો થાય તમ કરતા.ુ

એ પછી �યારે સાવ નાના ગામડાથી થોડા મોટા ગામ માં આ�યા 

ેે ે�યારે અમ ભાઈ બહન પણ મોટા થયા,, એમન નોકરીમાં મળતી 

ે ેદરેક બઢતી સાથ મોટા હો�ા અન જવાબદારીઓ પણ આવતી 

ેગઈ. પરંત વારંવાર થતી બદલીઓથી અમા�ં ભણતર ના બગડ ુ

ે ેે ેએ માટ એમન કટલાય વષો� અપ ડાઉન કરી નોકરી કરી. સાથ 

ે ે ેેજ મારા દાદાદાદી જ વષો�થી પોત રહતા એ ઉદયપર શહર ુ

ેછોડવા ના માંગતા હોવાથી એમના ��યની જવાબદારીઓ પણ 

ે ેસપરે િનભાવી. �યારેક વધ દર થયલી બદલી માં એકલા પણ ુ ુ ૂ

ં ે ે ેેર�યા,, હવ �યારે િવચા�ં છ તો સમ�ય છ કઆ એમણ અમારા ુ
ેે ે ંઉ�જવળ ભિવ�ય માટ કરેલો �યાગ છ જની પિત� હ �યારેય ન ૂ ુ

ંકરી શક.ુ

ેએ�સ�યિટવ એિ�જિનયર તરીક �યારે પ�પા રીટાયર થયા ુ

ે ં ે�યાં સધી ની એમની લાંબી કારિકદી�માં એમણ હમશા ુ

ેે ેઈમાનદારીથી નોકરી કરી.ઇરીગશન જવા મલાઈદાર કહવાતા 

ેસરકારી ખાતામાં હોવા છતાં �યારેય કોઈ લાંચ ��ત ક કોઈ 

ે ેે ે ે ં ંની તરફણ કરી નહીં.અન એટલ જ એમણ એમન પહલ ઘર ુ ુ

ે ૈે ં ં ેરીટાયરમ�ટ પછી મળલા પસામાંથી ખરીદય હત.. અન એજ ્ ુ ુ

ેે ેબધા ગણ એમણ અમન આ�યા છ.ુ

ેએક માણસ તરીક મારા પ�પા ખબ જ સીધા સાદા, ભોળા કહી ૂ

ેશકાય એવા, ખશિમ��, મ�િકયા �વભાવના , કદરતન ુ ુ

માણવા વાળા,, ફરવાના, ખવાપીવાના શોખીન હતા.િવિવધ 

ે ે ેકલાઓ ��ય એમન ખબ માન અન �િચ હતી.ગીતોના એ ખબ ૂ ૂ

શોખીન હતા. નાનકડા ગામમાં �યાં વધારે સવલતો �ા�ય નોહતી 

ંે ં ે ે ેઅમન સગીત ક ન�ય ન િશખવી શકવાનો એમન હમશા વસવસો ૃ

ે ેરહતો. એ મન કાયમ ગીતો ગાવા �ેરણા આપતા,, એ જમાના માં 

ે ેે ે ે ં ેઉપલ�ધ ટપ રેકોડ�ર અન કસટ લાવી ગીત અન સગીત િવશ 

ેે ેશીખવતા. મન હ� યાદ છ એકવાર મારે �પધા�માં ભાગ લવા 

ં ં ે ેગીત શીખવ હત પણ એની કસટ મળતી ન હતી,,, �યારે એ મવી ુ ુ ુ

ે ં ં ે ં�યાં િથયટરમાં ચાલત હત એના માિલક ન િવનતી કરી ુ ુ

ે ેિથયટરમાં જઈ એ ગીત �યાં ઉભા રહી રેકોડ� કરી લાવી મન 

ેં ં ે ં ંશીખ�ય હત,જમાં મન ઈનામ પણ મ�ય હત.ુ ુ ુ ુ

ેપ�પા ની એક બી� ખાિસયત એ હતી ક એ નાની નાની વાતમાં 

ેે ેિવચારમાં મકી દ એવા જોડકણાં બનાવી નાખતા. જમકૂ

ં ૈં“”ઇસ પાર હ મ ઓર ઉસ પાર સ�ચાઈુ

ૈ ે ે ેંબીચ મ� હ બડી ખાઈ, “””    ,,એવ લાગ ક �ણ નોકરીમાં સાચા ુ

ં ેે ે ે ે ેં ેરહવા માટ કરવા પડતા સઘષ� િવશ કહ છ.બીજ એ કહતા જ ુ

ે ેેમન ખાસ યાદ છ ક 

ે“”બસો એવી જ�યા જોઈ

ે ે ંઉઠાડ ના કોઈ””    કદાચ એ કોઈન નડતર�પ ના થવ એમ ુ
ેે ંકહવા માંગતા હોય એમ લાગત જ એમના �વભાવ માં જોવા ુ

ંમળત. ુ

ે ેઆ ઉપરાંત એમની યાદશિ�ત એવી સતજ હતી ક ઘરનાં,, 

ે ં ેનોકરીના ક સામા�ક કોઈ �સગ એમન તારીખ વાર સિહત યાદ 

ે ે ેરહતા.મારા મ�મીના અવસાન પછી એમન અલઝાઈમર ની અસર 

ેે ેથઈ �યારે પણ એમન એમના સાત પઢીના નામ યાદ હતા જ 

ેેબોલતા હોય એવો િવડીયો અમ સાચવી રા�યો છ.

ે ં ં ંપ�પા િવશ લખવામાં િનબધ તો શ બક પણ લખ તોકદાચ આ ુ ુ ુ

ે ે ંલી�ટ તો �યારે પણ પ�ં નહીં થાય પણ એક વાત છ ક મિઝલ ૂ

ેં ંપર પોહચવાના આનદ કરતા સફર નો આનદ વધારે હોય છ એ 

ે ે ે ંજ રીત લી�ટ પ�ં ન થઈ શક તમ િવચાયા� કરતા આ બધ લખતી ૂ ુ

ંે ે ે ેવખત પ�પા મારી સાથ ન હોવા છતાં એ હમશા મારી સાથ મારા 

ં ેે ેિવચારોમાં, વત�નમાં, િસ�ાંતોમાં હમશા મારી પાસ જ છ એ 

ે ે ે ેેએહસાસ જ થયો છ એ મારા માટ િવશષ છ. આભાર આ િવષય 

બીજ રોપવા બદલ.
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Father,dad,papa,pitaji,bapu,appa and million 

other words are use to address a man who 

represents the head of the family and I have o�en 

wondered what to call my dad , a name that can do 

jus�ce to the powerful personality that he is and 

the even more powerful impact he has had on my 

life.Millions and trillions of essays have been 

wri�en on mother and motherhood and the man 

who stands at the back giving support and 

backbone to the family is o�en lost or le� 

unmen�oned or ignored.Mothers are always 

perfect , mothers epitomise love and sacrifice, 

mothers are put above god and while they take the 

credit and applause I feel it’s the fathers which 

work silently day in and day out to provide the best 

for their family.The saying that behind every 

successful man is a successful woman can be easily 

modified and it can be said that behind every 

successful being is a loving family and a 

hardworking father.And though the word hero 

seems small for what he is and what he stands for 

me I would try to do jus�ce to him by wri�ng and 

pu�ng across my true feelings for him and by the 

end of this essay Even the word superhero will fall 

short for him.

             My rela�onship with my father has grown 

slowly and evolved over a period of �me and this 

rela�onship has grown stronger and more 

beau�ful by each passing day.When I was young 

father was always a formidable word and one 

men�on of him could scare me and make me do 

anything and everything.Though he never spoke 

loudly or scolded or even frowned my mother used 

his name as a warning to make us more disciplined 

and produc�ve in our lives.He was a hardworking 

and pa�ent man who would work hand in hand 

with my mother sharing and doing his part of 

chores to see that our life was smooth and ran in a 

well oiled fashion.And where people just talk of 

equality and equal rights for women he set an 

example by not only le�ng my mother be a 

working woman but by also helping her in 

household work.In his own silent manner he 

taught us that family comes first and he would do 

anything and everything for the be�erment of the 

family.

               As I grew and educa�on became tougher 

he became a philosopher, guide and friend.He 
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pushed me when I needed it, helped me when I 

failed, scolded me when I was stubborn and wiped 

my tears when I could not achieve my goals.He 

never showed his disappointment but only nudged 

me to do be�er and to realise my full ability and 

poten�al.From a father-figure to a friends – that’s 

how the rela�onship shi�ed from school to college 

days.He realised the struggles of a college students 

leaving a small,secure world to find a place in the 

giant society and he smoothened out the bumps by 

always being there , always listening to me 

pa�ently, always guiding by sugges�ng and never 

forcing his opinions on me.One thing he always 

taught me by se�ng an example himself was to 

respect and see the best in everyone.He was 

always apprecia�ve, always encouraging , always 

applauding , always admiring and that made him 

the most posi�ve force not only in my life but in 

everyones life he touched.I s�ll remember his 

stories and anecdotes from his college days which 

would scandalise me but reaffirmed that my father 

too was once young and fancy.

                The dynamics kept on changing through 

the years I le� home to study.He would talk to me 

for hours and his only concern would be my 

happiness and my state of mind.And that is where I 

felt and saw a mother in him.Through his caring 

ways and his concern he made me understand and 

realise that a parent is a parent and a parents love is 

undiluted and pure and free from expecta�ons and 

demands. You just have to be you to be loved by 

your parents.There is no difference between the 

love of a mother and a father.They both love and 

sacrifice without thinking or ba�ling an eye.By 

leaving home I felt I had taken away a part of him 

and his heart with me.He wanted to protect and 

nurture me but I wanted to fly and live my own 

dreams.But he stood back  with uncondi�onal love 

and support and let me be without any condi�ons 

or promises.

                      A�er marriage and becoming a 

parents and facing similar challenges myself I 

realised how well he had shaped me as an 

individual. Every �me I would face a dilemma I 

would thing ‘ what would papa have done in a 

similar situa�on.’I would go back to my childhood 

days and try to recollect similar situa�ons and my 

fathers response to them and then tried to follow 

the same path cause �me has taught me that his 

decisions have been best and have stood the test of 

�me. Now I want to be like him and want my 

husband to be a father like him.He has taught me 

love, respect, forgiveness, empathy, sympathy, 

sacrifice, pa�ence and has given me the eternal gi� 

of peace, happiness and confidence.

                       Like a true hero he has changed with 

changing �me and though people become more 

rigid with passing years he has become more 

understanding , more accommoda�ng , more 

forgiving, more adjus�ng , more giving and more 

broad minded . He sees his grandchildren as they 

should be in this modern �mes and tries to fit in 

their world as easily as he did in ours.For him 

shaping their future is prime most priority and it’s a 

role he takes very seriously and what amazes me is 

how he understands modern paren�ng more than 

we do and reprimands us in his gentle ways when 

we deviate and go wrong.Such is the greatness of 
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this hero that he has passed on the baton to the 

new genera�on without screaming about his 

sacrifices or things he has done. 

                        Not all heroes come with super 

powers , some heroes I say come with super 

quali�es.My father has all the quali�es that make 

him a super human, a super father and therefore in 

my eyes a superhero. Adjec�ves with fall short but 

he is loving , caring , selfless, well cultured , self 

sufficient, suppor�ve, humane, hard working, 

dedicated , benevolent, honorable , humble , kind , 

generous , loyal , trustworthy, wise , wi�y, 

principled , helpful , understanding , good natured , 

mindful , modest ,sweet and posi�ve.He is 

someone who sees the best in everyone.He is 

someone who thinks of upli�ing people than 

enjoying their downfall. He is someone who enjoys 

and feels proud when people achieve something. 

He is someone that pushes you to follow your 

dreams and follow your rainbow while he sits back 

and tackles the nightmares.He is someone that can 

ease away your pain by his kind words . He is 

someone that would always have �me to listen to 

your smallest of worries and tensions. If  that is not 

what being a hero then what  is. He doesn’t have 

one jealous bone in his body and loves to see 

people doing well.

                        I have always seen my father as just 

my father and our care taker in absence of mom but 

he is a doctor and has served humanity for more 

than thirty years. Throughout his career he was 

extra caring and totally dedicated to his pa�ents. 

Many a �mes he would be working during fes�vals 

which was absolutely hated by us  that �me but 

now his dedica�on has taught us to be the same 

with out pa�ents and to go beyond the call of duty 

and to try to provide the missing human touch. He 

taught me that this profession is not for making 

money but for healing others and by doing that 

healing ourselves and our souls.

                        He has taught me many things. But he 

has taught me to be at peace with myself and that is 

the greatest gi� a father can give to his 

daughter.His assurance that I would be loved and 

cherished everyday for who I am has made me a 

be�er person and made my life richer and more 

fulfilling. His lessons have shaped me and I today 

dedicate all that I am to him . My father – my hero – 

my super hero – my friend – my partner in crime – 

my upli�er- my creator – my god.I am because you 

made me and I finish by dedica�ng this small poem 

to him.

               

                      Mother is the first word a child speaks

                      But father is the one the child seeks

                      Mother loves and mother cares

                      But father teaches us how to dare

                      Mother puts the food on table

                      But father makes the life stable

                      Recogni�on given to father is zero

                      But for me he is my unsung hero.
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Søkík yk¾k{kt {k rð»ku ¾qçk ÷¾kÞu÷w t Au 

MkkrníÞfkhku yLku rððu[fkuyu {kíkkLku ykÃÞw Au 

yux÷wt {níð rÃkíkkLku LkÚke ykÃÞwt.

Su fh Íw÷kðu Ãkkhýwt yu {k Lku {nkLk økýkðe «¼wLke 

íkw÷Lkk{kt {qfe Au rÃkíkk fËk[ íÞkt Ãký çkeS nhku¤{kt 

Au. {kxu rÃkíkk rð»ku ÷¾ðwt nkuÞ íÞkhu ÷køkýeykuLkk 

½kuzkÃkwh ÄMke ykðu íku Mkns Au.

LkkLke Xkufh ðkøku íkku yku {kze çkku÷kÞ Ãký òu xÙf 

Mkk{u ykðu íkku yku çkkÃkhu s Lkef¤u ykðk {sçkqík 

yze¾{ ÃkkuíkkLkwt MkðoMð fwxwtçkLku Mk{ŠÃkík fhLkkh 

MkkiLkk yuðk {khk rÃkíkk, ÃkÃÃkk, çkkÃkwS fËk[ MkkiLkk 

{kxu yu{Lkk nehku s nkuÞ.

hrík÷k÷ søkSðLkËkMk {nuíkk (1921-2016) 

økheçk fwxwtçk{kt sLBÞk {kíkk rÃkíkkLke AºkAkÞk 

ðøkh {kuxk¼kE MkkÚku {kuxk ÚkÞk {kxu s fËk[ 

Mk{kÄkLkLke ð]r¥k yLku ÄehsLkk økwýku y{Lku 

ðkhMkk{kt {éÞk.

yu s{kLkkLke økwshkík fku÷us{kt økheçk – íkðtøkh Mkki 

MkkÚku ¼ýu zkuõxh ÚkðkLke EåAkLku ykzu økheçkkE 

ykðe {kxu r{ºkku Akuze ytøkúuS yLku £uL[ ¼k»kk MkkÚku 

yu{.yu.Mke. çke.yuzT fhe rþûký søkík{kt 

ÍtÃk÷kÔÞwt. çku þk¤kyku [k÷w fhe, fnuíkk 90 xfk 

ðk¤kLku 98 xfk íkku Mkki ÷kðe ykðu Ãký yu rLkhûkhLku 

¼ýíkh ykÃke Ãkøk¼h fhðk{kt {kLkíkk. fkheøkh 

ðøkoLke ËwrLkÞkLkk ½ýk çkk¤fku yu{Lkk nkÚkLke 

Lke[uÚke ÃkMkkh ÚkÞk. yu{Lke rþûký {kxuLke 

rð[khÄkhk yufË{ y÷øk. nwÒkh þe¾e Ãkøk¼h 

ÚkkÞ çkk¤f çkMk yux÷u støk SíÞk.

þk¤k yu{Lkwt ½h. rþûký søkík{kt yu{Lkwt ykøk¤ 

Ãkzíkwt Lkk{ çknw Mkkhk Mk÷knfkh LkkLke {kuxe Mkki [es 

ðMíkwykuLke yu{Lke ÃkkMku {kneíke, þkfÃkktËzwt Úke {ktze 

Lk¤, xkEÕMk, f÷h, fx÷he õÞwt MkkÁt Lku õÞkt {¤u 

yu çkÄw yu òýu ðfe÷ yu{Lku {¤ðk ykðu íkku fnuíkk 

òÞ, Mkknuçk {khk fhíkkt ík{u ðÄw òýku.

ðkt[Lk rðþk¤ nex÷h, þuõMkrÃkÞh, çkLkkoz þku, 

Ãkt[íktºk, {nk¼khík fu hk{kÞý, EsLkuhe rð¼køk fu 

{uzef÷Lku ÷økíkwt ¿kkLk Ãký Ähkðu yu{Lke ÞkË þÂõík 

øksçkLke, rþðMíkwrík, nLkw{kLk [k÷eMkk hkus fhu 

Ãký hkus {trËh{kt sðwt sYhe Lk {kLkíkk.

ðfo RÍ ðŠþÃk{kt {kLkLkkhk {khk rÃkíkkLku yu{Lkk 

Ëhuf «&™Lkku sðkçk hk{kÞý{kt {¤íkku y{u fneyu 

hk{Lkku s{kLkku økÞku ÃkÃÃkk, íkku fnu ík{u Lkne Mk{òu 

{Lku.

ÃkzAtË þheh, xèkh [k÷, yLku MÃkü ðõíkk, fzf 

¾hk Ãký {kÞk¤wt Ãkkuíkk fhíkkt çkeòLku «Úk{ {qfíkkt 

Úkkuzku SÆe Mð¼kð çkksw Ãkh {qõÞku nkuík íkku økkzeyku 

{khk rÃkíkk – {khk nehku
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ðMkkðe nkuík Ãký yu íkku {kýMk ¼qÏÞk yu{Lke 

ykswçkksw {kýMkku ¾qçk, ð¤e ÃkkAk MkkiLke sYrhÞkík 

ÞkË hk¾u, Ãkqhe fhu ÃkAe yu þk¤kLkku rþûkf nkuÞ, 

fwxwtçkesLk nkuÞ fu fkuE Lkkufh [kfh nkuÞ yu Ãký 

fwxwtçkeLke su{ hnuíkk.

{Lku zkuõxh çkLkkððk{kt yu{Lkku {kuxku Vk¤ku {kxu {Lku 

økwshkíke {ezeÞ{{kt ¼ýkðe yu fnuíkk {kýMk yuLkku 

Ãknu÷ku rð[kh yuLke {kík]¼k»kk{kt fhu Au, íkhíkkt 

þe¾ðwt nkuÞíkku Mðe{ªøkÃkw÷{kt ÃkzkÞ, ËrhÞk{kt Lknª 

økwshkíke{kt ¼kh ðøkhLkwt ¼ýíkh nkuÞ ¼k»kk ytøkúuS 

Mk{]Ø Au þe¾ðe sYhe Au ÃkAe Ãký þe¾kÞ, yksLkwt 

rþûkýsøkík yu{Lkk suðk rþûkýþk†eykuLku 

¾hu¾h ¾kux yLkw¼ðu Au.

yu ¾qçk yøk{[uíke Úke çkÄwt rð[khíkk ¾qçk s ÷ktçkw 

rð[khe Mk{uík Ãkøk÷kt ÷uíkkt.

{khk rÃkíkkLke {Lku ðkhMkk{kt {¤u÷e yLku fËeÞ Lk 

¾qxu fu Lk ¼q÷kÞ íkuðe yuf ÃkqtS yux÷u yu{Lke 

rð[khÄkhk þk¤k{kt rLkçktÄ ÷¾kðk{kt ykÔÞku fu 

{Lku þwt Úkðwt øk{u fkuE fnu ðfe÷ fkuE fnu zkuõxh fkuE 

rþûkf, ÃkÃÃkk fnu ÷¾ çkuxk – nwt {kLkðe {kLkð Úkkð 

íkkuÞ ½ýwt

MkqhsLke hkuþLke Mkk{u {kxeLkk fkuzeÞkLkwt su LkkLke 

ÍqtÃkze{kt WòMk ykÃku Au íkuLkwt {níð ¼q÷ðwt Lk òuEyu. 

SðLk{kt ftEf çkLkðkLke Ëkuz{kt {Lkw»Þ ÃkkuíkkLke 

Vhs, «u{, Mkne»ýwíkk ¼q÷e òÞ Au {kLkðíkk {he 

Ãkhðkhu Au yuðwt ½ýeðkh çkLku Au Ãký {kLkðeÞíkk 

økw{kðeLku {¤u÷wt rð»ð þw fk{Lkwt.

yu{Lke yks ÃkwtSLku ÷kRLku 35 ð»koÚke [k÷íke 

nkuÂMÃkx÷{kt yus sqLkku MxkV nSÃký Au. økkze, 

½huýkt, çkuLf çku÷uLMk yu{Lku ÃkkuíkkLkwt ÷ûÞ Lknkuíkk 

hkÏÞk yu{Lke ykMkÃkkMk {kýMkkuLkku Mk{]Ø ¾òLkku.

yu{Lke MkkÚku ðkíkku Äe{u Äe{u 1950 Úke õÞkhu 

2000Lke Mkk÷{kt Ãknkut[e òÞ ¾çkhs Lkk Ãkzu

{khk {kík]©eLku íkf÷eV Lk Ãkzu íkuðe íkuðe heíku 

økkuXðkÞu÷wt yu{Lkwt SðLk yhu yu{Lkk nkÚku çkLkkðu÷ 

Ëk¤-þkf yksu Ãký y{u ÞkË fheyu.

y{u çku çknuLkku ËefheykuLku ÃkkuíkkLkku ½hMktMkkh 

Mkk[ððkLkku nkuÞ {kxu yuðwt {kLkeLku õÞktÞ Ãký y{Lku 

Ëkuzkðu Lkne. çkLku íÞkt MkwÄe òíku yLkwtfw¤ ÚkE {uLkus 

fhu Lkk Aqxfu {ËË {ktøku.

«ð]r¥k yu{ýu õÞkhuÞ Akuze Lknª þk¤k{kt sðkLke 

90 ð»ko MkwÄeLke yu{Lke SË y{khu Akuzkðe Ãkze. 

þk¤k Aqxe ÃkÃÃkk yuf÷k Ãkzâk MkkÚku hnu÷k r{ºkku 

[kÕÞk økÞk ô{h MkkÚku, rþûký søkík çkË÷kÞwt Lkðe 

rð[khÄkhk Lkðe xufLkku÷kuS ykðe su Lkne þe¾e 

þfðkLkku ðMkðMkku fkÞ{ fhu çkk¤fku ðkíkkoLke 

ËqrLkÞk{ktÚke çkeS ËwrLkÞk{kt Ãknkut[e økÞk – ÃkÃÃkk 

ÚkkõÞk, Úkkuzwtf íkku Ãkkuíkk {kxu SÔÞk nkuík íkku Lk 

nkux÷, Lkk rMkLku{k Lkk çknkhøkk{ økÞk þk {kxu... 

y{khk {kxu... Ëeðku ykÚk{e hÌkku níkku SðLk 

MktæÞkfk¤uÚke hkºke¼ýe sE hÌkwt níkwt, Mkíkík 

fkÞohík 94 ð»koLkk rÃkíkkLku ÃkÚkkhe{kt çkuXu÷k òuÞk 

{kºk A {rnLkk {kxu çkMk, yk òuELku rð[kh ykÔÞku 

þk {kxu Mk{Þ Mkh rLkð]r¥k ÷E Úkkuzwt Ãkkuíkk {kxu Lkk 

SÔÞk Úkkuzwt {kÛÞwt nkuík íkku Úkkuze {ò fhe nkuík íkku 

Ãký yu Mktíkku»ke Sð Auf MkwÄe y{khk {kxu s SÔÞk.

{khk rÃkíkkyu MktMfkhLkku ðkhMkku su y{Lku ykÃÞku Au 

í k u  {k{ q÷k u  A u  yks u  y u{ýu W¼e fh u÷e 

rþûkýMktMÚkkLke ðz÷kLke AkÞk{kt nswÃký yu{Lke 

M{]ríkyku Sðeík Au, yu ðxð]ûkLku ðÄw rðþk¤ 

çkLkkððkLkkt «ÞíLkku y{khk [k÷wt Au fËk[ yus 

yu{Lku {kxuLkwt rÃkík]íkÃkoý.
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Name: Dr. Parul Shah
Email : parulshah11@hotmail.com

Thank you to my dear friend Rajal for giving 

me the opportunity to put my feelings to 

paper at last.

 Dr. H.S. Shah is not only a father to myself 

and my siblings, but he has been a father 

figure through the many roles he’s taken on 

throughout his life�me: dean of a medical 

college, superintendent of a hospital, and 

teacher of pathology.

For me and my three siblings, our father has 

always been a real hero, inspira�on, and 

friend to us. Since childhood, he ins�lled in 

us the importance of being independent 

and having the ability to make our own 

decisions. He has always taken great 

interest in our studies, health, and 

happiness. I cannot think of a single day 

where he has not worked hard to make his 

children and family happy.

 My father has always supported us in 

building our careers by encouraging us to 

pursue the highest possible educa�on. In 

addi�on to educa�on, he encouraged our 

individuality and crea�vity in how we 

presented ourselves--he enjoyed going 

shopping with his children, o�en indulged 

in our ever-changing fashion sense, and 

would take us to the salon when we were 

trying out a new look. My father is a very 

hardworking, intelligent, du�ful, and loving 

person. He has very high morals and taught 

us to be humble and polite in how we lead 

our lives. He is someone who will always 

have an answer for each and every ques�on 

I ask to him. He loved his parents and 

worked hard to provide for them and his 

family, which was a wonderful lesson for us. 

Dr. H.S. Shah has a deep love for the medical 

field, which led to him serving as the dean of 

Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College and 

Superintendent of V.S. General Hospital. His 

l i fe goal  has always been to serve 

humankind in the best possible way. He has 

been successful in guiding all of his children 

as well as several grandchildren to pursue 

higher educa�on and become doctors in 
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various special�es. He himself remained 

very successful in his career. 

As a dean, he was known to be very efficient 

in running the medical college through all 

his  efforts.  He demonstrated great 

leadership and management ski l ls , 

promoted educa�onal  programs & 

research ac�vi�es, managed students and 

f a c u l t y,  a n d  l i a i s e d  w i t h  s e n i o r 

management administrators.

 As Superintendent of the hospital, he had 

the  t remendous  capac i ty  to  make 

challenging decisions and impart the best 

possible healthcare 

p o l i c i e s  a t  t h e 

i n s � t u � o n .  H e 

o v e r s a w  t h e 

m e d i c a l  a n d 

paramedical staff 

and encouraged all 

staff to provide the 

best standard of 

care to all pa�ents. During his tenure as a 

leader in the hospital, he also smoothly and 

efficiently handled any financial and legal 

issues that the hospital encountered.

In addi�on to his leadership roles in the 

medical field, my father served as a 

pathology professor and is known as one of 

the best histopathologists in our city. His 

most well  known lectures were on 

inflamma�on and malignancy, where he 

was able to demonstrate his keen eye for 

�ssue pa�ern and recogni�on. His 

dedica�on to his profession never wavered, 

even when it came to him having to 

diagnose my own malignancy slides. 

Despite being so heartbroken, eyes filled 

with tears, he delivered my diagnosis with 

words of strength and hope. His love, care, 

and determina�on to help me become 

cancer-free is beyond words. He remained a 

source of strength, support, and knowledge 

during those eight unforge�able months, 

and con�nues to do so today.

For all that he is and has done, and because 

of his great capacity to 

m a i n t a i n  l a s � n g 

p r o f e s s i o n a l  a n d 

personal rela�onships 

t h r o u g h  f r a n k 

communica�on with his 

students, Dr. H. S. Shah 

r e m a i n s  a  h i g h l y 

respected individual to 

many of his former students and staff, as 

well as role model to many medical 

students today.

 I am so proud to be the daughter of such a 

dynamic father and am very thankful for all 

his guidance and love for family, friends  

and humankind. I will always do my best to 

make my father proud and follow the 

extraordinary example he has set for my 

family, my colleagues, and me. 
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ં ે ે ંમારા િનબધ લખનની શ�આતમાં AOGSન આવા સદર િવષય ુ
ં ેં ં ંપસદ કરવા બદલ અિભનદન પાઠવ છ. આવી ઈ�તર �વિ�તઓન ુ ુ ૃ

ે ે ં ં�ો�સાહન આપી સ�યોની છપાયલ કલાન મચ પ�ં પાડવાન કાય�  ુ ૂ ુ
ે ેંખબ �શસનીય છ. “Father's day”ની ઉજવણી તરીક નિહ પરંત ુ ુ

ે ં ં ં ે�તીયોગીતાના �પધ�ક તરીક હ આ િનબધ રજ ક�ં છ. કારણ ક ુ ુુ
ે ેમારા િપતા માટ મારા મનમાં માન-સ�માન, આદર અન �ેમની લાગણી 

ે ેંઆખ વષ� અ�ખિલત વહ છ. ુ

ંંમળ િવષય ઉપર આવતા િનબધના મથાળાથી જ હ સહમત નથી. કારણ ૂ ુ
ે ં ે ં ં ે ેક હ �પ�પણ માન છ ક “My father is NOT my hero ”. હવ ુ ુુ

ે ેેજયારે િવષયથી જ િવ�� લખવામાં �યારે મન ખાતરી છ ક આ 
ે ં ે ે ંવાંચતી વખત િનણા�યકોની �મર તગ થઈ જશ અન જ�ર આચકો 

ે ે ે ેેઅનભવશ. પરંત સાહબ, મા�ં વા�ય  અધ�ં છ. કારણ ક મારા માટ-ુ ુ ૂ

 “My father is my SUPER hero ”. 
ેે ે ં ે ેહવ કદાચ બધાન આનદ અન રોમાંચની લહરકી પસાર થઇ  હશ.

ેે ે ેેઆ એવો િવષય છ ક જ િવષ લખવામાં કોઈ ગોખણપ�ી ક પ�તકના ુ
ં ે ે ં ંસદભ�ની જ�ર નથી. કારણ ક િપતા િવશ આપણા અતરની ઊિમ�ઓન ુ

ે ેે ે ે ંઘોડાપર જ િનરંતર હદયમાં ઘઘવ  છ તન કાગળ ઉપર કડારી ુ ૂૃ
ેઆપણ વાચા આપીએ છીએ.

ે ેે ે ે ેસૌ �થમ િવષયના જ બ શ�દો છ, FATHER અન HERO, તન 

સમ�એ.

FATHER : ે ે એટલ િપતા�, બાપ�, બાપા અન આધિનક જમાનાના ુ ુ
ે ે ે ેં ંપ�પા, ડડી, વગરે વગરે. પરંત નરિસહ મહતાની સદર રચના “ઘાટ ુ ુ

ેે ેં ે ંઘિડયા પછી નામ-�પ જજવા અત તો હમન હમ હોય” ની જમ આપણા ુ ુ
ે ેેબધા માટ FATHER એટલ ક આ પ�વી ઉપરના આપણા જનક. ૃ

ે ે ેએમ ક'વાય ક  “ એક માતા ૧૦૦ િશ�કોની ગરજ સારે “ �યારે મન 
ે ે ેંચો�સ કહવાન મન થાય છ ક જો માતા ૧૦૦ િશ�ક બરાબર હોય તો ુ
ે ં ે ેિપતા એટલ એ િવદયાલયના ધીર ગભીર અન કડક �ધાનાચાય�. ત  ્

ેે ે ં ે ેએવી �યિ�ત છ ક જ પોતાની લાગણી ઉપર અકશ રાખી તન �દિશ�ત ુ
ેં ે ેનથી કરતા, પરંત ઘરના એક ખણામાં આસ જ�ર વહાવ છ. જ ુ ુ ુ

ેેે ે ે ેઆપણા �યાનમાં ન આવ તની કાળ� રાખ છ. જથી આપણન દખ ન ુ
ે ેે ંથાય. તઓ બહારથી પ�થર જવા કઠોર પણ અદરથી ફલ જવા કોમળ ૂ

ેહોય છ.

HERO : ેે ં ગજરાતી શ�દકોશ �માણ  એવી �શસાપા� �યિ�ત જ ુ
ેેે ેકઠીન કાય� સરળ બનાવ. બી� માટ આદશ� અન �ેરણામિત�. જનો  ૂ

ે ેપયા�ય છ – નવલકથા, નાટક, ચલિચ� વગરેનો નાયક.

ે ેેદરેક �યિ�ત માટ તમના િપતા નાયક જ હોય  છ.

ેમારા િપતા�ના �વનનો મારા ઉપર �ભાવ  લખવા માટ કદાચ શ�દો 
ેે ે ે ેપણ ઓછા પડ. જમ એક કહવત છ ક “એકડા િવના સો મીંડા નકામા” 

ં ં ે ેે ેતમ મારા િપતા� વગર હ શ�ય છ. કારણક મારો રોમ રોમ તમનો ૂ ુુ
ે ંેકરજદાર છ. આવા મારા િપતા�ી િવષ થોડી માિહતી રજ ક�ં છ.ુ ુ

ે ંતમન પ�ં નામ ગનભાઈ માયાભાઈ વા�. ૩૧-૧૨-૧૯૩૨નાં રોજ જના ુ ૂ ુ ુ
વડોદરા રા�યના અમરેલી ��લાના કોડીનાર તાલકાના નાનકડા ુ

ે ેગામમાં તમનો જ�મ થયો હતો. ગાયકવાડ �ારા િશ�ણ ન મહ�વ 
ં ે ે ેઅપાત હોવાથી ખતીની સાથ ભણીન શાળા�તની પિર�ા પાસ કયા� ુ
ે ેબાદ મિ�ક પિર�ામાં ઉ�તીણ� થનાર તઓ અમારા સમાજના �થમ 

ે ે�યિ�ત હતા. ત વખતની સામાિજક �યવ�થામાં એક આિથ�ક અન 
ે ં ેસામાિજક પછાત વગ�માંથી મ�ીકની પરી�ામાં ઉ�તીણ� થવ એટલ કોઈ ુ

ે ેં ં ે�પધા�માં સવણ�ચ�ક  મ�યા બરાબર હત. એટલ એમ કહવાય ક ુ ુ
ેઅમારા પિરવારમાં િશ�ણ નો વારસો �યારથી જ અમન મ�યો હતો.

ે ે ે�યારબાદ ઘરની આિથ�ક પિરિ�થિતન �યાનમાં રાખી તમણ પો�ટ 
ે ેઓિફસમાં કારકનની નોકરી શ� કરી.  �ત મહનત અન ુ

બદિધચાતય�થી ખાતાકીય પરી�ામાં ઉ�તીણ� થઇ  પો�ટ મા�તરના ્ુ ુ
હો�ા સધી પહોં�યા.  પરંત નોકરી દર�યાન પોતાના ઉપરી ુ ુ

ેઅિધકારીઓ અન સહકમ�ચારીઓ �ારા સમાજની વણ� �યવ�થાના 
ે ે ે ે ે ે ેકારણ  તમન  ઘણા કડવા અનભવ પણ થયા અન ડગલ ન પગલ ુ

ેે ે ંતમન  અપમાિનત કરવામાં આ�યા પરંત િહમાલય જવ અડગ મનોબળ ુ ુ
ંધરાવતા મારા િપતા�એ પિરિ�થિતનો  િહમતપવ�ક સામનો કરી ૂ

સમાજમાં પોતાની આગવી ઓળખ ઉભી કરી હતી.

ે ે“ ભણતરન �મરનો કોઈ બાધ નથી હોતો “ આ વા�યન સાથ�ક કરતા 
ે ે ે ેતઓએ નોકરીની સાથ સાથ વકીલાતનો  અ�યાસ કયો�  અન 

ે ે ંકિતયાણા જવા અ��યા શહરમાં વકીલાતનો  �વત� �યવસાય શ� ુ
ે ે ે ેે ે ેકયો�. જ સાહસ બદલ તમન દાદ દવી ઘટ. તમના લાડકવાયા તરીક 

ે ંે ં ે ે ેતમની આગળી  પકડી પડછાયાની જમ  મોટા ભાગ હ તમની સાથ ુ
ે ે ે ંરહતો અન �યારથી જ કોટ� કચરી મારા �વનની એક અગ બની ગઈ 

ે ેહતી. �યારબાદ ��લા સરકારી વકીલ અન હાઇકોટ�ના વકીલ તરીક 
ે ે ે ે ેતમણ ફરજ બ�વી હતી. આ �યવસાયન પિવ� માની તમણ �વનનાં 

ેંઅિતમ �ાસ સધી ભગવાનની જમ પજન કય�ં.   ુ ૂ ુ

ેં ે ેસમાજશા��ના સશોધન �માણ નાયકના ગણધમો� નીચ મજબ છ:ુ ુ
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ૈ· નિતકતા 

· ઈમાનદારી 

· �વ�છ �િતભા 

ં· િહમત 

· નીડરતા 

ે ં· �ફિત� અન તદર�તી ુૂ

· સમપ�ણ

· િન:�વાથ�વિ�તૃ

ે ં ે· સમાજ ��ય સવદના 

ે ેઉપરો�ત વણ�વલ બધા જ ગણો મ� મારા િપતાના �વન માં કોઈ ન કોઈ ુ
ેેે ે ે�વ�પ અનભવલ છ.  જના સમથ�નમાં તમના �વનની સ�ય ુ
ંઘટનાઓ  અહી રજ ક�ં છ:ુ ુ

ે ે ૈ·  તમની રગ રગમાં �સરેલ નિતક મ�યોના ુૈનિતકતા :
ે ે ે ેઆધારે ત વખતના ગજરાત રા�યના કાયદા�ધાન તમન સરકારી ુ

ે ંવકીલ બનવા માટ િવનતી કરી. આ ��તાવ મારા િપતા�એ સહષ� 
ે ં ે�વીકારી લઇ ગરીબ અન જ�િરયાત મદોન �યાય અપાવવા  

ંઆ�વન સઘષ� કયો�.

ે·  સમાજમાં કહવાતી આવી મલાઈદાર જ�યા ઈમાનદારી :
ે ેઉપર વષો� સધી રહી ઈમાનદારીની મશાલ તમણ કાયમ ��વિલત રાખી. ુ

ે ંઉ.હ. તરીક એક િદવસ અમારા ભાડાના ઘરમાં એક સબધી મળવા 
ે ે ે ે ેઆવલ અન જણાવલ ક “ આ િવ�તારના એક �ભાવી અન રાજકીય 

ે ે ેે ે ેનતા ક જ તમારા ઘરે આવતા ડરે છ, એ નતાએ એક ખન કસમાં ૂ
ે ે ેં ે ે ેપતાવટ માટ સબધી હોવાન કારણ મન મોકલલ છ.” આ વાત સાંભળતા 

ે ે ે ેમારા િપતા� ગ�સ થઈ  ચા પીવડા�યા  વગર ઘરમાંથી તમન તગડી ુ
ં ં ે ંમ�યા હતા. આ વાતનો હ સા�ી છ. અન જયારે આ વાતન �મરણ ુ ુ ુુ

ે ેથાય છ, �યારે મારી છાતી ગદગદ ફલી �ય છ. ૂ

ે ે·  ત વખત અમારા ��લાના �ખર �વ�છ �િતભા :
ેે ં ેધારાશા��ી ક જમની �યાયત�માં હાક વાગતી અન મોટા ભાગના 
ેે ે ે ં ે ં ેચકાદા તમની તરફણમાં આવતા, તવા વકીલ િવષ એવ ક'વાત ક ુ ુ ુ

ે ે ે ે ંં ે ે ં�યાયત� તમની મ�ીમાં છ. કારણક તઓ ખદ એવ કહતા ક હ ુ ુ ુ ુ
ં ં ે“બધાનો ” “વહીવટ ” કરી શક છ. પણ જયારે સરકારી વકીલ તરીક ુ ુ

ેે ે ે ેમારા િપતા� તમની સામ હોય �યારે તઓ હાથ અ�ર કરી દતા અન 
ે ે ે ંે ં ંકહતા ક વા�સાહબન હ કઈ નિહ કહી શક. આવી મારા િપતા�ની ુુ

ે ે ે ે ે�વ�છ �િતભા હતી. જના લીધ તમના ��ય મારી ��ા અન ભાવ 
ેેઅનક ગણા વધી �ય છ.

ં ેે ે ે·   તમની  િહમતથી વાકફ ત વખતના કલ�ટર�ીએ ંિહમત :
ે ં ં��તાવ મ�યો ક-       “ગડાગીરીની રાજધાની એવા પોરબદર ુ ુ

ે ે ૈશહરમાં, �યાં સરકારી વકીલ તરીક ફરજ બ�વવા કોઈ તયાર નથી, 

�યાં જશો ?” �યારે કોઈપણ �તનો આગળ પાછળનો િવચાર કયા� 
ેેવગર તમનો જવાબ હતો “આપ કહશો તો ચો�સ જઈશ.”

ે ે ં·  તઓ લશ મા� કોઈ ચમરબધીથી ડરતા નિહ. નીડરતા :
ં ે ે ેએક વખત પોરબદર કોટ�માં તમન  ધમકીભયો� ફોન આ�યો ક 

ે ે ે ં“કસમાંથી ખસી જજો નહીતર બહાર નીકળશો તો તમન જોઈ લશ“ ુ
ે ેે ે ે ં�યાર તમણ �હજપણ ગભરાયા વગર બહાદરીથી જવાબ આપલ ક “ત ુ ુ

ે ે ં ે ં ે ેક' �યારે અન ત ક' �યાં હ આવીશ”. આવી તમની નીડરતાન  લાખ ુ ુ
લાખ સલામ.

ે·  સરકારી વકીલ તરીક સવલતો ે ં�ફિત� અન તદર�તી :ુૂ
ે ેમળવા છતાં ઘરેથી કચરી સધી આ�વન ચાલતા ગયા. તમની �ફિત� ુ ૂ

ે ે ે ે ેએક યવાનન પણ શરમાવ તવી હતી. ૬૭ વષ�ની વય તઓ અમારી ુ
ેે ૈ ે ેસાથ વ�ણોદવી ચડયા અન જયારે પાછા આવતા હતા �યારે અમ જદા ્ ુ

ે ેે ેપડી ગયા હતા.જયારે અમ નીચ તળટીમાં આ�યા �યારે ખબર પડી ક 
ેે ં ેતઓ અમારાથી  વહલા આવી ગયા હતા, એટલ જ નિહ પરંત તઓ  ુ ુ

ૈ ે ેકાળભરવના પણ દશ�ન કરી આ�યા હતા. �યાં અમ ગયલ નિહ.  
ંે ે ં ેહમશા સાિ�વક આહાર, સાદ �વન અન િનયિમત ચાલવાન  તમની ુ ુ

ં ં ંતદર�તીન રહ�ય હત.    ુ ુ ુ

ેે ે ે ે·  પોત જ કામ હાથ ઉપર લતા તન ેસમપ�ણ અન ફરજ િન�ા :
ં ેસપણ� સમિપ�ત થઇ િન�ાપવ�ક પાર પાડતા. તઓ મોડી રાત સધી ૂ ૂ ુ

ે ેે ે ે ં�ગીન કસ િવષ કાયદાકીય અ�યાસ કરતા. જનો હ મકસા�ી રહલ ૂુ
છં.ુ

ે ં·  તઓ પોતાન ુેિન:�વાથ� વિ�ત અન સામાિજક જવાબદારી :ૃ
ે ેકામ કોઈ પણ �વાથ� વગર સમાજના ભલા માટ કરતા. ગરીબ અન 

ં ેવિચત લોકોન મફત કાનની સહાય પણ કરતા. આ ઉપરાંત ગરીબ ૂ
ે ેિવદયાથી�ઓન દ�તક લઇ તમના અ�યાસનો ખચ� પણ ઉઠાવતા.  ્

·  આરઝી હકમતના એક બાહોશ યો�ા ું ે�વાત��ય સનાની :
ે ેતરીક નવાબના શાસનમાંથી જનાગઢન મિ�ત અપાવવાની લડાઈમાં ૂ ુ

પણ ભાગ લીધો હતો.

ં ેઆવા સવ�ગણ સપ� �યિ�તની મારા નાયક તરીક પ� ક�ં તો જરાય ુ ૂ
ે ે ે ે ે ેઅિતશયોિ�ત ના ક'વાય. ત સાથ�ક અન યથાથ� જ છ. કારણક તઓ 

ેે ે ં ેમારા �ેરણા��ોત અન આદશ� છ. મારા �વનન કડારવામાં તમની 
ે ેે ં ેચાવી�પ ભિમકા છ. તમની મારા ઉપર અમીટ છાપ અિકત થયલ છ. ૂ

ે ે ે ેએટલ જ મારા નાયક તરીક તઓ યથા�થાન યથાયો�ય ��થાિપત 
ે ેે ંથયલ છ. કારણ ક મારા �વનના ૩ �તભો :

ે ે ં ે ૈ· ઘડતર- એટલ ક મા�ં સ�કિતક અન નિતક  ઘડતર,ૃ

ૈ ે· ભણતર- મારી ઉ�જવળ શ�િણક કારિકદી� અન

· ચણતર- સમાજમાં ઉભી કરેલ મારી �વનની ઈમારત 

ે ંેતમના �વન�પી મજબત પાયા ઉપર અડીખમ ઉભા છ.  ટકમાં એમ ુ ૂ
ેે ં ે ે ે ેકહી શકાય ક હાલમાં મા�ં જ કઈપણ અિ�ત�વ છ ત તમન આભારી 

ે ેેછ. તમના વારસાગત ગણો જ મારા �વનનો અનમોલ ખ�નો છ. ુ

ેમા� િપતા તરીક જ નિહ પરંત એક આ�ાંિકત પ�, આદશ� ુ ુ
ે ે ે ે ે�વનસાથી અન લાગણીશીલ વીરા તરીકની ફરજ પણ તમણ બખબી ુ

ે ે ેિનભાવી છ. મારા દાદાના આ�ાંિકત દીકરા તરીક તમનો પડયો બોલ ્
ે ે ેઝીલી લતા. આદશ� પિત તરીક હમશા મારા માતાના  ખ-સખના સાથી ુ

ે ે ેે ે ેરહલ અન એક જવાબદાર ભાઈ તરીક પોતાની બહનોન ભણાવી અન 
ેસારી નોકરી અપાવી. આ ઉપરાંત પિરવારના મોભી તરીક પિરવારની 
ે ેે ે ે ેનૌકા ગમ તવા મ�કલ �વાહમાં તરતી અન િ�થર રાખી છ. કારણ ક ુ

ેે ં ેપોતાની મામલી આવકમાંથી એક સાથ ચારેય સતાનોન મોટા શહરમાં ુ
ંબોડી�ંગ �કલમાં ભણાવવા એ કઈ નાની સની વાત નથી. ુ ુ

ે ે ેઉપર ટાંકલ શ�દકોશ અન સમાજશા��ની �યા�યાન અન�પ ુ
ે ેં ે ેગણોનો જમનામાં સગમ છ તવા િવરલ �યિ�ત અન આદશ� પ�ષ મારા ુ ુ

ે ં ે ેનાયક હોય તમાં શકાન કોઈ �થાન નથી. એટલ જ એમ કહી શકાય 
ે ે ેક તઓ મારા �વનના કતા�, હતા�  અન સમાહતા� હતા. 

ે ેએક સાથ જદી જદી ભિમકા યો�ય રીત ભજવી મારા િપતા�એ આ ુ ુ ૂ
ે ેે ેફાની દિનયામાંથી ચીર િવદાય લીધલ છ, પરંત મારા માટ તઓ અજર ુ ુ

ે ે ે ં ે ેઅમર છ. તમનાં સીંચલ સ�કારો, કાયો�ની સવાસ  અન તમના આદશ� ુ
ે ં ે ે ેમારા �વનમાં દીપકની જમ હમશા ��વિલત રહશ. મારી �ેરણામિત� ૂ
ે ં ં ં ેસમાન આવા મારા િપતા�ીન હ કોિટ કોિટ વદન ક�ં છ અન આ ુુ

ંં ે ે ેિનબધ તમન શાિ�દક ��ાંજિલ �પ અપ�ણ ક�ં છ.  ુ
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zeyh ÃkÃÃkk,

yk{ íkku ykÃkýe ðå[uLkku ÃkºkÔÞðnkh ftE Lkðe ðkík LkÚke. 

yðkhLkðkh ¾wþeLkkt Mk{k[kh fu {LkLke W÷ÍLk nkuÞ nwt 

ík{Lku ÷¾íke s hne Awt, nwt {khk rð[khku, MkÃkLkk, EåAkyku 

fu {tíkÔÞku økwshkíke ¼k»kk{kt ðÄw Mkkhe heíku {qfe þfwt Awt yuðwt 

{Lku [ku¬MkÃkýu ÷køku Au. yksu ík{u {khe ÷kEVLkkt nehku Aku, 

çkå[Lk Aku yuðwt ftEf fnuðwt Au.

16 {u 1971Lkkt hkus ðe.yuMk. nkuÂMÃkx÷Lkkt sLkh÷ ðkuzoLkkt 

^÷kuh çkuz WÃkh MkðkhLkkt Mk{Þu ËefheLkku sL{ ÚkÞku. 

ykŠÚkf yLku Mkk{krsf ÃkrhÂMÚkrík òuELku ykswçkkswLkkt 

÷kufkuyu MkkÁ yuðwt MkknkLkwt¼qrík ðk¤w ðíkoLk Ëk¾ÔÞwt Ãký 

Ëefhe sL{Lkku ½ýku yVMkkuMk Ãký ÔÞõík fÞkou. yu 

ík{khkÚke MknLk Lkk ÚkÞwt, yLku ík{u nkuÂMÃkx÷Lkkt çkuz WÃkh 

[ZeLku Úkk¤e ðøkkzeLku {khk sL{Lkku ½txkhð fÞkou yLku fÌkwt 

fu {khe yk Ëefhe yk s nkuÂMÃkx÷{kt ¼ýeLk u 

økkÞLkufku÷kSMx çkLkþu yLku MkkiLku yuLkwt økkihð hnuþu... 

yuðk ík{u MkÃkLkkLkkt MkkuËkøkh {khk ÃkÃÃkk sL{Lkkt çkeò rËðMku 

ßÞkhu nkuÂMÃkx÷{ktÚke zeM[kso ykÃÞku íÞkhu LkkLkfzk 

¼kzkLkkt ½hLkk ÍktÃkkÚke {khk ½kurzÞk MkwÄeLke fuzeLku ík{u 

økw÷kçkLke ÃkktËzeykuÚke ¼he ËeÄe yLku {khe LkkLke 

Ãkøk÷eykuLku ÃkkuíkkLke nÚku¤e WÃkh ÃkkzeLku yu fuze WÃkh {kÁt 

Mðkøkík fÞwO çkMk yu Ãk¤Úke s {khe ®sËøke fu {khk Sðíkh 

WÃkh ík{khe AkÞk MktÃkqýoÃkýu Ãkze økE.

Mfq÷Lkkt rËðMkku{kt økhçkk MÃkkuxoTMk, rMkíkkhðkËLk, r[ºkfk{ fu 

ykxoðfo nkuÞ fu çkkh{ktLkk xâqþLk{kt ÷uðk-{qfðkLke zâqxe 

nkuÞ, õÞkhuÞ ík{khk ðøkh nwt õÞktÞ økE s LkÚke. 

{uzef÷Lkkt yuzr{þLk ð¾íku su økkihð yLku Mkw¾ {U ík{khk 

{kutZk WÃkh òuÞwt níkwt yu y«rík{ níkwt. ßÞkhu økkÞLkufLke 

zeøkúe ÃkAe «kEðux nkuÂMÃkx÷Lke þYykík fhe íÞkhu {Lku 

ík{kYt AkLkwt{kLkwt ðuExªøk Y{{kt çkuMkeLku {khe ðkíkku Mkkt¼¤ðe 

yLku {Lku fk{ fhíke òuðkLkwt {Lku çkhkçkh ÞkË Au. {Lku ík{u 

nt{uþkt fnuíkk fu íkwt {kÄwheLke su{ M{kE÷ ykÃku Au yLku {khku 

çkÄku Úkkf Wíkhe òÞ Au.

ík{khe fk{ «íÞuLke rLkck, rþMík yLku [kuõMkkELku fkhýu nwt 

nt{uþkt fnuíke fu ík{u fzf {eXe [k suðk Aku, yíÞtík «u{k¤ 

yLku nwtV ykÃkðkðk¤k Ãký fzf yk{eo {uLk nu Lku...

yksu Ãký ½h{kt çknkh fu nkuÂMÃkx÷{kt ßÞkhu Ãký fk{ fÁt 

Awt çknw æÞkLk hk¾wt Awt fu fkuE økzçkz Úkþu íkku ÃkÃÃkkLke ykt¾ 

Lkef¤þu yLku yu{Lku shkÞ Lkne øk{u. nòh nkÚkðk¤k ík{u 

{Lku ðkhMkk{kt su [kuõMkkE, fk{ «íÞuLke MkqÍ, {nuLkík 

fhðkLke íkkfkík, MkknMk yLku yíÞtík Ãkku[wt ÓËÞ ykÃkíkk 

økÞk Aku yu {khe rðhkMkík Au. {B{e {Lku ½ýeðkh fnu Au fu 

ík{khe økuhnkshe nwt Vur{r÷{kt {nTËytþu Ãkwhe ¼he hne 

Awt... ðeþ {e ÷f... ykÃkýu hkºku {kuzk MkwÄe {wðeMk òuíkkt 

yLku ÃkAe yzÄe hkºku suðwt ykðzu yuðwt ftEf çkLkkðíkk yLku 

yufçkeòLkkt ð¾ký fhíkk-fhíkk ¾kíkk...ÞkË Au Lku... 

ík{khk ºkýuÞ s{kELku nt{uþkt fnwt Awt fu çkeswt ftEÃký 

SðLk{kt çkLkku fu Lkk çkLkku Ãký {khk ÃkÃÃkk suðk sYh çkLkòu 

ík{khe ËefheykuLkku çkuzkuÃkkh ÚkE sþu... [ku¬Mk...

yksÚke 17 ð»ko Ãknu÷kt ßÞkhu ík{khe ykfÂM{ík y©w¼eLke 

rðËkÞ ÚkE íÞkhu nwt ytËhÚke çknwt n[{[e økE níke Ãký ík{u 

{Lku su ®n{ík ykÃke fu, ykfkþ{kt çku çkkçkk íkkhe MkkÚku s 

Au... nwt yLku íkkhk MkktEçkkçkk, ©Øk hk¾su... ®n{ík 

hk¾su... nwt nkuík íkku íku su õÞwt nkuík íku s fhsu nwt çkuXkuçkuXku 

òuW Awt... nkshk nsqh íkkhe MkkÚku s Awt. {khk nehkuLku íkuLke 

÷kzfeLkkt «ýk{.

{khk rÃkíkk – {khk nehku
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{khk rÃkíkk, Mkkûkkík EïhLkwt MðYÃk, {khk {kxu Mkðo©uc 

nehku, {khk økwY, r{ºk, «uhýk, {køkoËþof, hûkf, ÷køkýe, 

MktðuËLkk yLku nqtVLkk Míkkuºk, ðnk÷Úke ðhMkíkwt ykfkþ. {khk 

rÃkíkk fkuEÃký ¼uË ðøkh {khk ¼ýíkh {kxu ÃkkuíkkLke çkÄe 

{qze ykÃkeLku {Lku MktMfkh ykÃÞk fu rðãk Úke ðÄkhu ftE 

LkÚke. íku{Lkwt Éý õÞkhuÞ [wfðkÞ Lknª. nwt Awt Lku íku{Lku 

þçËku s {khe þÂõík Au. {khk rÃkíkk yux÷u ®Mkn Mk{w 

ÔÞÂõíkíð, MkËk nMkíkku [nuhku, çkÄkLku {ËËYÃk ÚkðkLke 

¼kðLkk, WËkhíkk, rLkzhíkk Lke {qŠík. {khk rÃkíkk yux÷u 

çkw÷ux«wV sufux Ãknu÷e økku÷e Ãkkuíku ¾kþu Ãký {Lku nt{uþkt 

çk[kðe ÷uþu. {khk rÃkíkk yux÷u xVLk ø÷kMk, {w~fu÷e{kt Ãkkuíku 

íkwxe sþu Ãký {Lku fE Lkrn Úkðk Ëu. {khk rÃkíkk yux÷u huELk 

fkux, Ãkkuíku ðhMkkË{kt ¼eLkk Úkþu Ãký {Lku fE Lkne Úkðk Ëu. 

{khk rÃkíkk yux÷u ½xkËkh ð]ûk, Ãkkuíku yrz¾{ W¼k hnuþu 

Ãký {Lku AktÞku ykÃkþu. Íku{Lke nkshe Mkwhs suðe Au. økh{ 

sYh ÚkkÞ Ãký Lkk nkuÞ íkku ytÄkY AðkE òÞ. MktMkkh{kt 

MkkiLkku «u{ {¤u Ãký, rÃkíkk Lkk «u{Lke Mkk{u ¼økðkLk Lkku «u{ 

Íkt¾ku ÷køku, fu{fu ¼økðkLk Mkw¾-Ëw:¾ çktLku ykÃku Ãký rÃkíkk 

Mkw¾ s ykÃku, íkuÚke rÃkíkk rðYØLkk Mkkt¼¤wt. yk ËwrLkÞk{kt 

{khk rÃkíkkyus EåAeÞw fu nw íku{LkkÚke ðÄkhu MkV¤ ÚkkW, 

ykðw rð[khðkLke fkuELke íkkfkík LkÚke.

{khk yÂMíkíðLkwt MkhLkk{wt {khk rÃkíkk, {khe Ãknu[kLkLke 

yk÷u¾ {khk rÃkíkk, {khk rË÷Lke ÄzfLk {khk ÔÞðnkhLkk 

Ãkw»ÃkLke {nuf, {khk MktMfkhLke SðkËkuhe, ®sËøke Lkk 

rnMkkçkLkwt ÃkwMíkf, {khk ÃkzAkÞkLke ykf]rík, {khk [nuhkLkk 

nkMÞLke hkuLkf...{khk rÃkíkk.

Úkkf økýku níkku [nuhk Ãkh Ãký y{khe ¾wþe {kxu yLknË 

Ãkrh©{ fhíkk òuÞk Au, ykt¾{kt ô½ ½ýe níke Aíkkt Ãký 

®[íkk{kt òøkíkk òuÞk Au. íkf÷eVku [khu çkksw Úke níke Ãký 

®n{ík nkÞko ðøkh yuf÷k ÷zíkk òuÞk Au, fkuELku íkf÷eV 

ðýoðíkk Lk níkk Ãký yzÄe hkíku ¾wÕ÷e ykt¾u y{khk 

¼rð»ÞLkk MkÃkLkk Mkòðíkk òuÞk Au. ÃkkE ÃkkE ¼uøke fhe 

¾wþe ¾heËíkk òuÞk Au. yu ¾wþe {kxu ÃkkuíkkLkk þ{ýkykuLku 

høkËku¤íkk òuÞk Au. ÃkkuíkkLke ÃkMktË Lku Lkk ÃkMktË fhe y{khe 

ÃkMktËøke yÃkLkkðíkk òuÞk Au. ÔÞÂõík yuf níkk Ãký 

rðþu»kíkk yLkuf níke, rÃkíkk MðYÃku MksoLknkhLku òuÞk Au.

Ãkk Ãkk Ãkøk÷e ¼híke ¼híke,

ÚkEøkE {kuxe ÃkfzeLku ík{khku nkÚk,

{ktøkýeyku çkÄe ÚkR síke Ãkwhe,

fhíke nwt çkMk yuf s MkkË,

ykðe níke ßÞkhu fkuE íkf÷eV,

çkLke síkk íÞkhu yuLke Mkk{u Zk÷,

òu shk Ãký ykðu fkuE {Lku ykt[,

íkku yxfe síkkt ík{khk Ãký Äçkfkh,

LkÚke {khk þçËku{kt yux÷e íkkfkík,

fu ðýoðe þfu ík{khku fkuE ykfkh,

{khk {w¾ÃkhLkwt A÷fkíkw rM{ík,

çkMk yuf s níke ík{khe SË,

suLkk ykrþ»k Au, nt{uþkt {khe MkkÚku,

yuðk Mkwhûkk fð[ {khk rÃkíkk Lku fkuxe fkuxe «ýk{...
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When this ac�vity was announced I wasn’t 

sure about par�cipa�on because I know my 

limita�ons with words and vocabulary. I will 

never be able to jus�fy the greatness and 

deeds of man I will be talking about. But 

then I felt this will go to all  who know both 

of us very well they will read in between the 

lines and shall also sense the unsaid words 

for him. Rather there are people in this 

associa�on who know him for longer 

dura�on even than I do.
 One thing I was very sure that 

whoever has known him personally, will 

surely and fully agree to my ideas about my 

father, my hero.  So I decided to put an 

honest a�empt to it because our busy and 

demanding life does not always gives us 

chance to express true feelings for our dear 

once. 
 ‘My father is my hero’ is a universal 

truth and on lighter side a�er being a father 

I also know very well that Fathers are always 

underrated compared to Mothers when it 

comes to childcare. But the truth is both of 

them have their unique and special role in 

their life. 
 As per  defini�on Hero is  “ A 

legendary figure endowed with great 

strength or ability. A person who is admired 

for having done something very brave or 

having achieved something great.” By virtue 

of spending childhood in India Bollywood 

always remains a part an parcel of your 

thinking process and in Bollywood I have 

iden�fied three types of hero’s, Type 1 : 

Strong , Full of Courage and Convic�on. 

Type 2 : Helpful ,Honest , Protec�ve and  

Inspira�onal to many around with moral 

integrity Type 3 : In few off beat movies hero 

may not be physically strong or powerful 

but appeals by his quali�es of Self-sacrifice, 

Selflessness mental Strength.  And I felt My 

hero was in true sense an pleasant blend of 

all this quali�es in essen�ally right quan�ty.
  Going through the years of his 

journey which I had not witnessed in person 

( Before my birth) but narrated by others, he 

was born with golden spoon but he would 

never take anything or anyone for granted. I 

have always learned from him to value and 

respect what you get in life. Your virtues can 

put you in a posi�on for which you have to 

be thankful to almighty but  to be able to be 

worthy of that posi�on and to rise from 

there is solely in your hands. Hard work, 

determina�on and sincerity have no 

shortcuts when it comes to achieving a goal. 
 Great schooling career, securing 
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posi�on in board and ge�ng admission in 

pres�gious VS Hospital had already made 

him an hero in our family and a source of 

inspira�on for others around before even I 

was born. In my growing years what I learnt  

and witnessed about him made him my 

superhero.
 Anywhere in the world one very 

essen�al quality of hero is his visual appeal 

and how he carries himself. An in his case 

the stories I have heard from my mother, he 

would never forget to carry a comb in the 

pocket . He was always passionate of  his 

perfect hairstyle, each �me a�er a scooter 

ride would spend enough �me bringing it 

back to perfect normal. The scooter mirror 

used to be the most essen�al part of his 

vehicle in those days. And apart from all this 

I have full faith in my mother,  that if she had 

agreed to spend her life with one person he 

has to be a hero in all possible ways. 
  Talking about my own childhood, 

when you do not have a single unwanted 

memory in your growing years it goes 

without saying that you had extremely 

carrying, protec�ve set of  guardians who 

a re  n eve r  l e s s  t h a n  h e ro e s .  B u sy 

professional schedules , commitment at 

many places  and odd working hours never 

came in way when taking care of us. I s�ll 

remember numerous occasions of going to 

coffeeshop at 2 AM with my parents a�er 

few of their longest and busiest days just for 

us without any sign of �redness and 

unwillingness. Expressing the anger 

without changing a single decibel, in a 

manner that concern person would realise 

his mistake is one of his biggest quali�es. I 

don’t remember a single incidence of him 

even scolding me with my mischiefs, s�ll 

conveying clearly that what has happed 

should not have and what is right in this 

situa�on.
 Probably being a great obstetrician 

and son of a obstetrician he had inherited 

great art of watchful expectancy and 

minimal invasion. In some strategic 

moments of our life from choosing my 

carrier to life partners he was involved with 

a great sense of maturity . In spite of 

visualising everything clearly, but not 

imposing your ideas on  genera�on next is 

something I am s�ll learning from him. In 

my cri�cal career decisions from 6 months 

in school of architecture, three months in 

Dental and ul�mately in MBBS he was 

always there to silently support me. Missing 

my medical admission for just one mark on 

first go, thinking of other career op�ons of 

my choice, wai�ng for reshuffling must be 

as stressful for him as it was for me but 

during that ups and down, I have not for a 

moment felt his stress ge�ng up to me. 

Instead  I always got a posi�ve energy from 

him to take my own though�ul decisions. It 

was very easy for him to put me in a posi�on 

but rather he opted to allow me to earn it 

for myelf.  The quality I admire the most in 

my hero is, giving me freedom to take 

independent calls make mistakes, to learn 

from mistakes and  to rise from them and 

ul�mately to grow stronger on my own.  
 I had a chance to work for short span 

of  4 months in ob gyn dept during my DNB 

residency at  VS Gen hospital where he had 

spent long 30 years of his career. I consider 

myself fortunate to work in an ins�tute 

which has given some of the greatest 

legends in the field and I had a chance to 

learn some interes�ng facts about my 

legend and his golden days there. I was 

touched by the fact that not only his 
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colleagues or juniors for medical fraternity 

but lower most staff including paramedics, 

to  a li� man remembered him with great 

respect. Each one of them had a posi�ve 

story of him which they were proudly 

sharing with me. 
 According to researchers, empathy, 

and compassion for others are key variables 

that contribute to heroic behaviour. And I 

could really appreciate this by working in his 

department. He has that art of going an 

extra mile and to touch lives of each and 

everyone involved, irrespec�ve of their 

posi�on and power. It is well said that man 

is judged by the way he behaves with his 

inferiors and if that is the case my hero will 

score 110 out of 100. I have yet to see an 

examiner carrying snacks for co examiners, 

suppor�ng staff and even exam going 

students. I learn this interes�ng fact 20 

years a�er one of the exam going student 

and now a prac��oner told me personally 

when he came to know that I am his son. He 

always believes in returning li�le extra to 

someone who works for or with him. It may 

just be a thanks message, a good book , a 

pen,  a  small chocolate, a pack of sweet or a 

bunch of fresh mangos selected by him 

personally. One of his greatest heroic 

quality is to politely thank each and 

everyone who has done something for him 

or served him in any form may it be his 

family member, even grandchildren. Taking 

no one efforts for granted elevates him to a 

different level.
 He has taught us not to fear anyone 

except god, and to avoid human worship 

cause world is never in black and white for 

him  it exists in shades of grey and all have 

some good and bad quali�es. He teaches us 

to learn from everyone’s good quali�es and 

stay away from bad. One thing he strongly 

believes in is, life is too short for making 

enemies. His favourite lines which keep me 

going in difficult �mes is …“we some�mes 

get credit for things we haven’t done and so 

some�mes honour the discredit for things 

we haven’t done …  accept life gracefully as 

it hits you and keep moving forward. “
 One interes�ng study found that 

people who have heroic tendencies also 

have a much higher degree of empathy. For 

me his quali�es are endless but we have a 

word limit here . So to conclude I would like 

to end with a famous quote:  heroes aren't 

just compassionate and caring; they have a 

knack for being able to see things from the 

perspec�ve of others.  They can "walk a 

mile in another man's shoes,"  and my 

father is surely one of them.
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I have always admired my father,he’s been 

my real hero,my father has been biggest 

e ff e c t  i n  m y  l i f e ,  h e  w a s  a  v e r y 

loving,caring,emo�onal ,selfless person. He 

was a family man,his life revolved around 

we three sisters,he worked hard to provide 

us best educa�on. In 70’s he went against 

his parents to educate us in convent school. 

He use to help my mom in her home chores 

too. He gave so much freedom to my mom, 

he was never authora�ve. seeing all this 

from childhood had great impact on my 

selfesteem and selfworth.

                 A hero is  a person u can look upto, 

u want to follow his footsteps,my dad was 

one such person, I could never find any 

faults in him, he was perfect person for me. 

A kind hearted person always ready to help 

others. He  stood like a rock by my side in my 

ups and downs. He was always there when I 

need him the most, guiding me, protec�ng 

me at every stage of my life.

               He was outright family person, 

Sundays were for familly, He use to bathe all 

three sister,cut our nails, comb our hair ,this 

was ritual he followed every Sunday, then 

he use to take us to barber for hair cut,iron 

o u r  u n i f o r m s  , p o l i s h  s c h o o l 

shoes,a�ernoon was �me for studies,he 

use to teach us physics,biology maths with 

prac�cal examples.Sunday evening was 

ou�ng �me movie or a restaurant.he never 

par�ed alone with his collagues.Sunday 

was for family.

             He was a varocious reader ,he read 

al l  kind of books from roman�c,to 

thri l ler,medical  books ,to spirutual 

books,bhagvad geeta,and even astrology.i 

wish I coulld imbibe this one quality of him.i 

love reading but  my field is limited to 

meidcal books only.he ws a religious 

s p i r i t u a l  p e r s o n , h e  n e w 

mahabharat,bhagwageeta,yamunaashtak 

by heart and we all us to do satsang with 

him �ll late night.

               He was most selfless person I have 

seen,his only aim inlife was to give all three 

sisters best educa�on so that we could be 

selfdependent I live our life with pride.he 

use to say”u should be able to stand on your 
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feet and support yourself and family if need 

arises”.he felt educa�on was only way.we 

all 3 sisters did piostgradua�on before 

marriage got best job,he never ecpected 

anything in return,never worried about his 

oldage and spent all his earning for us,

         How can I ever forget all sacrifices he ‘s 

made for us,without revealing .he had a 

medical  store opposite to medical 

collage,all lectureres andproffesors us to 

come to buy medicines and personal care 

products and he obliged everyone just 

fearing it would effect my result.i came to 

k n o w  a b o u t  i t 

much later,a�er 

my marriage.i am 

indebt to him,can 

never ever psy him 

back.

          He was 

probably not best 

husband,had his 

own weaknesses 

but as a father he 

was bestest.i will 

always remember his uncondi�onal love.all 

his bad quali�es were hidden behind his 

selfless,uncondi�onal love.icould never 

bear anyone saying nega�ve about him,I 

use to fight with my sisters if they said 

anything bad about him,because as a father 

he was a real gem,unmatched.

           Overall I remmember him only as a 

person who was my friend,guide,spiritual 

guru.despite his short temper he was loved 

and respected by evereyone in the family 

just because he was aloving,devoted,loyal 

person,

   Dad I love u,miss u and wish to have u as 

my father in next life tooo,
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Usually, a mother’s love is talked about 

repeatedly everywhere, in movies, in shows 

and more. Yet, what we fail to acknowledge 

is the strength of a father which o�en goes 

unno�ced. I can vouch for my father 

without any second thoughts when it 

comes to being an ideal person. My Father 

was Different! As everyone likes to believe 

that their father is different, so do I. 

Nonetheless, this convic�on is not merely 

based on the love I have for him, but also 

because of his personality.

M y  fa t h e r  H o n ’ b l e .  R A M S WA R U P 

SHRINARYAN VERMA was born in Alwer, 

Rajasthan on 31st DECEMBER 1930. My 

father has been the Founder President of 

JEEVAN SADHNA HIGH SCHOOL which has 

all the 03 mediums with around 2500 

students studying in it since 05 decades. He 

has been the Founder President of 

SHIKSHAN SADHNA PTC College. He was 

very ac�ve in Poli�cs. He was a painter and 

singer by hobby. Being on such a high 

designa�on and posi�on in his field, he was 

very calm and down to earth. He was quite 

disciplined in all aspects of his life. He was 

the one who taught me to always prac�ce 

discipline no ma�er what work I do. He 

emphasized on constant hard work and 

determina�on. He made sure that his 

children become a good and confident 

ci�zen. In addi�on, my father had an 

undying love for animals which made him 

very sympathe�c towards them. He 

prac�ced religion devotedly and was very 

charitable too.

My Father is My Source of Inspira�on which 

I can proudly say from day one. In other 

words, his perspec�ve and personality 

together have shaped me as a person. He 

was the one to insist on the importance of 

studies. It is his efforts and blessings on me 

for what I am today.

To sum it up, I believe that my father had it 

all what it takes to be called a real-life 

superhero.

No ma�er how tough the �mes got, I 

watched my father become tougher. I 

certainly aspire to become like my father. If I 

could just inherit ten percent of what he 

was, I believe that my life will be sorted.
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